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Introduction

This, report, the skkty-eighth in A series of quarterly progress reports issued
!by the Research Uaborat~ty of Electronicsj, containri a. review of the research:

activities of the Laboratoy fof the three-mronth petiod ending Novemnber~ 30, 1,962.
Since this is 6. prelitninary report, no res~ults should be consider'ed final.

VFo116wig out custom of the past several years, ini this issue of Jahuary 15,
,1963 We pr~eface the tepOitt Of each resear'ch grouip with a stateme nt of the objec-

tives~T oftegophese sur im aiies of Our aim s are prLesenti d in an eff'ort top gixv-

peOrspective to the detailed reports of this and ent:uinga quarters.



R AIO pHYSICS

I PHYSICAL E.LECTRONICS

Prof. W. B. Nottingham J. L, Coggins
B. L. Blackford L, E. Sprague

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

1. Theory of Energy Conversion Electronics

'The effectiveness of: energy conversion by means ,of ther monic emission from an
emitter 'depends upon the existence of a suitabl6e difference in work-function between, the
emitter, and the collector. Many aspects of the physics of electronics are involved
this: application and need to be examined in considerable detail, with theory Compared
with experiment. Thermionic converters are, at present, very difficult to make. The
application ,of thermiionic-emi, ssion theory, gasdischarge theory, -and space-charge the-
ory all contribute to A better understanding of the phenomena found in practical convert-
ers. It is, therefore, one of our objectives to organize these Various branches of physics
and relate them to experimental work that is generally carried on in laboratories,

2. Work-Function Determination by the Electron Energy Distribution Method

The maintenance of the collector work-function at a low and controllable value is of
prim e importance in the design and operation of an efficient thermionie converter. It
is not enough to say that the collector work-function should be the absolute minimum
attainable because, for particular surface conditions, this miinimum might occur on -ly
at a relatively high te Iperature that, in turn, would indicate an excessive thermionic
exhissidn from the collecti It is important, therefore, to devise a scheme for deter-
.m:'ig the collector wotk4function for selected surfaces,, especially single-crystal sur-
faces, in the presence of cesium.

The experim-ental method that is being used here involves the production of electron
emission fft-n a ribbon filameit source. Parallel to this source there Will be three
conducting surfaces with a single small circular opening in each one, so lined up that

electrons collimated by means of a magnetic field will be able to pass through all three
of these apertures. This collimated, beam of electrons will then impinige on the collector,
which is similar in construction to the emitter. The part of the surface that receives the
beam will be a Single crystal wi-th a selected crstallographic orientation. In order to

determine the work-function of the collector by this means, it is necessary to study the
current-voltage characteristic in the retarding range to determine the characteristic
temperature that describes the electron-energy distribution. This temperature must
be the same as that of the emitter for the ex-riment to be correctly interpreted. If
this test proves satisfactory, the work-function of the collector can be determined
directly from the knowledge of the current density and the applied voltage. In order

to make this study in the temperature range for Which an appreciable electron emission
from the collector can take place, the center diaphragm of the three can be modulated

the application of a square-wave, cutoff potential, and a sharply tuned amplifier can
detect the modulated current in the presence of a considerable background of direct

current.

3. Adsorption Properties of Single Crystals of Tungsten before and after
Carburization

Experiments with clean tungsten crystals show that different crystallographic ori-
entations adsorb cesium with specific characteristics, Generally speaUng, the (110)
direction and the (112) direction hold cesium best. This is indicated by the fact that at
a given cesium pressure these originally high work-function surfaces become the lowest
of all. Experience in the field of thermionic emission from thoriated tungsten has led to
the commercialized technique of carburizing the surface layer. After carburization,
this layer holds thorium better than it did before. The purpose of this experiment is to

find out whether or not surface treatment of tungsten can create a situation in which
cesium will hold on to give a suitably low work"function at a very high temperature and
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(I. PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS)

not also require an excessive arrival rate of cesium

Selected tungsten wire can be polished and processed in such a manner as to make
long single crystals grow in the wire., These single crystals exhibit all of the available
crystal directions that combine as (iix), With x taking on values from zero to infinity.
Theeletreee issionis seen on, a concentric fluor'escent screen. After the crystal is
grown and its orientation determined it can be carburized. Cesium is then admitted
and the emission pattern reinvestigated to see to What :eXtent the carburization has influ-
enced the adsorption properties of the single crystal.i

4. Cesium ionization on a Thoriated Filament

Surface ionization of cesium depends on the effective work-function of the surface
and its temperature. The total number of ions produced depends also on the arrival
rate of cesium. Under most conditions, the work4function itself depends on the cesium
arrival rate and temperature and, thereforej it is very difficult to evaluate the influ-
ence of the work-function itself. A thoriated tungsten filament can be controlled to have
an effective work-function between - 3 electron volts and - 4. 5 electron volts. After
having brought about the activation, ts temperatUre can be raised sufficiently high so
that practically no cesium atoms stick to the surface if the cesium pressure is not too
high, and also no additional thorium activation takes place. it is the purpose of this
experiment to try to evaluate qualitatively at least, and quantitatively if possible, the
direct influetnce of the surface work-function on the cesium ion production rate.

5. McLeod Gauge Evaluation

Vacuum technology depends on there being some good standard of pressure measure-
ment as a means of calibration for measuring devices that depend on other phenomena
and, in particular, depend on the ionization that takes place in an ion gauge. There has
been reason to believe that the McLeod gauge, Which depends on the application of Boyle's
law, does not always yield results as unambigzuous as desired. An experiment is under
way to test two McLeod gauges, one against the other, when both are constructed as
ne:rly alike as possible. This comparison Will be made with a static system, in con-
trast to a later comparison that will be made with gas flowing through apertures. The
scheme involves the control of gas flow from a high-pressure region to a medium-
pressure region and, finally, to a very low-pressure region. One McLeod gauge can
be calibrated against another in terms of the areas of the apertures that connect these
regions. It is the objective of this research to try to evaluate the influence of capil-
lar ity and other disturbances that may make the McLeod gauge inaccurate in unexpected
ways. c

Wt B. Nottingham

A. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF ELECTRICAL LEAKAGE CAUSED 'BY

CESIUM ON GLASS

Experiments concerned with the measurement of small currents (electron emission,

ion emission, and so forth) in the presence of cesium vapor are often harassed by elec-

trical leakage caused by cesium atoms which adsorb on the glass walls and presses of

the tube. The adverse effects Qf this leakage are commonly reduced by raising the glass

temperature and by the use of "guard rings." The experiments reported here relate

specifically to the quantitative investigation of the effect of glass wall temperature and

cesium bath temperature on the leakage resistance.
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(I. PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS)

1. Experimeitta. A rrangeifment

The experimental tube is sketched Mi Fig. I-i. Potentials of 0-45 volts are applied

across the two electrodes and the corresponding currents measured with a seftsitive dc

electrometer;. The entire tube is contai:med in a shielded temperature-regulated oven.

TUNGSTEN PRESS
_ -  

LEADS

PLATINUM BAND

DIAMETER 7.0CM 3.9 CM

-PLATINUM BAND

PYREX GLASS
NO. 7740

CESIUM APPENDIX

Fig. I-1. Experimental tube.

The cesium appendix is immersed in a water bath whose temperature is regulated inde-

pendently of the oven. The enlarged section of the tube is equipped with a heating tape

powered _by direct current to avoid pickup in the electrometer circuitry.

The oven temperature is always maintained higher than that of the cesium bath so

that the pressure in the tube is controlled by the bath temperature.

2. Experimental Results

The leakage values are characterized by a quantity ps which denotes the resistance

of a square of the cesium covered glass surface. The resistance R of a rectangular
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(I. P-YSICAL ELECTRONICS)

shaped surface is given by

's £ '
Id(

where I is the length parallel to the current, and d the length in the perpendicular direc-

tion,

Figure 1-2 shows ip as a function of the glass temperature TQ a't two different values

of cesium bath temperature T . It is seen that ,s has an expoiiential dependence on

lTG .for TG less than 1000 C, and that the ,conStant in the exponential is nearly independ-

ent of T in the measured temperature range. The decrease of p at the higher
CsS

10

a le

106

,1TCi, - ,. .C

io4

• Tcs = 23.°C

1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9, 2.1 2.,3 2.5 2.7 2.9 3.1 3.3
10". ('Ko) -

Fig. I-2. Resistance of a square as a function of glass temperature
at two values of cesium bath temperature.. TG varies
from 30*C to 400°C.
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(I PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS)

temperatures is eaused by leakage through the glass itself rather than acrOss the surface,

T his statement was verified by measurements made on the bare glaSs before cesium was

admitted into the tube. At the lowest value of TG and TCs .a Waiting period of several
hours, is required 'for the leakage current to increase to equiolibrium when the glass

is, free of cesium Initially. The faxct that both curves do not approach the same value at

high temperatures is assumed to be due to a permanent reaction, that occurs between the
glass and cesium during high-te mperature operation. Evidence for this Assumption is

obtained from an earlier curve taken at T .-" z3'C. t had a maximum value of p5 approx-
Cs

imately three times greater than the curve for Tcs 23C in Fig. I-2, This earlier

curve is not reported here because it represents nonequilibrium data at the low values

of TG. The data at Tcs = 65C were taken after those at TCs ='230C.

108

0
6

167

10 T . = 74 OC ,

10 4

2.6 2.9 3.0 3.'1 3.2 3.3 3.4

T I°C3 (:K°) !

Cs

Fig. 1-3. Resistance of a square as a function of cesium bath
temperature at two values of glass temperature. T
varies from 2O*C to 65*C. CS

Figure 1-3 shows ps as a function of TCs at two different values of TG. Here again
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,ps depends eixponentially ,ofi 1,/TCs but the slope 'ha's a noticeable, dependene o0n TQ At

T,,6 = 74 *Cl PIs approximately proportional to the square of the cesium vapor pressure;

this indicates thatp is strongly dependent on atom arrival rate.

Regarding 'the amount of cesium present on the glass surface at given values. of TG ,

and: T, a sinple interpretation of the data gives evidence that the coverage issomewhat

less than a monolayer in, the, te mperature ranges of Fig. I-3,.
Photocurrents were ,observed when the tube was subjected to external light. With

ordinary room light they are of such magiiitude as to m ask the leakage current at

TCs ' 6C and TG above - 100 °C, This made it necessary to take the data with the
tube shielded from all light. Several simple experiments gave evidence that these photo-

currents are produced by photoemssiOn of electrons from the cesium-coVered glass,
particularly mi the regions near the electrodes.

3, Summary

The signifficant results of this report can be beonwenieity summarized as follows.
(a ) Useful data rela'ting eieetrical leakage across cteium-covered glass surfactes to

glass temiperAture and, esi-um-bath temperature have been obtained fr a. .lmited range

of te:mnperature. (b) Photocurrenits capable of masking leakage currents over a large

tempertiire range were observed.
Further work with ceramic surfaces used is plahned. This will allow data to be

obtained over a larger temperature range.

B. Li Backford
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II SOFT X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY

Prof. G. G. Harvey F. H, Byers S, R. Reznek
Prof. K. W. Biiman .J. B. Lastovka N. K. Winsor

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

'The soft, xe-ray spectroscopy program has as its objective the experimental study of
the structure ,of the conduction band of electrons in a series of metals, particularly the
alkal sis, alkaline! earths, and some of the transition metals. The filled portion of such
a band can be studied by observing the emission sApectrIm produced 'by transitiois from

this band to the, nearest available sharp levels below this :band. In most metals this
corresponds to an, energy in the. range 15-Z50 'ev '(wavelength in the range 50-900 A), so
that, techniques of extreme ultraviolet vacuum spectroscopy need be applied. The energy
w idths Of these bands usualy lie in the range 2-1,0 evi

In .order to avoid the serious contamination of 'the metal that is being investigated,

which arises, in a coenvtional system, an ultrahigh vacuum (5X10 " 1 0 Torir) spectrometer
has been ,constructed. Another feature of the device is the elimination of a grating as a
dispersion ,element. This is accohiplished through the use of a neutral atomic beam from
which aPrhotoeeetrons are ej-cted uponsoft x- ray bombardment. The photoelectron ener-
gies are then analyzed with, a low-energy electron spectrometer. This instrument is still
und'er develodpment.

Another± objective of the group is to investigate metals in view of recent theoretical
adncnees in :the "manhody foritUlation" of solidS. The experimental consequences
of this theory should be: evietit in the volumetric photoelectric effect, in soft xaray
emission and absorption spe.etra, and fri reflection and tratsmission experiments in this
Wavelen gth range.

Al experiment performed recently on the volumetric photoelectric effect in nickel
was, hicely interpreted inView of the plasma oscillations iri a metal, which are predicted
by this mrny-body theory. A curtelnt effort is to observe plasma radiation from a thin
film in which ther valence electrons are undergoing collective oscillations. Further
experiments Along these lines are o ntemplated. A modification Of existing apparatus
is being made to allow ultrahigh vacuum conditions to prevail so that data obtained can
be interpreted as being due tothe metal specimen, rather than to contamination which
so.,often obscures the results in the soft x-ray wavelength region.

G. G. Harvey, K. W. Billman
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II. X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDIES

Prof. B. E. Warren
K. Haruta

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE'S

We are workifg gon the applicatioh of X-ray diffraction M-ethods to the ,tudy of prob,.
lems of interest in solid state physlcs. Applications 'of currenit interest are:

1. The determination of interatomic force constants and frequency distribibtions in
simple structures from a measurement of the temperature diffuse seattering of x-rays,

2. Measurement of long-range and short range order parameters in binarvy alloys
that show order-disorder changes.

3, Studies of the imperfe tions that characterize the structures of real materials;
in particular, the nature of cold work in a deformed metal. Changes in integrated inten-
sities, peak broadening, and peak ishifts are used to measure domain sizes, strairs, and
faulting; Present emphasis is on the use of ordered alloys such as ct 3Au in which there

are both fundamental and sUperst-ruct'ure reflections. The superstructure reflections
are much more sensitive to c ld work, and give considerably moier& information, than the
x-ray reflections from an element.

B. E. Warren
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IV, PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

Prof, C. W, Garland
J. S. Jones

RESEARCH !OBJECTIVES

'There is a vaiiety of probl, ems in the physics and hemistry of solid's in Which
phonons (lattice vibrations)% play an, important role. The theory of lattice dynamics can
be used to ealcilate ,digspers~in curves, the vibrational fr-equency spectrums and the bulk
thermodynamic properties 'of a crystalline material if appro-priate interatomic force
constants are knovn. The adiabatic elastic constants of a single crystal can be measlred
with high precision by ultrasonic pulse techniqaes Such donstan4S provide diret infor-
mation about the ,dispe siOin curves and frequency :spe trum at low frequencies, and thus
'determine -the low-temperat re thermal properties. They also provide a Way of testing
or evaluating. the force constant parameters in variOus force models of a solid.

Considerab h- emphasls has been given to studies of highly anisotropic solids, such
as cadmium and zinc, which have non:ideal hexagonal close-pac-ked struictures. 'In these
casesl, data at liqu-id-helium tetnperatures determine the, harmonic contribution, while
the temperature variation is related to aiharmonic effects. Recently, attention has. been
focussed on the elattic properties of erystal's near lambda-p6int transitions, There are
tlanoialous.1 changes in the elastic -onstants of a tolid such as NH4 C1 near the critical
temperature tor an order-disorder transition, The various independent elastic constants
of a single c.ystal behave quite diffetently in the vicinity of a la-mbda point, and sueh
differeices are related to the detailed structutal chafiges that occur and, the nature of
the interatomic ferces involved

C:. W. Garland
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V. BIOPHYSICAL CHEr STRY*

Prof G. G. Hammes
Dr. J. J. Burke

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

In recent years, considertable effort h as been expended in the elucidation of biochem-
ical mechanisms by utilizing physical chemical techiniques. This project, while we are
:still making use of general physical chemical techniques, is primarily concerned with
kinetic studies of chemical reactions of biochemical interest. Techniques have recently
been developed which permit the study of chemical reactions With hal times as short as

5 x 1010 sec.1 The advantage of being able to carry out kinetic studies over an extended
time range is that the entire -course of a chemical reaction can be observed. Since reac-
tion intermediates are directly detected, detailed chemical mechanisms can be obtained.

In order to better understand comtplex biological reactions, the behavior of some
simpler model systems is being investigatedi This Work includes studies of the inter-
actions of metal ion's with amino acidsi peiptides, and polymers in an effort to try and

uMderstand the Pole of metal ions in ezy-me catalysis.i Also, since macromoileules
are of extreme importance in biological systems, chemncai processes involving simple
,polymers- , polypeptides, proteins, and polynucleotides are being examined, particularly
with regard to possible fast corhfofmational changes,

in addition to model systems, several enzy-atic systems are being studied. Fast

reaction techniques have already yielded a detailed mechanism for one enzyme syste m
aid results for other systems will be available soon. Also, the catalytic role of the
macromolecule is being explored.

By coupling kinetic studies wit tn oWn i formatioin about molecular structures, it
ultimately should be possible to understand enzymatiC mechanisms on a molecular basis.

G. G. Hammes

References

I. G. G. Hammes, Quarterly Progress Report No. 65, Research b oratory of
Electronics, M.I.T., April 15, 1962, P. 5.

2. G. G. Ham mes and J. I. Steinfeld, Relaxation spectra of some Ni(II) and Co(i)
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3. G. G. Hammes and P. Fasella, A kinetic study of glutamic-aspartic transamin-
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VI. MICROWAVE SPECTROSCOPY*

Prof. M, W; P. Strandberg R. Huibonhoa Mahin Rahriani
Prof. R. L. Kyhil J, G. Ingersoll W. J. Schwabe
J, M. Andrews, Jr. P. F, Kellen J, R. Shane
J, C. Burgiel J. D., Kierstead N. Tepley
Y. H Chu S. H. Lerman C. F. Tomes
D. W. Covington J. W, Mayo S. H. Wemple

RESEARCH OBJEC TIVES

During the past year, electron paramagnetic resonance studies in solids have con-
centrated on the interaction processes within the spin system and between the spins and
the lattice. A detailed analysis of the line -broadening mechanism and line shape in ruby
has been completed and gives a very satisfactory interpretation of experimeritally
observed line shapes. Spin-lalttice relaxation studies have continued; apparatus for
generation of coherent microwave phonons has been constructed and is now operating in,
an understandable fashion. Electron paramagnietic resonance (EPR) techniques Were
used as a sensitive detection mechanism for recombination studies in gase's. An appli-
-cation of a detailed understanding of the physics of electron paramagnetism to micro"
wave maser technology was successffully concluded with the operation of a broadband
cavity maser at X-band.

In a different direction, a series of studies of superconductivity in thin films was
carried out and hhe microwave measurement techniques developed for EPR were applied
to the measurement of microwave surface impedance of supercondtctors.

The direction that our work will be taking Mi the future will include not onAly f urtherk
EPR studies but, to aft increasing degree, studies on metalS and superconductors. The
work now in progress on spin-lattice relaxation should confirm our basic understanding
of thS process and demonstrate the way to obtain meningful connection betWeen theory
and experitnent. Our maser work and other recent studies indicate lack of under
standing of basic cross -relaxation behavior in dilute paramagnetic systems. We hope
to resolve some of these difficulties to allow use of this tool to obtain further physical
information.

A major effort will be concentrated on the coherent phnon work, which will be
extended for the stud y of metals and semiconductors because it is such a useful source
of informatin, e~pecially for the metalic state. There is no doubt that information

that is useful for understanding the physics of metals is obtainable with electromagnetic
radiation in other spectral regions from the soft X-ray region (on which research has.
been carried out by another group at the Research Laboratory of Electronics; see
Section II), through the optical region, to the microwave region. We are now carrying
out preli.minary experpiments on metal plasmas in the optical region using a laser source;
this we hope will encourage further effort. The microwave surface: impedance studies
using our h'gh speed plotter have shown that very useful information is available from
surface impedance studies., and We hope to extend this work with improved apparatus
and the use of the facilities of the National Magnet Laboratory, especialy for the study
of the effect of magnetic fields on the surface impedance monotonic, resonant or-

oscillatory- of ordinary metals. These studies will require strong support on the
theoretical side both in our group and from other groups at M. I. T., and elsewhere.
This means that this program is large not only in effort, but also in time scale.

M. W. P. Strandberg, R. L, Kyhl

This work was supported in part by the U. S. Army Signal Corps --nder Contract
DA36-039-sc-87376; and in part by Purchase Order DDL B-40368 with Lincoln Labor-
atory, a center for research operated by Massachusetts Institute of Technology with
the joint support of the U. S. Army, Navy, and Air Force under Air- Force Contract
AF 9(604) -7400.
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ViA. OPTICAL AND INFRARED MASERS

Prof. C. H. Towies Elsa M. Garmire M. R, Pearima ,
Prof. A. Javqan Ti S. Jaseja H., Schlossberg
R. C. Addison, Jr. J. H. Parks S. R. Stokowski
R. Y, Chiao A. Szoke

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

This research program on optical atid ifnfrared masers is a broad and continuing
investigation- of the more fundamental aspects of masers and their utilization for physical
experiments. 'The ira mediate objectives can be des ribed as continuation and completion
,of a number of experimentts lainched last year on the applications of masers to spec-
troscopy and to precision measuremerts of physieal quartitiies, These in'lude a precise
determoination of an upper limlt to the " 'ether drift, " a modern form of the Michelson
and Morley experiment. The spectrum of an optical maser oscillator will be studied
further, as will standards of length, For the latter purpose, several new approacheS
in which ahn atomic !beamx is used for the active optical mediunh will be pursued. We plan
to emphasize the generation 'of a monochromatic source of light in the far infrared, using
maser, and parametric techniqtIes. The application of such a source of light to far infra-
red spectroscopy, and of infrared masers to spectroScopic studies, will also be ives-
tigated.

C, H. Townes, A. Javan
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VI1. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE AND HYPERFINE STRUCTURE

Prof; F. Bitter E. A. Hegbiom H. C. Praddaude
Prof. J, S. Waugh D. J. Hegyi 0. Redi
Dr. L. C. Bradley HI F. A. Lidgeois C, J. Schuler, Jr.
Dr, H. H. Stroke R. G. Little R. W. Simon
Dr. J, F; Waymouth J. D. Macomber W, W, Smith
J. C. 'Chapiman F. Mannis M. Ji Stavn
T, Fohl P. G. Menzitt W. J. Tomlin son rM
W. D. Halverson S. R. Miller W. T. Walter

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

There ,are fur main objectives in the work of this group' first, the investigation of
*molecular and solid -state problems by nuclear magnetic resonance techniques; second,
the itnvestigation of the structuire of atomic nuclei, particularly of radioactive nuclei, by
nuclear magnetic-resonance techniques and by the investigation of atomic hyperfine-
structure and isotope shift;i 'third, the developmen't of atomic resonance .techniques for
the Study of resonance radiation; and fourth, the study of the earth' s magnetosphere.

,1. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Our molecular studies by means of nuclear resonance continue to emphasize (a) the
nature Of phase transitions, par-ticularly those involving order.,disorder iphenomena, in
solids; (,b) itermolecular forces, including their reflection in the transport properties
of fluids; and (c) determination of the structures of simple molecules,

J, S. Waugh

2. Hyperfine Structure

Optical pumping and tuclear resonance have been Used successfully to achieve new
results. The results of our isotope-shift experiments have clarified the causes of the
"odd even staggering" effect observed in atomic Spectra of heavy elements. These
results show that further systematic Study of both isotope and nuclear isomer shifts
should provide valuable information on nuclear interactions- in particular, on the polar-
ization of nuclei bynucleons. The theoretical Study of the "hyperfineastructure anomaly"
and the formalism that we have developed has been used to test explicit assign- ents
of nuclear wave functions. Atomic-beam absorption techniques are being devel-
oped and used for precise spectroscopic measurements, as well as for detailed studies
of spectral-line profiles. Hyperfine-structure "level crossing" and douberesonance
experiments have been carried out with both stable and radioactive atoms. Further
work with both types of experiments is expected to yield data on atomic collisions and
radiation coheorence. An experiment has been performed to test oossible parity non-
conservation in molecular interactions. This work is being extended to other tran-
sitions, and to refining the upper limit on the mixing coefficient of a parity nonconserving
state.

L. C. Bradley III, H. H. Stroke, F. Bitter

3. Atomic Resonance Spectroscopy

The detailed analysis of light is becoming increasingly important in such varied fields
as atomic and nuclear physics, communication, and astrophysics. In addition to results
achieved by spectroscopic instruments that measure wavelengths, the use of magnetically
tunable atomic oscillators for measuring frequency distributions offers great promise,
In particular, the use of atomic beams in uniform variable magnetic fields promises to
become a useful tool for studies of the shape of resonance lines transmitted through
radiating and absorbing media.

Also, atoms may be considered as oscillators in which radiofrequencies and optical
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(VIL NUICLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE)

frequencies are coupled whenever the sirnultanedus absorption of two such different fre-
,quencies involves a comrinon level. Subtle linre-narrowinig effects resulting from the
imprisonment of optical resonance radiation have been detected by using double-
resonance tec'hniques, Experimental investigations to determine the relative importance,
on the one hand, of interatomic coupling caused by the radiation field, and on the other
hand, of the degree of coherence of the light in an absorbing cell should prove to be of
value in various inve:stigations.

Work in 'both of these areas was started some time ago in connection with hyperfine-
s tructure investigations and Will now be continued for its own sake.

H. H. Stroke, L.. C. Bradley HII, F. Bitter

4. The Earth' s Magnetosphere

Data 6btaine fron satellites and space probes on the nature of the interplanetary
medium are reviving interest in 'laboratory experiments related to the conditions found
in space. We propose to set up models of the earth and its surrounding magnetic fields
and to stidy, first of all, the diffusion of electrons and properties of trapped -harges in
the surrounding Van Allen beltsi The basic condition to ibe satisfied is that the ratio of
'the electron cyclotron radis "l",

a mvi fim

have the same ratio to, or should at least be adequately smaller than, the radius of the
solid model. If R is the radius of the model, and r the radial distance from the center
of the model to any point in space, we have, if the average intensity of magnetization of
the spherical dipole is I, the surroundbing field in the equatorial plane given by

4B 3r1 it R )

and therefore the required ratio a/R is

a 8

For the earth, we have a magnetic moment 8. ZXl022 am pmeter2, R =6.4X10 meters,
and an average inte nsity of magnetization I = 76 amp/meter. For the outer edge of the
Van Allen 'belt near the surface of the magnetosphere,

V # 5X104 electron volts;

and consequently

a 80. 71X10Z 03 = 1.2X10- 3 .

4 9xioQ

Two spherical di poles have been designed by Bruce Montgomery of the National Mag-
net Laboratory. The first is a super conducting coil with an iron core having a mag-2
netic moment 8Z0 amp-nm and a diameter of .21. The second is a water-cooled solenoid2
with an iron core having a magnetic moment 14, 000 amp-rm and a diameter of 7",
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(VI, NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE),

requiring 500 kw for its operation. T he values of a/R for these dipoles at points distant

10 R from their centers is 3-4 X 1:6- 2 i fV. These would seemto be adequate models for
a convenient range of electron energies. The field of thes'e dipoles at :a distance 10 R,
or 1,0" and, 35fl, r ,estpec'tively, would be 2,0;-5,0: gauss. It would be :quite feasible to
immerse , them in, very large coils that prioduce fields of this order ,of ,'magnitude to sim-
ulate the interplanetary field bounding that ,of the earth, if it should become desirable
for other line's of investigation.

A further requirement of such, a model would be that 'the pressure be made low enough
so that electronic mean-free paths would be at least of the 'order of meters, ThiS indi-

'cates operation 't pressures below 1 micron, or with an atom density below 1:03 :per
cubic centimeter. Insof ar as pumping lor the ,p'oduction of locajlized discharge's to gen-
era-te ions and electrons are concerned, this offers no difficulty,

The mimum electron densit-ies r'equi-ed for convenient observations .by mIeans of

Langlmuir probes are of 'the order of It9 per cubic tcentimeter. This is in a range that
would appear to be of interest and practically achiev&ble, at least locally in, a large tank.
The electoftas of the problem, is perhaps its most critical aspect. Othet approaches
for work at very low densitieSL would seem to be desirable.

This prog'ar, marks 'the evolution of work oh inercury-ra.r6 .gas..discharges, vhich
has 'been going on for the past ;two years, The theory Of Langmuir probe measurements
in a magnetic field has been, developed by j, F. Wdymouth.1 Observations, have been.
made by T. Fohl on the diffusioh anid theimal conductivity of electrons in a large spher-
ical container with a localized discharge at the center, Magnets. for the study of cy!rif-
drioal plasmas in cusped or unifoftm. longitudinal fields, and in quadru pole or uniform
transverse fields are available. It is ho,-ped, that these investigations will lead to actual
magneo.pheree model experiment9 in the-t ohut'se. pf the coming year.

F Bitter H. H. Stroke
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A. HYPERFINE STRUCTURE AND ISOTOPE SHIFTS IN NEUTRON-DEFICIENT

MERCURY ISOTOPES
Production techniques are now iunder study for the purposes of obtailing g 1 9 and
193* f195 g 195

Hg free of g 19and Hg ' to pern-it a verification of the prelhminary a@ig .ent,.

I(Hg19'3) 13/2 l and (jgl 93 *) z (Hg *) and to obtain. the Hg 1 9 3 spectrum.1  These

results, refer solely to the 2537 A resonance line.

The spectrum of Hg 1 9 4 has been observed over a period of almost one year, in the
19,6hope that by comparing its intensity with that of stable Hg , which was produced

simultaneously in the bombardment, we may be able to determine its halflife. At present

we are investigating the influence of self-absorption and cleanup on such a determination.
............... . . .. Hg194 g196 io o e s if n %h

We have also obtained a corrected value for the Hg -Hg isotope shif - t in the

2,537A line (0. 280± 01.015) cm " 1  The result is that y(195): and y(19,5*). are, even more

nearly equal to unity. 2

W. J. Tomlinson !II, H. H. Stroke
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VIII. MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS*

Prof, L. Di; Smullin R. J. Briggs Ai P. 'Porter
Prof. H, A. 1H, aus P. A. Mandics A. J. Schneider
Prof. A. Bers R. S. Smith

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

;Our group is ioncerned with theoretical anid experimental studies of high-peiVeance
electron, beams suitable for interaction with microwave f ields.

Experiments on the interaction of ' high-density hollow electiron beam With fields lof
klystron,-type cavieti, have been carried out in our laboratory '(several reports on this
work have appeared, in the Quarterly Progress Report.),. These experiments are being
continued and c'orrelated with the theory of gap interaction in such beams. The theory
of wave propagation and excitation of electron-beam waveguides is also continuing.

L. D. Smullin, H. A. Haus, A. Bers

This work is supported in part by Purchase Order DDL B-00368 with Lincoln
Laboratory, a center 'for research operated by Miassachusetts Institute of Technology
with the joint support of the U. S. Army, Navy, and Air Force under Air Force Contract
AF19(604)-7400.
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MX. MOLECULAR BEAMS

Prof. Ji R. Zaharias R. S. Badessa W, D. Johnston, Jri
Pro f J. G. King V. J. Bates S. G, Kukolich
Prof. C. L. Searle B, 'Brabson F. J. O'Brien
Dr. G W, Stroke R. Golub C. 0. Thornburg, Jr.

G. L. Guttrick

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

'Three kinds of research are pursued in the miolecular beams group.i

1. High-precision studies of atomic and molecular radiof rquency spectra, :n
example being the study of the rotational spectrum of HF,

2. The development and intercomparison of atomic frequency standards. The CS
electric resonance studies and the ammonia molecule decelerator are examples. Work
is also being done to determine the system properties of a cesium beam tube, and to
develop complementary eec tro-ics to realize its latent frequency stability. These new
clocks and others of different types Will be intereompared by using the M. L T. computer
facilities in Order to check for possible variations in rate with'epoch.

3. Experiments that apply parts of thes6 techniques to interesting problems in any
area of physics, as in the flliowing list:

(a:) The measurement of the velocity of light in terms of atomic st andards,

(b) the search for a charge carried by molecules,
'(c) an experi hiet on an Aspect of continuous creation.

These problems are well advanced. In an earlier phase are the "ollowing experiments:

(d) the velocity distribution of He atoms from liquid He,

(e) experiments with slow electrons (106 ev).

J. R. Zac-harias, J. G King, C. Li Searle

A. STARK EFFECT AND HYPERFINE STRUCTVRE OF HYDROGEN FLUORIDE

The nuclear hyperfine -structure constants and the electric dipole moment of hydro"
H1F 19 ,

gen fluoride, H F in the ground vibration and first excited rotation state have been
measured in a molecular beam electric resonance experiment. The hfs constants are

cF = 30?.6 1.5 kc

cp = -70. 6 1. 3 kc

Zn
2 g~g~4L nm
5 hZ r = 57.6 * .44 kc.5, h<r .. .

The apparatus was calibrated by observing Stark transitions in the ground

vibration and first excited rotation state of carbonyl sulfide, 0 1 6 C1 2 S3 2 , and the

results were:

1'HF = 2.554 .003.7 or RHF = 1. 81,95 0026;debye
Lo.CS
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(IX. MOLECULAR BEAMS)

by using LOCS 0. 7124 .!00 0 2debye,

An absolute measurement of the OCS electric dipole moment gave

= 0 7120 , . 003 debye.

A digitally computed solution of the Stark effect with m agnetic hyperfine 'structure

was necessAry to interpret the data. The theorY and experlmenr are in good agreement

over the range of ielectric fieid sttengths used in the experiment.

The hfs constats a:re in excrellexit agreement With the averaged absolute values of

these constants as measured fi a molecular beam m agnetic resonance experi ment.

The agreement hazS significance because of discrepancies between the results of the two

resonance methods, for some other molecules, i previous experiments.

R. Weiss
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B. CS MASER

The rotatioul transition i(J-= i=0) of CS sh0uld provide a more precise molec~ular

frequency standard than other molecular resonanfces currently used, This transition

occurs near 50 kme.

The principal advantage of using CSj rather than others, is that '

_32NHanS both have zero nuclear moments s6 there is no spin-spin or spin-rotational inter-

a'ctioh.
The permanent dipole moment of CS is rather large ('2 debye),, so small rf fields

are necessary to cause transitions, and small static fields are needed to deflect the

beam. The physieal constructiOn of the proposed maser would be simidar to the orig-

inl tmaser" except that a two- pole defecting field (state selector) and a two-cavity

rf system 3 will be used.

The average lifetirme is approximately 30 minutes in an enclosed vessel at room
4

temperature, so the C'S must be produced as it is used. Sufficierit quantities of CS
for a molecular-bearm experiment have been produced in our laboratory by dissociation

of CS2 in electrical discharge, and ont a hot tungsten wire (2000' C), The resulting vapor

is passed through 4trap at - 100' *C, 'and thus the CS , is removed, leaving CS.

S. G. Kukolich
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C. AMMONIA DECELERATION EXPERIMENT

One method of increasing the interaction time of Ifree molecular systems and

electromagnetic -fields -would be to deal with molecules of slow velocity. A lin-

ear decelerator designed to provide Slow molecules with an intensity that is.

increased over that predicted by the Boitzmiann distribution has been described

by Zacharias and King.

The trajectories of ammonia molecules in that device have now been arfa

Ilyzed. We have concluded that the focusing of the last stage was too strong.

It is estimated that the transmission of the first 24 stages is greater than
- (1/25), while the transmission of the last stage is '1O. These estimtes

make no allowance for possible misalignment of the plates.

Plates with zero focusing have been designed, and the dynamic character-

istics of an array of 15 such stages have been studied by using a computer.

The duty cycle and bunching characteristics of these stages are not as satis-

factory as the parallel plates, but the over all transm ission of the two, systems

is comparable.
Work is being done, at present, along three lines:

(a) An attempt to improve the characteristics of the nonfocusing plates by consid-

ering voltage waveforms other than square waves applied to the plates;

(b) Experiment with a hybrid system consisting of 24 paral lel-plate stages and

a nonfocusing last stage; and

(c.) Consideration of an experiment to demonstrate the principle of deceleration in

a limited number .(2 or 3) of stages.

R., Golub, B. Brabson

References

I. J, R. Zacharias and J. G. King, Linear decelerator for molecules, Quarterly
Progress Report, Research Laboratory of Electronics, M. I. T., January 15, 1958,
pp. 56.-57.
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D. He3 AND He4 BEAMS

Initial study has been Undertaken on the feasibility of producing and, detecting beams

of atoms evaporated front the surface of lidquid He3 and He 4 at low temperatures. It is

proposed that an "Om egatron type of radofrequehcy knass spectorieter be employed,

as a detector, and suich a device, has been assembled and operated during the past

quarter. A Usable sensitivity of 1 ma of ion cuirrent per mm, Hg for He 4 has been

obtain-ed, at a background pressure of 10" mi.m Hg in an ol ,diffUsion-pumped, system.

It is anticipated that this sensitivity is sufficient to permit analysis of beam velocity

spectra, and it is hoped that information regarding phenomena In liquid He 3 and He4

may be gained thereby.

W D. Johnston, Jr.

Reference s

,i, Cf. II. A-pert and R. S. BuritZ, J. Appl Phys. 25, 202 (1954).

E. MEASUREMENT OF THE VEOLCITY OF LIGHT

During the past quarter, all functions of the velocity of light apparatus, electrical,

optical, mechanical, for the first time operated simultaneously. The schematic diagram

of the apparatus is shown in Fig., IX-l. The figure emphasizes the electronics system
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(D. MOLECULAR BEAMS)

because we have al-ready given detailed description of the optical system and the

hydraulic drive in previous reports. The system measure:s' the relative phase of the

cavity i order to achieve a's precise a measurement of ,k as possible. The signals
g

derived from the microwaVe and -optical systems, will be recorded on an FM tape

recorder to facilitate data reduction.;

We have previously reported that the cylindrical quartz ,cavity has been optically

polished so that its diameterhas aprecision wD f approximately *3 X 10-6. Now, from

the basic equation

1

~z < 1 l/2

which relates the free-space waveiength k to the guide Wavelength Xg and

from the equation

c fk 1()

we find that, for the cavity diameter, D = 161. 1 rm, and the guide wavelength,

X t33.8;8 mrn, used, we have

,and

'8c 13 D:

c 16 D'(4)

and therefore

25 km/sec

and,

3. Z km/sec (6)

41) 10 2 fringps

In other words, if no diameter corrections at all are made, then the apparatus should

yield the value of C within a few parts in, 10 7 , provided that Xg can be measured to

within a few parts in 10 7 or approximately 1/100 fringe.

G. W. Stroke, M. A. Yaffee, C. L. Searle,,

V. J. Bates,, A. T. Funkh ouser
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x. RADIO ASTRONOMY*

Prof. A. H1 Barrett V. J Bates J. W. Kuiper
Prof. J, W. Graham J, C. Blinn III B. R, KuSse
Prof. R. P. Rafuse J. A. BoSco D. H. Staelin
Dr. G. Fiocco P. J. Brendel D. H. Steinbrecher
R, J. Allen R. K. Breon S. Weinreb
A. T. Anderson Ifl J. R. Cummings C. D. Wende

G; A. Garosi

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY

The research areas of this :group may be subdivided as followS.:

1. The detection and imeasurement ,of the radio radiation from extraterrestrial
sources, principally at short centimeter and millimeter wavelengths.

2. The application of microwave radiometric techniques to the study of the physical
structure of planetary atzmospheres, especially the earth's atmosphere.

3. The use of A laser to probe the earth's atinosphert by means of an optical radar,
utilizing back scatter fromi aerosols and molecules.

4. A study of very wide base-line interferometry for radio as;tronomical ,measur,6-
ients,

This program of research requires the development of new techniques in several
Areas of radior -etry. For examnple, the study of pressure-broadened molecular resO-
nances such as occur in planetary attnospheres dictates the development of a radiometer
operating at mfllii reter waveleagth$ and having the capability of providing informnation
about line shapes overa frequency interval of several thousands of megacycols. Another
example is a result of the need to perform experiments from high -alti ude ircraift,
balloon-borne platforms,, satellites, and space probes, Which impoSe8 stripgent require-
ments on eq-upAent design. For purposes, of wide base,-ine interferometry, ethods
,are to be SOught by which phase synchronism of local oscillators may be realized and
techniques of signal processing and transmission may be utilized to give accurate repro-
duction of the interference pattern.

In all areas of endeavor listed here, experimental and/or theoretical research and

development is under way. During the past year, work has been concentrated in items
(1) and (2); items (3), and (4) 'have recently been initiated. Theoretical studies of the

terrestrial H 0 line at X = 1.35 cm, and of the microwave spectrum of Venus have been

completed, Radiometers operating at K-band, V-band, and E-band have been designed
and partially constructed, and preliminary measurements at K-band have been carried
out. A 10-ft precision parabolic antenna has been installed on the roof of the Laboratory
and is being fitted with a digital contarol system to allow accurate pointing in celestial
coordinates. This facility will be used for lunar and solar research at millimeter wave-
lengths.

A. H. Barrett, J. W. Graham

A. K-BAND RADIOMETRY

A microwave radiometer operating at 25.5 kmc (X= 1.25 cm) has been constructed

and installed in Lincoln Laboratory's 28-ft precision parabolic antenna. The purpose

This work is supported in part by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(Contract NaSr-I04, Grant NsG-250-62, Grant NsG-264-62); and in part by the U. S. Navy
(Office of Naval Research) under Contract Nonr- 3963(02)-Task 2.
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(Xi RADIO ASTRONOMY)

of this exiper'iment is twofold:

(i) to provide operational tests. fof a complete radiometer before it is incorporated

into a muiltiochaftnei system; and

1(ii) to observe Vienuis during the 1962 inferior conjunction.

:The frequency was chosen, to be comipatible with the present antenna feed

horn, and to be as near as possible to one of the frequencies of the radiom-

eters aboard the Mariner R-Z Venus spacecraft. Furthermi-ore,, by means of a

frequency diplexer,, measurements are planned sim ultaaieously at 35 km c fx= 0.' m m)

with a common antenna, feed used. The 35--kmc radiometer has been constructed

by Lincin Laboratory personeli. The K-band ground-based measurements. are

of value because there are no existing measurements of Venusian, radiation, at

this wavelength.

A block 'diagram of the radiometer is shown in Fig. X- 1. The system is a conven-

tional Dicke superheterodyne radiometer em ploying noise balancing in the antenna input

arim. 'The ferrtite switch operateg :at 94 cps and the bandwidt h of the system is 8 me, as

determined by the 30 me if amiplfier. Preliminary teSts of the equipment installed on

the antenna give an rmS -tem pettre fluctuatiot .of approximately 1.,ZK with a 5-sec-ond

integration time

A multichannel version of this receiver is being built which will incorporate several

channel-d ping f-ilter, simi ar to the diplexer used for frequency separation :i

NOISE

35, KMC

... ... :JS~WITCH.
300 6,K . ... .I

o_ "251KMC Q, BALANCED , .... I " OR

CALIBRATION ZFI
SIGNALW

.J GENSPA'FO J EECTOR

Fig. X- 1. K-band radiometer.
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Fig, X- 1 It is planned to cover the frecueiey range I8-35 kmc with this, arrange"

merit. in addition, a digital synchronous, detector for improved long-term stability has

been desiged and is being tested The data output will be fed to a tape punch to allow

automatic data. processing; The completed .system will be used for detaIled studies of

planetary atmospheres.

D. H. Staelin

B. SOLII-STATE LOCAL OSCILLATORS

Two soid-state local ,oscillators are under developmient. One will be bilIt to pro-

duce 1 riw at 610,15:2 mc, and the other Will pr-oduce 2 mw at several frequencies near

212,000 mc '(for Water-vapor line Studies). At present, work is just beginning on the

design and' synthesis, of both chains, and only prelin-Unary design data are availabhle.

V-ARACTOR

I NPJT MATCHING OUTPUT

- " "RIAS.z. -- 2f-

VARACTbR

Fig. X-2. Improved doubler circuit.

FROM TRANSISTOR
DRIVER

S19.435, MC

238,87MC 477.74 MC 955-48 MC 1910.96MC

-" I- 1._SW

1/2- 1 MW 10- 20 MW 30 - 50MW 100 -20 MW 200- 500 MW

Fig. X-3. 60-Glc chain with expected power levels..
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The chain for 6'0 G will be c'omposed of nine doublers starting from 119.435 mc.

Designs have be eh firmed for the first four stages and the last stage. A typical circuiit

for one of the first four stage& is shown in Fig. X"Z This partiular circuit i a defi-

nite improvement over previous twb-diode balanced circuits because it allows the output

inductance to be four times larger,, and thus facilitates the use of ii mped" circuits at

frequencies in excess of I Gc, The over-all block diagram is shown in Fig. X-3.
At present, the K-band chain is panned as a string of four doublers to 22 '0 mc with

an output power ,of 500 mw nominal, followed by a times-ten stage direct to 2Z Goe With
2 mw expected ,output. Considerable attention will have to be paid to spurious signalsi

and heavy filtering Will probably be necessary
R. P. Rafuse

C. A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CURRENT DENSITY I AND FAR-ZONE

RADIATION FIELDS

An examination of the relation between the gource-current diStrbution and the far-

zone electromagnetic field radiated by the current distribution has been made. it has

beei dexmonstrated that the curl of the current distribution uniquely determines the far-

zone fieldSg Specifically, it has been shown that V X 3, where T is the current distribu-

tion, and the far zoie magnetic field is a three-dimnensional, vectr,, Fourier-transform

poir. In the far zone, the magnetic and electric fiel s uniquely determine one another

so that V X also determines the electric field; in fact, V X V X7 and the far-zone

electric field have been shown to be a Fourier-transform. par. The transform variables

are position in the radiating current distribution, and direction cosines u of the field

point xepasur'ed with respect to a right-hand coordinate system with origin in the radi-

ating body. A .prof of the statement that V XJ determines the magnetic field follows.

Th expresso I for the magnetic field produced by a current distribution is

4 Tr X(V dv, (10(1)

where

exp (.j 21-

r

Using the vector identity J X V X = (V XJ)O - V X (JO),, we can rewrite Eq. 1 as

i V X) ) dv-4 V X(J0) dv. (Z)

The second volume integral can be converted to a surface integral by making use of the

known formula

QPR No. 68 3-8,
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x A dv K ~X Adaj

where H is the outward directed normal to the surface S bounding the volume V. Equa,

tion 2 then becomes

H(iT,X)) V4T)d f ,J da; 3

,If the surface S is taken exterior to the current distribution :so that J is identically zero

on S the surface integral vanishes,, and Eq. 3 reduces to

li --x) = (VX Y) . dv. (4)

Equation 4 is. true in all space exterior to the ,current distribution. We specialize to

the far zone and Eq. 4 becomes

(Zr uiR1

where R s dstaiwe to th ield point, l is a unit vector in the direction of the field

point and d - dv; this is clearly a Fourier integral. in the limit X o6 the ra tion

field HFZ-0, as it must, since V X T dv# n XJ da 0 when S is taken exterior

to J. Sv
Equation 5 can be uniquely inverted only if the doma-i' of direction cosines

is taken to be infinite. Physically U is constrain d to the unit sphere, 111, - i,

by the requirement that observation aftgles be real. It cean be shown that inver-

sion of Eq. 5, subject to the unit-sphere constraint yields V XJ convolved with

the function (1/X)3[(sin 2wIIjij/X)/(2vi]I A),e]. Hence the physically observable, far-

zone magnetic (or electric) field determines a smoothed version of V X J.

J. R. Cummings

References

1. J. A. Stratton, Electromagnetic Theo (McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,
New York,. 19411) , p. 466
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

In physical acoustics the problems involved concern the emission, propagation, And
absorption of sound and vfbratians in matter. Specifit problems include relaxation
phenomena in gases and solids, problems in nonlinear acoustics, and the interaction
,of sound, and turbulence,

Ii plasma physi s our present main interest is in the area of instabilities in plasmas
and liquid, conductors, and of wave propagation in plasmas.

K U. Ingard

A. INSTABILITY OF LIQUIED CONDUCTORS IN A MAGNETIC FIELD

The study of instabiifty of liquid conductors in a magnetic field has been conducted

with an analysis of the experitmentAl i-es'ults Obbtained earlie r Some of these results

have been mentioned briefly in previous progress' report. The rate of change of the

extreme diameter in a pinch instability has been evaluated as a function of the wave

length of the perturbation on the stream for several different values of the current

through the stream.

Similsrly, the rate of growth of the spiral diameter in an n = 1 type of instability

in a long-itudinal inagnetic field 'has been determined. This last rate is found empiria

cally to be well described by the expression

~C(IB/pd ) sec

where I is the current through the stream, B the longitudinal magnetic field, p the den-

sity, and d the diameter of the liquid conductor. The dimensionless constant C is 4.5.

A more detailed account of this investigation will appear in the December issue of

The Physics of Fluids.

U. Ingard, D. S. Wiley

References
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*This work was supported in part by the U. S. Navy (Office of Naval Research) under
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B. SOUND PROPAGATION OVER A PLANE BOUNDARY

The analySgis of the infuence of turbulence on sounfid propagated over a plane bouindary

has been completed. The new analysis of the problem differs from that presented in

Quarterly Progress Report No. 55 (pages 14 ,149) in two respects. First, both ampli-

tude and phase fluctuations have been included in the calculations;t and, second, the

amplitude and phase fluctuations are &ssumed to be normally distributedi The experi-

mental results discussed in Quarterly Progress Report No. 66 -(pages 69-70)have been

C

_J

n- -20
a,

'm " f =500 CPS '

~ -0 0MARCH 25, 1962
L 0 ,: *APRIL 8, 1962
>

OW 5 J0 50 10050
DISTANCE FROM SOURCE (FT)

Fig. XI-. Mean-square soundnpressure level in a turbulent atmosphere
over a plane reflect.-ng boundary as a function of distance from
the source (frequency, 500 cps). Dashed curve refers to the
calculated distribution in a homogeneous atmosphere; solid
curve, the calculated distribution for a turbulent atmosphere.

analyzed in deta]-, and the fractional standard deviation of the mean-square pressure
2

fUCtuations (Std. Dev./p rm s ) has been calculated as a function of distance from the

source, and compared with the analysis that follows.,

If it is assumed that both the amplitude fluctuations (a) and phase fluctuations (6)

are normally distributed, with variance given by

< > I(k x) (k L)+
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reflecting boundy aafuctio ofdsace from the source (frequency,, 2000
,cp.).. Dashed curve refers to the calculated distribution in a homogeneous at-
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Fig. XI-4. Measured and calculated fluctuations of the sound-pressure

amplitude as a function of distance from the source.

then it can be shown that the mean sqare so---d-pressure level as a function Of distance

from the source is given approximately by

Pl ( + (1+ Cos P e -  Z 7

2 2 2Zand the variance of the fluctuations in mean-square pressure, V = < (p) > - <(p )>

may be approximated as

2 22

V (I+ Z<a )(Pe 2 )(1 e " cos2P) + .<a2> (I +cos e _( z/)

2
If the value of the parameter 2oL is chosen so that the calculated value of m is in good

agreement with experiment at 500 cps, and x -28. 5 ft, the correlation at other fre-

quencies and at other distances is as illustrated in Figs. XI-1, XI.Z, and XI-3, The

dashed curves are the calculated sound, pressures for a quiescent atmosphere. Plots

of '4V7 vs distance are presented in Fig. XI-4. The sharply peaked curves were cal-,

culated under the assumption that amplitude fluctuations could be neglected. It is seen

that somewhat better agreement with experiment can be obtained if the effect of ampli-

tude fluctuations ts included.
U. Irngard, G. C. Maling, Jr.
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References
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C. STABILITY OF PARALLEL FLOWS

1. Introduction

If (0" 0, Wi(x) is a parallel flow :solution for the Navier-Stokes equations and
X(u(xO), u2 (0, W(x1 ) + u3 X(, 0)") represents an infinitesi mally disturbed flow condi-

tion t t = 0, then the disturbed System will evolve according to

8u i 2 1, 8 p dlW
a -~ W ub)

U...(ib
- 0.

1

with nonlinear terms neglected..

Takg the divergence of (la), and using (ib,), we fid that

Vp r- d 1 a 3 '
so that, with proper boundary conditions, p can be expressed in termg of the u. and

eliminated from (la). In fact, taking V in the first of Eqs. la and substituting 7p
from (lc)j, we have

az2 v7u 1 -W 2Z u 1
aI V vV - W~- u + 2-L (2)-8 2 --- ax-

We have used the fact that W is, at most, quadratic in x,
The case ui(7,t) = p u i(-)has been studied extensively, since for this case the sta-

bility analysis reduces to the (difficult) problem of discovering whether (2) has solutions
for u1 with Re (X) 0. For m cay cases of interest, however, there exist no solutions,

or only a restricted class of solutions of this simple type, so that the results under such
an assumption are not entirely conclusive. We, shall discuss :a weak in stablity, not of
exponential type, which is common to all inviscid parallel flows,

2. A Weak Instability

The equations of motion (1) and ,(Z) are homogeneous in x3 , so that the ui will remain
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independentof4 x3 if they are so at t 0. We ,consider, first, the case v = O, for which

:(1) becomes

0u 1  Op(39)

a O 2
UU-2 dx'1d 2  2(3b)

-uY 2 0,( (3d)

in which we now permit W to depend on x2 ,, as well as on xi We suppose that the flow
is contained by a boundaty b(x. -x2 ) , so that the component of u normal to B must Vanish

aloig B.

According to (3), 8 2 p/8 x + a 2 p/O xz = 0, and the normal derivative of p vanishes
at B. The only harmonic function satisfying the boundary conditions (and finite every -

where, if B is not closed) is p e constant. According to (3a) and (3b), then, u. and u2

are time-independent. EquatioD 3c can be i mmediately itegrated to give

u3.(x, u3,(SE0) -[ U,( ) + u2,0 (4)

This sinmpie linear analyss thus yinl~s a weak instability, linear in time, which is
common to all inhomogeneous inviscid parallel flows. The instability arises from. a
mixing of parallel stream lines of varied flow strengths by a weak persistent convective

motion.

We should expect that in an exact analysis u3 should grow at first according to (4),
and then flatten out or turn back when u3  W W ceases to be valid. We can indeed con-

struct exact solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations which exhibit this behavior. In

an exact analysis (4) becomes

8u. Ou. Op1 2 -

i= 1, 2 (5a)

81.
=n-0 dx=0

lB
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~~~Lu1~ +.u2Wui}(b

Equationsg 5a are the two~dimnensional Navier-Stokes equations, which bamit of ti me -

stationary vortical m-otions (ul iu(~ Eqation 5b, simply expresses the continuity

'Of' u(x 1 j,d in the two-dimensional convective field Iu) For smhall. t, U, clearly

evolves according to (4).i

The second case, to *,0, is less transparent, And we consider onily plane parallel flow

between parallel plates at x (*ir). Equation 2 i this case reduces to

d' v 2 ui w 4 ul

ax1 (r) u i(± ir) t 0,

Equation 6 can Also be written

4

dw df
dP* 7r) Tr

where f- f.(xxPt, anid7 Vf =0., so that u1 =w-fcearly satisfies .(1). We xpn

sul -u' Y1 (x1 k2 , X) exp(X(04t exp(, k x) d)3 O)dk2 etc, so that (2) becomes

Td * r f (B1)(a)

W/±T2 2- -

Here, y---k)f= 0, sothat f=a cosh k x1 + b sinh k x1,120

X(o) 2
With X + k + we have
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2
d i f8b)

dx1

Not tatif~ s soutonof(8) or om (, , ~,then~w- w(-ith vilbe a soluti.oni
for (X, a, -b,).. It foUows that the even -and rodd, par'ts Of W xseparately will be s§olutions

for (X, a, 0)ad (X~,0,b'), respectively. Thus we seek 1; e) even, and-w(o)oddi satisfying

d(e),

±k, a sirih kr

~() *i)bsinh k 2 wi (9a,)

'Ikz cosh kciv

x-

or, oreconcisely,j

-Ae d( v k2 tnk'

and (9u)

-a-- (k ±vkz coth k2 *f.

With the given boundary conditions, we have

~~7 'rudx u - dud~d
12u~ Vwx dx du 1T

- ~ d 7r~ u

dx1  - 1 1 dx 2  1
1

uV1du 1~ 11 + v (10)u-,v dx I F

The conditions (9b), ensure the vanishing, of the iterated term in (10).
The ystm i ths areglar elad oint one, so tha the eigenfunctions of (9w)r wif
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be complete for the purposes of expansion, Even solutions of (9a) have the f6rm

:e,) AcoshoIKX.

for which X must be chosen so that '(11)

1 We k tanh kir
, 2,r  2T2

The only solution with X > 0 is w(e) A ,cosh 'k-x i , for k- k" h case X <0, we write

4 Xtanh rX -p tan pir k 2 tanh: kZ r so that p is real, '(-p =X. We get eigenvalues
pn with n -<p<n, n= 1,2.., sO. that x = pn and nj n k 2  The only

nn -VP n
22bdd solution of f(9a) with X > 0 is wV('l )  A s in la k Xl. for X k2

Fvr X < 0, we setXo X= -q d write

=
° )  B sin qx1 ,

Where

(6 xftr) # q cot qir kt2 p~thk-

or
q

tan qfr - r tanh kf*.
2i

We get eigenvalues (4 with n < q < n + n=-2., n-isspurious. Thus we

have solutions

oe)sn p nxl cosh k x
u. e, (x Pn)OC~cs n- 2 1 x (n)("p +k 2)

1 -n2
(13)

(o~') sin qnX1  sinh k x 1  -(-)
si q, r s sn. qn s i x n qn k2

-nn

Finally, if U1 (x-, x, 0') is any perturbation that is continuous and piecewise smooth in

x and x., satisfies the boundary conditions on x1 , and LI(X,)., we obtain

Fi0 v. 1 L)t Cos pnx I cosh k x p
u1(x~x~t). jexp v~+kat u (e) (pn, k cos pn coshk~r epi~ 2  k

- -0oP n (k2) 2

0 x 2 ) qinqnxl pinh kZx 1]

.. .. exp i2 u1  ( " [siqz . sinhk exp(ikx 2 ) dk 2 .

Sqn:(k2) (14a).
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Here,,

~~~~~~e)~~( x k2  Sax(i~x)~ ~ ~ 2 ') cos pnx dx1 d

Its~.Pr 
2 -0 g,)

Uo (qni k2  exp(4k~x 2 X, (,1 x 1 ~sn X

s n Ix ( 2q

This expansion is of a type that is well known frof~n the theory of heat conduction, and is

shown to conve rge lunif6 rniy for al1 x1 and, t t, to, "(to > .0)) and thus to s ajsfy the bound-
ary onfditiotis for all t > 0r, and to converge to the series expainsion o 1 xx,0 o

t - 0. This sorutioni is unique under the given'conditi~ns.

Iu(x 1 . xg, 0) is ta[ken to be perli He in x2 instead of ben I 1 X.teslto

above :teftains valid if we rieplacre the integrals' inf(14 a). by summations :on k2g, and the

symnbols in (14b) byiS

Tor complete the problem, we co-inpute u3  A oring to(l)

at3  2I

where W! -dw d :(V +V ~X+V j.
1 0- 2

Equation 15 is the inhomogdeneous hea equation in two. dimensirons. If u3 and u are

continuous," piecewise smooth and periodic in x 2 of period 2L, we have the unique uni-

formly convergent series exPaftio

-3 (x, 2 t exp (V[k+(-.jt) zCos (+~)x

n=1.) 2..

expIvt 9k(s) dsl e 2

+ exp,(-vfk~ 2 I sin nx1
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j~n- ekpG ' +23), 9k(s), e '(1 6a)

HRere,

f~e)1SL S, u3 xx 1  os (n-i-j) x1 l2 X dXx
2

(16b)

f 5 u3 I(x I R2~ 0), Sin nx1 e x dx d 2
kt n r j_~y

,and Ok an(s) corresponds to f k n:f with W'u,1 .(x1, x.., s) replacing u3 1,5~ k, '0); in (16 b),

T here are% clearlytno true instabilities for v * 0;1 however, certain of the inhomoge-

neous ter.m s in (16a) attain, large values for finite timnes, before decay ing expon entially

as t - .Slbstittuting u 1 x S2 s)foii(14a) in (1-6a),, we find terms of the typical,

magnitude

''2 z iku p, kJixv+ zS exp I\v ( Ip )s)) sh

w -re ia and c2 are constants arising from- the ifttegratiofts in (16a) which are of the

order Of unity for m n, except where they Vais y ymm-etry For n m r, the Arg-d
ment 2n-~ is always positive, so that

PXP ex'v( 2  )2 ) ds t ..

Choosing n =Iand suppressin the spatial dependence in (17):, we get the esti m-ate

t exp;(-v(kZ+ 1) t) Vu, (0).(8

AS -0 the estimate (18) approaches the form of (4)., the solution. for v =0.

E~quation 18 attains a maximum for to ( ) so that

U3a.zj2) 1 1.- Z. 1 (0), -(19)

showing that after a finite tim e the initial pertu~rbation in u 1 appears as, a term in u3 and

is a-mplified by a factor of the order of the Reynolds number R, =

H. L. Willke,Jr
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XIL NOISE IN ELECTRON DEVICES,

Prof. H. A, Hau S Prof. A. P. Rafuse
Prof. iP, L. Penfield, Jr. W. D. Rummler

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The research on noise in electron devices has two ,objectives:

(i() The study of specific devices, such as the parametric amplifier and the maseri
to determine the physical sources of noise and the limitations they impose ,on the noise
performance of the amplifier.

The parametrie amplifier With coherent input signals at both the signal and idler
frequency, and the degen-erate parametric .a-mplifier are the impetus for the second
objective.

(ii) The determina-tion of a measure of the optimum noise performaftce of multiter-
kninal linear am plifiers. The optimum noise performance of a linear twoport amplifier
is known to be expressible in terms of its minrtim noise measure, a quantity that is,
characteristic of the ampiifier, The optimum noise performance of a multiterminAl
pair amplifier excited by a multiterminal pair source is at present under study for the
purpose of devoleping an analogous measure for the optimutm noise perfoi'mance of
such af amplifie.

H, A. Haus, P. Penfield Jr., R. . Rafuse

A. SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEM OF THE OPTIMUM NOISE PERFORMANCE

OF MULTITERMINAL AMPLIFIERS

In A previous report we showed that under certain restrictions the stationary values
of signal-to-noise ratio which can be obtained for a specified value of exchangeable
signal power At a single output termina pa-jr by imbeddg an n-terminal pair source

and an m-erminal pair amplifier in an n + m + 1 terminal pair Iossless netwo-rk are

governed by two coupled intrix equations Eqs. 1 and 2.

Et Ex + 2 :+t) x =0 (1)na na- Z -a a + "

EE~x1  ~ [~ + ZX(Z+Zt)1x 0-2

By a simpler derivaion, it has been established that Eqs. I and 2 are valid regardless

of the nature of the matrices characterizing the source and amplifie networks; how-

ever, for simplicity we shall assume here that E- is positive definite, Z + Zt is

positive definite, and Z+ Zt is indefinite.
a .. ....

Components of the vectors x I and x2 may be interpreted as complex voltage ratios.
For instance, with all voltage sources in the source and amplifier short -circuited

This work was supported in part by Purchase Order DDL B-00368 with Lincoln
Laboratory, a center for research operated by Massachusetts Institute of Technology
with the joint support of the U. S. Army, Na-y, and Air Force under Air Force Contract
A7i 9(604):-7400.
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except the source represerted by E 1S, which is the open7-circuit signal vo ltage at the
first terminal pair of the source network, the open-circuit voltage at the 'output termi-

nal pair is x1 1 ES:, where xi is the firSt ,component of the vecttor x. Similarly, the

co, mponents of x relate the open circUit noise voltage .at the output terminal pairs to the
open circuit voltages of the amplifier. Imbedding the source and amplifier networks in
a given n + m + 1 terminal Pair lolstless network enables us to define a unique :pair of
vectors x and x The reverse is not true; it can be shown that there are an infinite
number of lossless networks corre:sponrding to a particular pair of vectors xl and x2"

For Eq. 1 there are n eigenvalues X.i and eigenvectors xi-). We may express the

'eigenvalue X. in terms of its eigenvectors as

'FOr convenience later, we. shall label the smrallest positive eigenvalue as I and th~e

reminiing ,positive .eigenvalu es hn ascerndin or~der, amnd we shall label the smallest ne'g-

ative eigenva'lueS km and the remaining negative eigernvalues ini descending .order.

Equatiom, 2, oni the other hand, :has n soliotmes .for eac-h .of th1e m eigeiivalues X. of

Eq. 1; thi's gives us .a total of n X rn sets of solutions to Eqs., 1 and 2. Using a

double-subscript noetation :for these eigenvalues and eigenvectors, we may .express the
eigenvaue : $ in terms of Xi_ and t.. he eigenvector x(ij :) as

x; 13

xi (a + Xii)t(Z+Zt)

x_ ~ n .. .. . (4:)

Here, we number our eigenvalues for a given Xi by the , rdlr f the value of their recip-

on -;v S1i r a

rocals; the minimum value of /i (whigch may be egativ e) iS !/i and the maximum

is !ii.

We would now like to relate the quantltios fof interest, namely the signa-

toq noise rativ at the outPut oand the exchangeable signal power at the output,

to the eigenvalues derived from Eqs. 1 aend 2. For the optimal ibeddirg net-

work corresponding to a set of values X. and we write the signal -to -noise

xit t i j ) ( E j, ij j) 1 71 Aij

(4

is s -s--l

and the exchangeable signal power as
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E~j) E't (1$)
Aijt .s, S I

z xii)triZ+zt)x'ii) + 'z x:(iYt -/,t a z+ - zb x-

1x, (+ X'1 2 a+ Z a, 2i

We now ,ee why these quiartitles do not appear direct ly as eigenvalues. In Eq. 3 we 'see
that X. is indepeident of ,the magnitude of x ; s imilarliy, j in Eq. 4 is independent of

111the magitude of -(iJ') On the other hand, both of the quantities defi'ned in Eqs. 5 and 6
are depentde on x) k i) ani) ca ne in emstrate
are dependent on the relative magnitude 'of x- and . We a xp y orstrate

the ,consequences of this by considering the particular realization of the optimal network

that Placles this fact in evidence.

'Consider an im, bedding .f the rn-terminal pair amplifier in an arbitr-ary mi + i. ter -
minal pair lossless networi- We know that we can always pick this network in such a
mianner that the mean-square voltage and the real part of the inpedance at the output

terminal pair are xi EnanaE 2 and l/ Z.+ a)epi tiey where-z. r+espectivey hr
"(i " a i.to that.s prprioal to(i

,2 i~s a Vector that isprortioal to k Similarly, we can losslesSly reduce the
source network to a one -terfnnal pair network with mean-square signal voltage

REDUCEDp SOUIRCENETWORK

x'(ii ) 00~il x~ii.)*, ,(o

I l 5-( i j" rl.n

2. . . 1 .. . .. .

OUTPUT
REDUCED AMPLIFIER NETWORK IDEAL

.. .... -na -- 2 ¢ ,

Fig. XII-1. 'Realization of the optimal network.
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,4 t Es Et ) xvoltage E E 1  a(ij d impedance
E. 1 mean-square hos En 1 l~

I/2 4 't ;(Z+Z x")'  Combining these two reduced networks as ;shown in. Fig. Xu-l,

we. see that the signal td-noise -atio and the exchaigeable signal power at the -output are

giveu ,by Eqs 5 and 6, J-espectively, where X2  nx I  This network is optimal in, the

sense of Eqs. I and 2 for any value of ,n. We see that Varying the transformer ratio is

equivalent to varying the ratio of ]4'X'"'I to x,'ij Physically then, when we vary n

*or , i4 i we are c'hanging the amount of our use of the ampifier, sinc e are
changing the exchangeable signal power at the Output and, thereby, also changing the

signal-toQnoise ratio at the output. This interpretation is actually completel1 general
and, independent of the particular imbeddng network that we are using. However, in

gerieral., variation of the ratio of t 5o 1 ,: 4i an correspond to some complex
Variation -of the imbedding network because of the multiple feedback loops that may
exist between the sourtce and. ampifier networks. Figure XII, then, just gives a

convenient way of visualizing the effects of varying the ratio of 4'[i): to fx i* .
We see then that setting the ratio of ;x_) [to :X eqa ozeooeuiaety

setting n-O is the saxme as thrwing away the ainplfier. The values of &. and P for
this limit are just the signal-4onoise ratio and the excha-geable power of the source

network alone. We designiate these, two quantities, as.

= - s.s - 1 . (7)

'.j. :? .. S il" .

+z 1
respectively,

It fo-lows that for a given pair of eigenvalues X and we may vary and

by varying the ratio of the mgnitudes of the eigenvectors, that is, by varying only the
transformer ratio in Fig, XII-I. :Suc:h a variation enables us to plot the stationary

values of signal -to-noise ratio as a function of the exchangeable signal power at the out-

put corresponding to this particular solution to Eqs. 1 and Z. For this purpose we need

the relation

VO/ij IN - ki/Pi.y (9)

which may be verified by using Eqs. 3-6. From Eq. 9 we see that it is more conven-
ient to plot characteristic curves of i/qij as a function of l/pij. In the I/a-. I /pij

plane these characteristic curves are straight lines with slopes --K and intercepts

l/Ri with the 1/ai axis. Thus a set of eigenvalues K. and Rij merely determine a
R .1
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characteristic l4-ne in the !,/ar-. -/p 1  Plane; reover, we see that for the stated

probtem there are n X rn such lines,

It must be pointed out, however,, that only one-half of a characteristic line is' remal-
izable. Coinparing Eqs. 5 and T, we see that

13. 13" ,5

and, using Eqs. 4, 7, 8,- and: 110 in Eq. 9;, we-find that either

X. > 0 and VIP. >-ip

The equality signs in Eqs. 10 and 11 will hold only When x~ /1* ) i's zero that is,
the realizable otie -half of the characteristic line ends at the point deternined by the

source -rzthempinit Whose coordjinfates are 1/-, and i/p... en, iii the 1/a-. -/p

plane We3, 
13, 

ia JIsij 3

plnew ~n elize ony the one -,half of the characteristic line that is above and to the

left of the source point for negative I.- and a bove and to the r-ight of tIhe sourceI5aint for

poaitive X.- We c an, only achieve a sina -to ise ratioL equal to, ±. at infinite exc hange

able signa poe i /p- 0 satisties one of the inequalities of Eq. 11.
,In dipaIng the solution to the opiiaio iomini the 1/. - /,pjj plarie, we

shall show only those solutions fot' a given X. which correspond to 1/~l the m-- 1 mum

value of /i.,and 1/p.,th aiumvleof1ps We would like tofnwhrte

end points of these characteristic curves lie in the 1/-& ih l/. lne If we consider'
13_ pa

hpw these end points change as X. changes,. we find that they generate a closed curve
This is illustrated inFg XII-2, in which several Qf these chara4cteristic curves are

shown Las they mu~st appear for positive X's and Minimum l/L. With reference

to Fig, XII-l, when we vary X. we are changing Amplifiers and then reoptinizi-ng the
source for use with this new amplifier and thereby obtaixng e suc pit

x > x > x >0

Fig. )W-4. Characteristic curves for 1i> 0, I*
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2'

m m1 > X >O

~'1/P/a

Fig. X11-1. TypIical set of characteristic curvers.

The closed, curve generatted is& tangent to each of the characteristic lines8. Physcally.

this curve re re nts the boundary of the region of values of the noise AtQ-sigdnal ratio

and the reciprocal of the exchangeable signal power that mlay be obtained at the oi tut

by jimbeding only the, source network, and. not the amplifier, in an arbitfary lossles

im bedding network.

In Fig. XIIr-3 we show a typical plot of characteristic curves for a4 p~sitive definite

source and a~n amDi.fier having both-posjitive and negative eigenvalues. We have shown
only thosep characteristics correspon1n toe-ea ~uso /± for four values of

X.-the two smallest positive elgenvalues and the two smals ngtveegnaes

(All solutions correspondig to intermediate eigenvalns of 1/4i would give rise to

characteristic curves that terminate at points inside the soucergo. Allothe

,characteristics may be Interpreted. The line characterized by x1 and Ljis the true

optimu M., perforrnance curve. It is the curve of tile max-mu sinlt-noise ratio as
function of exchangeable signal power for exchangeable signal power greater than~ p.

The line characterized by X~a~ represents- the worst way of increasing exchange-

able signal, power with, the best redtinoth amplifier. The line. characterized by
X2and,4,21 is just a -ous, of points, of stationary signal -to-osrai for fixed

exchangeable signal powers., This, same statemnent applies to. all of the curves shown.

The, line characterized by X~ n m represents the: best way of' reducing the
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exchangeable signal power below p . Since X is, negative here, we are Using the

amplifier as a positive resistor; for that matter, we are using the least noisy positive

resistor appearing in the cannonic form of the amplifier.

W. D. Rummier

References
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PLASMA DYNAMICS

This heading covers all of the work that is supported in part by the Natiottal Science
Foundation anAd is under the over-all superviin of Ithe Plastna Dynamics Committee
.of the Massachusetts Institute of Techinology. The general objetive is to ,combine the
technical knowledge of several departments:,. in a broad. attempt to understand, electrical
plasmas, to control them , and to apply them to the needs of .oiffmiunication, propulsion,
power conversion, and thermonuclear processes..

(The members of the PtLsma Dynamics C omira, ttee are Prof. S, C. Brown i(.Chairman),
Prof. D. J. Rose, Prof. A. H. Shapiro, Prof. L. D. Smullin, Prof. H.J. Zimmermann.)

XIJII PLASMA PHYSICS*

Prof. S. C. Brown F, X. Crist D. T. Llewellyn-Jones
Prof. Gi Bekefi H. Fields, J. , McCarthy
Prof. D. R, Whitehouse E. W. Fitzgerald, Jr. W. J, M ulligan
Mi L. Andrews W. H. Gletinn, J'. J. J. Nolan, Jr.
V. Arunasalam E. B. Hooper, Jr. G. Li Rogoff
J. F. Clarke J. C. Ingraham F. Y-F. Tse
J. D . Coceoli P. W. Jaeson R. E. Whitney

Ri Li KronquiSt

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The aim of this, group continues to be the study of the fundamental properties of
plasmas with particular emphasis on plasmAs in magnetic fields. I emphasizing our
interest in high-density plasmas, we have spent a great deal of effort on production
of plasmas of high,,percentage ionization at low pressures under steady-state conditons,
the achievement Of which Will allow us to carry on the fundam-ntal studies in which we
are most interested,

We are also studying ways of determining the characteristics of plasmas by means
of microwaves and infrared optics. Along with these production and dagnosic studies,
we are continuing measurements on the fundam ental physics of loss, and gain mechanisms

of electrons inO plas mas in magnetic fields, Emphasis is also being placed on the study
of microwave radiation from plasnas, with and without magnetic fields, both as a tool
for measuring the plasma temperature and thermal properties and as a means of under-
standing more about the motion of electrons And ions in magnetic fields.

Theoretical work has been concentrated on the study of waves in plasmas and of sta-
tistical theories of the nature of a plasma.

S. C. Brown

A. LOW-FREQUENCY PLASMA WAVES

A study has been initiated into the response of plasmas at frequencies much below

the electron plasma frequency. Our object is to establish longitudinal ion plasma waves

*This work was supported in part by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission

(Contract AT(30-l)-1842); inpart by the U.S. Air Force (Electronic Systems Division)
under Contract AF19(604)-5992; and in part by the National Science Foundation (Grant
GRZ4 073).
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in a plasma fco'l mn and measure their propagatioh and atteniuatioi characteristics. The
experimenttal arrangemient shown in Figi X,1 I- I has been built and is at present utder

"test'.
The fundamental idea behind the experiment is to produce a plasma column With cw

rhdcrowave power into the TE mode o the cavity. The firequency is adjusted to the
electron-cyclotron frequency for resonance heating at low gas pressureS. A small mod-
ulation iS then impressed on the microwave ,power to vary the electron heating Within

MICI ROWAVE CAVITY ip 0,.05 TO 16;p

,02-T 11 MODE

-~GROUND

o8.9 CM -2.8 CM

M RING

TO, i!!,ExeCKena apart...

VACUUM

L~JLi Z ~DETtCTOR

71.6CM,_

SrBAND POWER -105.5 CM
MODULATED FRO M
M2TO 3 MC

.Fig. X1I11-I. Experimenta Apparatus.

the avity, As the electron energ is varied the ionization frequency Should also be
modulated, and hence there will be a local modulation in the electron and ion density.

Simple calculations of the ion plasmaI wave show that for frequencies of approximately
1 mc the wavelegth of the ion (and electron) density perturbations can be made as small
as a few centimeters, and we should observe a definite wave propagating down .the col-

The presence of the wave is particularly easy to determine by measuring, the poten-
tial that is external to the plasma column at the modulation frequency. Typical data

are shown in Fig. XIII-Z.

The appearance of the ac potential at the modulation frequency seems to be asso-
ciated with the flow of charges in the body of the plasma, and because of the extremely
long wavelength, it must be a flow of the hot electrons rather than the cold ions. Since
the electron plasma wave is attenuated for frequencies below w , we were encnuraged

to re-examine these waves with particular reference to the mechanism for transport

of energy, The normal Boltzmann formulation for electron waves is solved for the per-
turbation of the distribution function away from some equilibrium ,distribution, Coupling
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400

A

3000 p -op., ARGON GAS

~2000

END OF

. . ... - E N D O F

EtOINNIN- -

SHIELD 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 - - 10 0
CM

Fig. xQIIZ., A-C amplitUde of 1. !mc signal on.Mov-

able ring pickup when S-band power
into caVity is mod'ulated at 1. 1 me.

this result with Poisson' s equation, we get the dispersion relation (assuming

C2fdv

The difficulties of this integral are asso-ciated with the pole at v =/k and lead to the
phenomenon of Landau damping.. If we approximate the denominator for small veloc ties,

we get

Z 2 +3k 2 vp2  (z)
p

This steady-state dispersion, however, cannot be valid for the more complicated
boundary-value problem in which the electron energy is periodically varied at

some plane. The propagation characteristic will, in fact, depend on the partic-
ular variation of the distribution function, and also on the unperturbed distri-

bution function.
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At this pointj therefore, we switch to a hydrodyna mi approach that assuredly will

,miss Landau damping but, on the other hand, Will show how momentti and energy are
transported in this longitudinal wave. The derivation starts with the first tour mnoments

of the transport equation. For simplicity, weasisurmnethat electrons collide with neutrals

and that it is possible to d'efine a local temperature T associated with a !vlaxwellian dis-

tribution of velocities. This derivation thus differs from the Boltzmann approach, which

,actually tries to solve for the local distribution.
8n o

a r+ -,(e T ne- -(4v m -m E vcr

a 3(,nT) (5.)

P _H + 5n T2 + 5 Ag, TEV()

where
n = pa'rticles/iM3  c. = col..iions/sec

ne
r = particles/M - sec g energy-loss parameter

2H " volts/M sec E vo.ts/M

T --- VoltS

One can derive Eq. z from Eqs. 3 a4d 4 by making an assumption about the temp-

erature variation in the longitudinal wave, that is, either assuming it to be isothermal

or adiabatic, and linearizing the equations with small perturbations of the variables. A

more complete analysis is made -possible by assuming an arbitrary variation in the

temperature, and by lifnearizing all four equqations. For small-signal analysis, we

assume 'that
H = e j( t k x )  T= °  Te C t k x )

H He T = T +-

,r re- n = n + ne j t--

E = jeJ(wt
k x )

Now we set the collision frequency eqial to zero, even though this is con-

,trary to our assumption of a maintained local Maxwellian distribution. The char-

acter of the resulting waves will thus become evident, and we can add collisional

damping later., The determinant of the linearized equaations, although rather com-

plex, results in a dispersion relation that, when written in nondimensional form,

is
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24  9 W2

K+(1-2WX'K+ 5 (W W)O(7
where =2 ,2 ad k z o 2Z

-he W W arid X k ,(T/m) There are two waves assOciated withEq. 7,

both of which are shown in Fig. XIII-3. Wave I is like 'the noi-mal electron plasma wave,

while Wave IX propagates down to zero frequency. The ratio of heat flow H to particle

flow r for these waves is

H 3W -1(8
2 (82

For wave l, the Iheat flow is zero at , = u # and the wavelength is finitei At very low

frequencies, wave U hag a large wavelength and phase verlocity equal to the adiabatic

electron sound velocity, This result seems to predict c10Ser correlation with our exper-

imen'tal results than Eq, 2.

The presence of two elec rton waves is somewhat plausible, since we know that it is

physi ¢aly possible to excite independent variations in electron density and tempe.-rature

at some plane in the plasma, and thus two waves will be needed to satisfy these boundary

/2

2

vs ,KAVE

H 2WAVE 

R
'' 

vs 

K -

OFOR WAVE

"FT 0/

K
2 

=k? eTo/M /

-2

p

Fig. XIII-3. Wayes associated with w.,
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conditions, Experimental and theoretical work i's continuing.
D. R. Whitehouse, P. W. Jameson

B,. DECAMETER RADIATION FROM JUPITER

This report is a summary of a paper that has been submitted for publication to

Nature.
The observed correlation between solar-flare activity and intense, radio bursts fro m

Jp~iter" in the 5-38 mc regin has prompted several suggestions about the origins of this
radiation. With the premise that the r'adioactivity is brought on by sudden ertuptions
of fast solar electronm as 'they arrive at Jupiter, we have shown that an existing theory4 6

for maser ike ampifilicatiot of synchrotron radiation from electrons witha non-Maxwellian
energy distribution orbiting in the Jovian magnetosphere can provide a quantitative model

for the emission.
The theory predicts a narrow fre'uency band of amplification near the local electron

gyrofrequency, but the intensity predieted for the seconzd and higher harmonics is smaller
than :that of the fundmenta-l by mre than four orders of magnitude, Thus the Ap pearance
of a siigle band of radiation should not ruile out the synchrotron mechanism, as has

been suggested. 2

G, Bekefi, J, L. Hirshfield,

(Dr, J. L. ,irshfield is in the Department of Physics, Yale University.)
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RESEARCH !OBJECTIVES

i. Plas as for Electrical Energy Conversion

The group working in plasma electronics ca toncerned with the synthesizing or design
of particular pla'sa Systems to ierform sp~eified functions, The research program

described below is primarily - -onerned wfh the plasma as a component of A po-wer gen.+
,erator• either controlled thermonuclear fuiion Or magnetohydr! dynmic. To this end,

we are stdying seeral meIthods of producing and fcontaiing dense, hot plasmas. e

are also concertied with the Collective behavior of plasmas of finite dimensions, and
are studyihg ossible means of energ exraction Thus we ate led to the investigation

of MIHD waves on moving plasma streams, and of waves in plasma wavegdes and their
stability.

BeaAmlnPlastma Dis h-M D uring the Past year we have sh wn that a relatively

dense plash .c -be r by n -eectron beam ijected into a low-pres.ure drift
region3 This phenomenon iS basically a xni¢rowave discharge, in Which the strong
micr6w ave fields are produced by the- interaction between the beam and t-he paSma

12 3already present. With a 10-kv, 1-amp, 1.0. sec pulsed beam, plasmas of 5 X 10 !/cn
density _ad very high eectron tem tuperetus have been produced.

During the coming year we shall extend this work, using more powerful beams(10-kv,
1O-amps from a magnetron injection gun), and injected molecular beams, These teh-

niques should allow us to approach 100 per cent ionization, an we should begin to see
relatively high-.temperature ions as a result of ohmic heating. We shall have four exper-
iments running, devoted to the detailed study of various. aspects of the beam-plasma
discharge.

L. D, Smullin, W. D. Getty

Electron Cyclotron Resonant Discharge. Or preliminary experiments, using

0. 15' MW of 10-cm power, have rested m producing an intense discharge from which
2-Mev x-rays emanate. Because of lack of room for suitable shielding, the experiments
were temporarily abandoned. We are now rebuilding our high-power experiment in
another wing of the Research Laboratory of Electronies, where suitable shielding can

This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation, (Grant G-24073).;
in part by the U. S. Navy (Office of Naval Research) under Contract Nonr-l841(78); and

,in part by Purchase Order DDL B-0,0368 with Lincoln Laboratory, a center for research
operated by Massachusetts Institute of Technology with the joint support of the U.:S.
Army, Navy, and Air Force under Air Force Contract AF 19(604),-7400.
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be installed, and a low-powetr'( 100 wkw) sgystem is also being assemnbled. An analog
computer program is being ,developed for, studying eectr~ n trajectories under the infli-

ence of an rf field and a mirror (nonun-iform) magnetost'atic field.

D, J. Rose, L. D. Smullin, G. Fiocco

Thomson Scattering of Light from Electroas The first laboratory observation of

light scattering by electroni§ was made in the ,Research Lgboratory of Electronics in,

November 19A2,, by using a laser beam. During the coming year, we plan to develop

this technique into a useful tool f-or plasma diagnostics.
1G Fiocco, E. Thomp'yson

'

Theory of Ative arid Passive Ansotropic Wae guides. The work on this topic wil

proceed 'along two lines:

i(iY Development of small-signal energy and momentum.-4onervation principies that

are applicable to the linearized equations of anisotropic waveguides in the absence of

loss. These are used to obtAin criteria for the stability or amplifying nature of the

waves in these systems.

(li) Analysis of specific waveguides of current interest, and dtermination of 'their

dispersion, charaeeistic
l s.

The dispersion char acteristics may be also used to, test the general criteria obtained

from the conservation principles,
A. Bers, H. A. 'tRaus

Magnetoh drodYnamies Power Generation. We are studying the possibilities of

energy ektradtiin from mitoving fluidsr-ohcoupling Of circuit fields to the Waves9 in

the fluid. Both the linearized problem in two or three dimensions, and th. nonlinear

equations in a one-dinmensi onAl geometry are being studied,; effects' attribu table to varia-

tipon of geom etric pararheters are Sought from the former, saturation effects and effi"

ciences are stud ied through the latter.
H. A. Haus

2, Highly IQonized Plasma and Fusion Research

Plasma Kinetic Theory. Methods of solving the plasma kine tic equations, including

the Oresence of selfIg&nerated and externally applied electromagnetic fields, are being

successfully developed. This work, which leads to rigorous predictions of plasma prop-

erties, wilI be continued aid extended.
T. H. Dupree

Charged-Particle Confinement by Nonadiabatic Motion. Injection of ions or elec-

trons into a magnetic mirror or other confining s tructure by spatially resonant field

pertrbations is a continuing project. A 3-meter long experiment for trapping electrons

in a.m.rror field (200 gauss central section) is being constructed, and the theories of

initial trapping and eventual confinement time are being refined,

L. M. Lidsky, D. J, Rose

Superconducting Magnets. A large superconducting magnet (room-temperature

working space, 0. 05 M 3 ) will be completed early this year; engineering design principles

that have been worked out for such systems have been reported, and the magnet itself

is expected to be used for plasma-confinement experiments. Studies of field quenching,

parasitic diamagnetic current, generation, and general operating behavior of the magnet
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in various field configurations will be ,carried out.
D, J. Rose

Thermnuclear Banket Studies. Caliulations carried out over the past year on
neutron slowi-ng downi, neutron multiplicateio,, tritium regeneration, heat transfer, and
energy recovery are being extended to include other important effects, Principal effects
are: addition of fissionable materials, gamma transport, and coil shielding. Experi-
ments with 14 Mev neutrons from Van de 'Graaf D"T reactions on fusibon blanket mock-up
assemblies continue.

D. J. Rose, L Kaplan

Cesium Plamas. With a vi ew to eventual electrical energy conversion f rom nuclear
heat and other prime sources, the physical properties of the cesium plasma itsef ad a
number of experimental deviceS are being stSdied.

E. P. GyftpOul os

Arc-Plasma Studies. The hollow-cathode source previously developed and reported
on will be used to generate plasmas in the density rnge 1lS50m3 , 90-95 pr cent

ionized by pulse teehniques, t, study plasma stability n long plasma columfns, and to
obtain a 'standardll for comparison of diagnostic methods.

LM.Lidsky

A. NONLINEAR ONE-DIMENSIONAL MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC !MONOTRON

A linearized analysis of the one dimensionall mhag , tydrodynarmic (MIM) monotron

has previously been earried out by Haus. The present work involves a nonlinear anal.
ysis of the same device. The amplitude of the oscillations as lim- ited by the . o'linecalr

ties can be determined, and, in particular, the efficiency of t-he device as an energy

converter can be obtained. We hve been able to solve the pr oblem .of the nonlinear one-
dimensional MIM monotron of the sarme g.eometry as that of 1fus when the coil is ter-

minated by a parallel c6mb ation ofa load conductance and a sinusoidal current source

(exciter)., under the following assumed conditions.: (a) the ratio of the specific heats of

Fig. XIV-1. Monotren connected to external circuit.
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the fluid is 2; (b) the flow reinares .ipe-rcriticaI throughout the entire flow -fieldi and
(c) the fluid ig unperturbed at t Di

The monotron connectedto the external circuit is shown in Fig. XIV- 1. The sheets

coupling to the fluid carry 'currIent of density Kd and the terminal current is thus I = hKd.

For y = Z, the normalized equations of motion for the fluid are

~+ V_+ Z'- T- .j 1)8T a Z

+ D V 0, ,a)
'6T 9Z'

Vin which the normalized variables are Z = z, T = ct, V(Z, T)= R(Z T)"

c and 0tiHr. h~
c= ,-and J Jd is the normalized driving current density. Here, ve and '

are the entry velocity .and the entry density, respectively, c is -the small-signal

magnetoaebustic speed, and w is the frequency of the source. Equations 1 and 2 can,

be obtained, for example, by com bing EqI. m-6 of Haus ard Schneider.2

A ueompleteWy equivalent desct'iption of the fluid is provided by the so- caled charac-

teristic equations,3 which are essentially linear combinations of Eqs. I ad 2 aranged

to place in evidence the fast- and slow-wave nature of the solution.

,V+,C) + (V+c) V+ZC) = J (3)

6 a (4)
, (V-ZC) + (V-C) z (V-ac) J' T - ._ . .

Here, C = Z 4F is the local maegnetoacoustic speed, Except for the current terns on
the right-hand side., these equatlQns are identical with those describing the propagation

of water (gravity) Waves in sha!ow water. Indeed, our study of the special case y/= 2

was prompted in part by noting this sixilarity,

To obtain boundary conditions, we study the effect wrought on the fluid by the current

sheets.. When Eqs. 1 and 2 are integrated across each of the current sheets, we obtain

\?+2 zR) - (=! R1 ) K (5)

V z R z -VIR 1 = 0 (6)

"(7)
?( +-c 2R4 -- +2 3.. .= K (7),

V4 R4 - V3 R 3 . O(8)
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The subscripts 1, 2, 3. and 4 indicate that the qu'antities are evaluated at Z = 0-, Z = 0+ ,
Z. = L-, and Z L+', respectivel. The normalized sheet current density is given by

22 'o

.-2 Kd
PoV6

Provided that both the fast and slow waves at Z = 0+ are forward waves,, the fluid
upstream from the current sheet is unaffected, and thus V1 = I and R 1 = 1. The nor-
malized terminal Voltage 4 = is 'given by

4'= I - V3,R3 ,  (9')

The circuit, a conductance G in parallel with an exciting current source i (T)= I sin T,
has the voltw-ampere relation

I sin T = hKd + wv BG4. (10')

The combirn-atioi of Eqs. '5, 62, 9, and 110 furnishes the relation that expresses the effect
of the circuit upon the fluid:.e

vz +{2P(1iv R c:) "- s 8 T} v2 + 0z ,(1)

The fact that the fluid Velocity at Z, 0 must 'be continuous in the lirnit of zero sheet
cu-rent requires that the largest positive real root of the cubin equation for V2 be

-bi 2

Chosen. The :parameter s = I expresses the strength of the source; P = ()

eXpresses the magnitude of the load.,
The behavior of the mpntron is, determined by either Eqs. 1 and 2, or Eqs. 3 'and 4,

TI I

' 0

O 0 0 a

II 0 . 0
AT I I
- o.--- P 0 0 0 0 0 IN,

T -
i AZ,

Z=O Z=L

Fig. XIV-2, Lattice points that are pertinent to a numerical
solution by finite differences of Eqs. 3 and 4.
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with 3 set equal to zero, by Eq. 11, and by the initia conditions VIZ,i ) =R,,(Z, 0) =1.

The regi me of operation is deternained by the requireenrt that the flow be supercritical

everywhi'ere or, in 'other wordsi that the slow wave be ;a-forward wave. The wave equa-

tion 14) indicates, that the velocity of the slow wave is V CNfI; we thus reqire that

(V-t R be greater than zero everywhere.

To obtain numerical solitionis, we have replaced the partial derivatives in Eqs. 3
and 4 by diffeteice quotients appropriate to a rectangular net of points spanning the
region of interest rOZLO~~o in the Z-T'plane (Fig. XtV-2). The resulting differenc

equations and Eq. 11I allow the com~putation~s to begin at T _ '0 with the given initial con-
ditions 'and. progrvess into the regioni in the direction~ of increaSin g T.

With refeitence to-Fig. XlV-2j the difference equIations relate the values of V and
R at point P, for example., to the values of .-V and 'R at points Q and S.' Since V and

R are each. equal to unity along the entire bottom r'ow (T"-'), the differ~ence e uxations

allow the values, of V and R to be obtained, for' every lattice point of the setoond row,

with the exception~ of the le ftmost point,, point M, The value at this point can be obtained,
'however, fr-om the valiues at point N by means of the bdur dary condition, Eq. 11, With
the second row pomnpletely deterrninedi the values forl the thir~d row can be found, Anftd
so forth.

'The latti-e spacing in the Z~directiont is fixed; the lattice 9pa-cing i the T~directioft
is adjusted at each stage as the comnputations ptoceed in order to ensure that the lattice
Point at which the values of V and R Are to be found lies within the r'egion of determi-

nacy of the lattice points uised in the calculation. Agan with reference to Fig. XIV-Z,,
AT m ust be chosen small enough so tha.t the lattice point W, for exa mple,, whose values

of V and R are to be found from those at lattice points X and Y, lies in the shaded
region defined by the fastwave characteristic +~ emanating from point n h slow-

wav carateistc . eantin fom point Y. Thi has been shown to be the condition

Q.05

0.03:-

0.02

.0.01

AI

10 2 30 t40 50
*,.ol v- T

-0.0.2,

-0.0311

-0.0

-0.05, L

Fig. XIV- Typical terminal voltage waveform.
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for which the solutiOn of the differeice ,equatioris co verges to the solution of the differ-

ential equations in the limit of zero mesh spacing. It is apparent that for this scheme
to Work, the flow must be supercritical so that the slope of the C7 characteristic is

y
positive.

in order to provide the most favorable ,contditions for energy convetsion, the coil
span L was tchosen so that the terminal impedance of the monotron, as determthined by
,small-signal analysis, was negative real.

A typical ter minal voltage waveform is shown in Fig. XIV-3. For this case the
entry velocity was taken to be twice the magnetoacoustic speed (c=o, 5), S = 0 01,
P 0. 0 5 and oL/v - 3r/8. If an efficiency of eniergy Ooncver-slon is defined as the ratio

of the average electric power extracted from the fluid to the mechanical power incident
on the monootron at Z t 0., the efficiency for the case illustrated is found to be 0. 1 per
ce nt4 a Very low Value indeed.. Note, too, the almost sinusoidal shape of the steady-
state waveform. indeed, for all allowed values of S and P, that is, all values that lead

to solutioris satisfying assumptiont (b), the steady-state output waveforms are sinusoidal
in appearance and yield Very low values of efficiency, We conclude that the regime

studied is still essentially a linear one. In further Work we shall attempt to retnove
the restriction that the flow be supercritical everywhere. This will undoubtedly lead
to more distorted waveforms accompanied, we trust, by higher efficiencies:.

The numerical calculation$ for the work described here were performed on the

IBM 7090 computer of the Computation Cenite, M. I. T.

A. J. Schneider
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B. AN ALTERNATIVE PROOF OF STABILITY FOR THE MAGNETOHYDRO-
DYNAMIC WAVEGUIDE

It was shown in an earlier reporti that the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waveguide
is stable for all geometric configurations and for al values of the parameters describing
the MED beam. The proof given there involved an investigation of the two types of modes
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that can exist in such a waveguide.. It was shown that the dispersion, relation for one
:set of modes and the boundary conditions for the, other set admit of only stable solutions.

It can be, shown that these results f-o11oW more simply fro m an investigation of the form

of the power theorem that all solutions must satisfy. In this report we present the sim-

pier stability proof to confirm the earier one and to show again the Im portance of small-

signal power theorems.
In the equations arid boundary ,conditiohs relevant to, the MID waveguide, the fre-

quency w and the dc beam velocity v appear only in, the combination wr = "  vo, which
is the frequency in.a coordinate system moving with beam velocity We can thereforej

always transform the equations into a coordinate system in which the beam is stationary

without changing their form, A system is stable if the energy term in its Small-signal
power theorem (provided that it satisfies a power theorem) is positive definite2 since,

in that case, aU real vaues of P requi-re real values of W:r, The energy term in the

-M.D power theorem3 is

' 
0

which is positive definite when v is sget equal to zero. (Note that in Quarterly Progress
Report No. 66 (page .1.25)., .9 and the equatiohs for and wa'e in err The term

(v /B) . should be 0p (v/-0 - Vi) Thus, (r (and, therefore, w) is real for all

4real #, and according to Sturrock- this is a sufficient condition for stability.

A. . Cogdell
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C. SCATTERING OF LIGHT FROM ELECTRONS II

Us-ing the apparatus indicated in Fig. XIV-4, we have observed scattering of optical
radiation from an electron beam. Light from a ruby laser was focused to intersect an

electron beam at right angles and the scattered radiation was observed at an angle 8= 65"
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MAGNETICALLY
CONF-tN ELECTTEOO

Fg. V .Spid arBEAMamof the ap

. <. LASERBEAIM

F O C U S I N G " '

L;ASE.R; ROO

DETECTOR

F1g, XIV mc Si, Mpi:ied di agrarn of the app~a ratus.

with re!s.pect to this beat The laer prOduced bursts of light at 6934 A Of apoxi

itiately 20 joues aind 8 0 $sec duration. An electron density estimated At 5 X 10 cfm 3

was produed by magneticly fdeusing a 2-kv 75 ma electron beam. The polarization

of the incident light was adjusted to be parallel to the magnetic field.

The scattered radiation from a volume -2 mm in diameter was collected by the

receiving lens, Z0Im..m in diameter, at a distance Qf 80 mm. After passage through

aniris (to limit the field of view) and a system of filters, this radiation was detected

by a photopmtiplier with an SZ0 response, cooled to liquid-nitrogen temperature. The

interference filters enabled us to reject the laser light scattered from the walls of the

vacuum system, and to accept only the scattered radiation that was Doppler.-shifted 259 A.
The bandwidth was limited to approxinately 10 A ir order to reduce the background illu-

mination from the electron gun, Oscilloscope traces of 2-rsec duration of the photo-

multiplier output were obtained for the three cases:

(a) signal plus noise, i. e., the laser beam impinging on the electron beam;

(b) electron-beam noise, i. e., light from the filament plus possible excitation of

residual gas by the beam.

(c) laser noise, i. e., the laser light scattered into the receiver in the absence of

the electron beam.

As the photomntiplier dark current can be ignored, the sum of the photoelectron counts

in (b) and (c) gives the total noise, Hence the difference between (a) and [(b) plus (,c)] is
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A measure of the signal that is due to Thomson scattering. Many such groups of oscil-

logranms were taken. The ave'age value of this difference and its standard deviation

are tabulated here for three series of trials.

Number of Trials Average Thomson Photoelectrons Standard Deviation

15 3.4 1.14

21 1i 85 0.90
22 5, 1.85

The variation in the average coUm t fOr the three seties is thought to be caused by 'changes

in alignment. Also, in the last series there was a Z0 per cent increase in the laser out-

put, and the focusing of the electron beam was improved.

i. !lwC) THOMSON SCATTtiNG

IO-

LL -,(b) AVERAG ELECTRON EAM NOISE

0

I ,(c) LASER ,NOISE

Imsec 2 mwnc

TIME

(d)

Fig. XIV,5, Number of photoelectrons in successive 0. 2 msec intervals (summed
over 36 successive trials) resulting from (a) Thomson scattering plus

,noise and (c) laser light scattered into the receiver in the absence of
the electron beam. (b) Average electron beam noise and (d) oscillo-
gram of the laser output.
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Figure XIV-5 shows for the first two series of trials: (a) the total number of photb-

electrons observed in :successive 0. 2amsec intervals; (b) the average noise level that

is due to the electron beam and its standard deviation; '(c) the cofntributi on from the

laser noise'"; and '(d) an oscilloscope trace of the laser output.
The signal-to-noise ratio that we obtained could undoubtedly be improVed by pro-

viding better trappi.ng for the light from the electron-gun cathode and/or by using a dark

emitter instead of the tantalum cathode that we Used in our experiment. Also., higher

'beam current and better focusing should not be too diffic-ult to obtain., Larger laser out-

put would, of course, be beneficial because eVen in this initial experiment the isolation

between the two optical paths, input and detector, was sufficiently good that the laser

noise was almost negligible. 1y using this technique, it should be possible to study the

profiles of high-density .electron beams used, for exanmile. in klystrons and traveling-

wave tubes, and as these beams are usually Of fairly high voltage, the large transverse

Doppler shift will enable observations to be made at right angles to the electron beams.

G. Fiocco, E. Thompson

Dj. USE OF FISSILE NUCLIDES IN FUSION REACTOR BLANKETS

The invesftigation of the problem of the fusion reactor blanket With fissile nuclides
discussed in Quarterly Progress Report No. 67 (page 91) has been continued. Most of

the neutron multiplieation and tritium breeding calculations have been finished, and, the
study of heating in the blanket is in progress. The calculations were made for slab

blanket configurations with a diffuse plane neutron source.

232
1. Blanket Assembly with Th First Wall

in checking the calculations for the case of the metallic thorium first wall, ax error

was discovered in the thorium (n, 3n) reaction cross sections, and thus the results

reported in Quarterly Progress Report No. 67 (page 92; see Table VIH- 2) are incorrect.

The results of the calculations based on the corrected cross-section data appear in
Table XI]-! ; the increase in tritium regeneration is approximately 8 per cent.

232~ l(al I-)idct
Calculations for a blanket assembly with a Th'' first wall (Table XIV-2)indi ate

that increasing the concentration of the lithium 6 isotope in the fused-salt coolant effec-

tively reduces the neutron absorption in the first wall. A change i Li6 concentration

from its natural abundance (7.4 per cent) to 50 per cent increases the tritium production

from 1. 135 to 1.263 tritons per incident neutron for a 2. O-cm thick ThZ3 Z first-wall

configuration. This rise in the regeneration ratio should be sufficient to ensure a self-

sustaining tritium cycle for the fusion reactor.

To reduce the heat removal problems that arise because of the large amount of fis-

sion energy produced in the thorium, it is desirable to make the first wall as thin as

structural and neutronic considerations will permit. Results were obtained for a 1.0-cm
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Table XIV-1. Resultsof thorium first-wall calculations.

Th2 3 first-wall
thickness 2. 00cm 1. 0 cm 1 50 cm Z.00 cm

Lic concentration
in both fused-salt
regions natural '50% 1 50% r50%"

Fission rate 0.033 0018 0. 026 o.033

First-wall
multiplication 0. 372 0.. 206 0, 294 0, 373

First -wall
absorption 0.261 0, 055 o. 093 0, -34

Total neutron
leakage :0:.056 0,:031 0029 .08

Tritium
regeneration
ratio 1.135 1.18-3 1. -229 '1. 263

All results are per unit primary source neutron.,

Table XIV-2. Thethree basic blanket codigurations considered in this report.

Th"3 First Wall

vacuum First wall First-Wall coolant Primary attenuator Thermal shield

Th2 3 2  66LiF34BeFz 2C79(66LiF-34IBeF2 _)'

A 6.25c a m - 56. 0cm

Data pertaining to individual calculations are given in Table XIV-I .

238
U Fused Salt First-Wall Coolant

Vacuum First wall First-wall coolant Primxiary attenua4tor Thermal shield

Mo Li-e 'F I-7(.LF-4e

1.0 cm 6. 25cm . 49cm

Data pertaining to individual .,caculations are given in Tables XIV-3 and XIV-4.

U2 3 8 Fused-Salt Primary Attenuator Coolant

Vacuum First wall, First wall coolant Primary attenuator Thermal shield

Mo 66LiF-34B eF 2 21 C-7'9(73LiF -27UF)

1. 0 cm 1 ..5 cm 49.0 em

Data pertaining to individual calculations are given in Table XIV-5.

All compositions are given in mole fraction percentages.
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and a I' 5-cm thick first wall with a Li6 coricentration of 50 per cent; the mini-um
thickness is approximately .i0 cm. The. thickness of the first wall may be reduced

further if the loss in the thoriLum ineutron multiplication is, com ttpensated for by the addi-

tion of ,metallic beryllium to the attenuator region,. (This possibility is discussed below
in connection With the uranium fused-salt systems.) But, f the multipication i thorium

is- S0 low that beryllium is needed to supplement it,, then the use of thorium in the blanket

seems purposeless.

Z. Blanket Assembly with UF4 Fused Salts

The plasma blanket system containmg a ithium-beryuuruanium fluoride fused

:salt in the first -wai coolant region has been studied 'for three salt compositions. The

effects of increasing the isotopic concentratIon of Li 6 in the fluoride salt, and of adding

metallic beryllium to the primary attenuator have been investigated, A system that
contains the uramL-um-bearing fused salt i the attenuator (third) region also has been

e-plored.

The three salts considered are 73LiF-27UF , 60LiF30,BeF a10UF .. and 71LiF-4- - ,2 1F 4 ,4
l'6BeF -13TIF . The first two salts have been described prevvously the third mixture

is the eurtectic cmposition. for A melting point Of approximately 450 C.

Calculation s indate that for a firstmwall coolant that is approximately 6. 25 cm thick
aldco tis rnim (Tablel 6. 5-m) a 6

and contains w~an_ ut (Table VVmZ-),, a Li- concentration of 1540 per cent is needed in

both the first wall coolant and the primary attenuator to give a tritiufn regeneratiOn ratio

of I. 15 . Neutron capture is reduced in both the m olybdenum first wall and the uranium
-6in the coolant by the competng Li6(n, -t) reaction; also, a large percentage of the leakage

neutrons are utilized for tritium production by this reaction. The maximum tritium

egeneratin obtained was~1~. ,271 for the 73LiF-27UF4 system, with a Li concentration

-of 50 per cent in both fused-salt regions. The results of these calculations are sum-

marized in Table XIV-3.

In the ur anium ontining fused-salt blanket, the prodiuction of Pu 3 9 for fission

reactor fuel may be worth considering. A favorable economic balance between tritium

regeneration and plutonium production may be achieved by proper choice of the Li6

concentration.

The tritium production in the blankets discussed above may be increased by including

a region of metallic beryllium between the first-wa l coolant and the primary attenuator.
Calculations were made for the equivalent of a 5 0cem thick slab of beryllium homog-

enized throughout the attenuator region; the results show a gain in the tritium breeding

ratio of appr-oximately. 5 per cent. This homogeneous treatment was made necessary

by the use of the three-region code, and the results are conservative. The results

are given in Table XIV-4.

The third blanke6t assembly shown in Table XIV-Z was investigated, Placing the
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Table XIV-4. The effect of adding metallic beryllium to the attenuator region
. a

on the tritium regenerat.ion.

First-w l coolant
fused -salt composition
(LiF-BeF 2 -UF 4 ,) 60-30 10 73-00-27

First-wall coolant
t-hickness 6.,2'5 cm 6. 25 cm

Li6 concentration in
both fused-salt regions natural 50%

Fission rate 0. 027 0.063

2 38U multiplicaion 0. 120 '0. Z78[

238
U absorption 0. t05 0.088

Total neutron leakage o, 086 '0. 048

Tritium regeneration
ratio I. 14i! 1.33

The equivaleit of 5 cm of beryllium metal is homogenized
throughout the primary attenuator'.

Al- results are per uniit primary source neutrn.

All compositions are given in rtole fraction pe rcentagesi
Compare With results in Table XV-3.

Table XIV-5. The results for the calculations with 73MLiF-27F 4

in the attenuator region.

Li concentration
in both fused-salt
regions natural 510% 50%

Beryllium enrich-
merit in third region 0 0 -5.0 cm

Fission rate 0. 110 O. 109 0. 100

UM multiplication 0.449 0.444 0,403

238U 2  absorption 0,655 0.222 0.221

Total neutron
leakage 0. 120 0. 062 0. 063

Tritium
regeneration
ratio 0.751 1.248 1.30,3

All results are per unit primary source neutron.
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7LiF-27UF fused salt in the third region gave a tritium production of only

0.75I with natural lithium,' in the salt; a Li6 itoneentration of 50 per cent ncreased

this value to 1.248, And the further addition of the equivalent of 50 cm of
berylliuan to the attenuator region raised the tritium regeneration ratio to 1. 303.

'This configuration has the advantage of 4distributing the fission efnergy over a
large volume, thus reducing the peak fused -salt temperature and the resultant

heat-removal problems,. The fission and ,neutron captur-e rates are also increased
,over the corresponding rateis in the systems dliscussed above. Thus,, the total

power output of the fusion reactor is raised, and a greater an ount of T s:
produced.. Table XIV-5 contains the results of the caIlculations for this blanket

system.

3. Discussion

It is possible to obtain sufficient neutron multiplication with both a metallic

ThZ32 first wall and a u238 used-salt coolant blanket assembly to support a
self"sustaing tritium cycle. Of the systems eonsidered, the thorium first-wall

configurationi seems to be the least attractive because '(a,) the fission energy iS
liberated in a structural member that is already at a high temperature by virtue

of its location, and thus the cooling problert is increased; (b) the build~up of
issien produc~ts w$il decrease -its effectiveness in neutron ,multiplication; and

(c), radiation and fissin darmage may reduce its value as a structural support

for the blanket assembly.

The i-ranium fused-salt systems seem practical and feasible because ,(a) the fission,
heat is deposited in the coolant itsel; (b) fission products can be extracted continuously

from the circulating fused salt; (q) the concentration of the uranium fluoride can be

varied to control the power out-put; and (d) an economic balance between tritium regen-

eration and Pu!3 production might be achieved by varying the L i-concentration in the

fused salt.

L. N. Lontai, D. J. Rose, I. Kaplan
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E. 'DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A LARGE P-LASMA FACILITY

A facility whose design and construction was started by ., . Dean (a fr eir student)
has ,now been completed. The michine provides a high.vacuum volume of 23 liters and

has a pumping :apacity of 5010 R-1/s in the pressure range 10 14C3 Torrt Solenoid

coils ,can produce a mirror z'egion in the vacuum tank v'hich measures 1.25 meters 'and
0.20 reter . D. with mirror ratio R -5 and minror field 3,2 'kgauss at 200 amp's. The

mirror ratio can be varied 'by 'i, ving the two Solenoids on rails. In the present use,,
the machine is arranged for a hollow-cathode discharge expetiment rtunning lon-

gitudinally in the mirror. (See Fig, XiV-6.) A special probe was designed for
related measurements.

The 'hihgh-vacuum tank consists of a central 'box '('50 x 50 X 2'5 cmz) and two cyliidricali

Fig. XUV-6. Plasma facility from anode end. (1) Magnet cooling-loop
sliding seal. (2) Cooling-loop expansion tank., (3) High-
vacuum tank extension. (4) Position of sliding seal for
probe. (5) Anode electrode, inserted in tank through
sliding seal. (6) and (7) Probe holder inside its coaxial
rail; the four visible insulated supports fasten the rail to
the vacuum tank's inside wall. (8) Magnet. (9) Baffle
on top of one of three diffusion pumps.
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2-0-c t I.D. atrms, ektending ligtitudinally through the mirror coiS 'Three extensions,

15-cm ID., connect the tank tothe diffusion pumps that are topped by water-cooled

baffles and gate valves. Cooling of the side arms is achieved by water circulation

'(Fig. XIV-7?)

SC'ALE 10

-- P

Fig XIV-7. Assembly. AA , anode (cathode not shown); MiM2 , magnet

coils; 0, observation ports; PiPzP 3 , diffusion pumps and

baffles; PrPr,. probe-holder axis; TT', mirror axis; RR',

magnet r4as.

Each of the two solenoids consists of four aluminum double pancakes, 73-cm outside

radius, and 5 cm thick. The pancakes are spaced 1 p 25 cm apart and are connected exter-

nally in series and are contained and siupported a-long one diameter by a cast aluminum

box (85 X 85 X 25 cm).,

The coolant is circulated from the top to the bottom of the assembly and in direct

contact with the coils. Pure distilled water or ethylene glycol is used. The cireulation

is in a closed loop, and a heat exchanger is installed in series with it; city water is

used for heat removal. To enable movement of the magnets, sliding 0-ring seals are

installed in the cooling loop

The electrodes for the hollow-cathode discharge are of standard design,, but more

care than usual was taken in cooling the tips. These are almost entirely hollow and
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contain two rows of fins to iimprove the heat removal. Water is circulated in through
a peripheral sleeve, 'and rout axially. The electtrdes can slide axially through O-ring

seals iii the end flanges of the vide arums. The power supply consists of two AIRCO

welding rectifiers in series., giving 20O amps at 8 0 volts under load. A spark-gap

oscillator Is included in the circuit as starter; a filter reduces the ripple to less than

1 per cent.
To probe the hollow-cathode discharge, whose maximum length can be .1 6 tmeters,

Langmuir probes are used. Two of these, rigidly connected, are installed, they can

be moved parallel to the riirror axis and rotated in a normal plane. 'The probe tip

describes a circular path, 450 -wide, through the mirror axis, The probes are placed

75 cm apart on :a supporting arm 1.9 meters long. Each probe tip can span 8!0 cm of

the arc; overlap 'of the two probe Positions allows for reciprocal calibration, The iove-

ment is imposed from the outside through a sliding O-ring seal in the end flange. The

stainless-steel holder arm contains and seals the probe leads; it -is longitudinally sup-

ported in the tank by a coaxial cylindrical rail, 2. 0 meters long. The rail also serves

as screen against the sputtering ffrom the arm.

F. Alvarez de Toledo
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F. ENERGY EXTRACTION BLANKET FOR A FUSION REACTOR

Work on nonfissile systems has been completed and final reports are being prepared
112as theses for submission to the Department of Nuclear Engineeri n, M. . T.

Heating calculations have revealed that each 14, 2 Mev D-T neutron will produce

approxi mately 17.5 Mev of recoverable heat in the blnket. The maximum energy

flux of 14. 2 Mev neutrons that can be tolerated on a 2 -cm molybdenum first wall

is 4m5 Mw/m Z . Thermal stress and heat transfer to a fused Li BeF 4 coolant are both

limiting at this power. The total blanket thickness necessary to shield superconducting

coils is 110-120 cm.

W. G. Romeyer, A. J. mp ink, Jr., D. J. Rose, L. Kaplan
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G,, S.UPERCONDUCTING 'SOLENOID

1. Test of :a Large Superconducting Coil

While the construction of the Vessel and accessories of the large Superconducting

magnet is progressing satisfactorily, we have proceeded to test a set of three coils in

Order to evaluate and choose the best design to be used for the remaining coils of the

larger magnet. We have also developed an IMB 709'0 cbmptiter program for the calcu-
lation of the magnetic field in any coil or get of coils.

'The three (coils have been tested in a Ver'tical 14. 00-in. liquid-heloium dewar.2

Figures XIV-8, XIV-9, and XIV-10 show close-up Views of the coil Xl alone , the set

of three coils, and the coil assembly with the dewar.

The specifications of the coils are given in Table XIV-6. Their differences are

essentially in the winding, which for the coil X1 was made by using inSulated Nb-Zr

wire; some copper wire was wound inside and outside for the purpose of protection. For
coil -2, the same ins uaI-ted sprConductin-g wire was used, but it was wound with bifilar

copper magnet wire. Finally, coil X3 was made by sin g insulated copper-plated Nb-Zr,

0.'0012 in. thick. No secondary copper winding was used. Figure XIV- 11 shows the

detail of the winding of coil Xl.
Coil Xl, Which was ready first, underwent the most intensive testing, both alone

and With the two ther coils.
Intensive investigatioa of the quenching characteristics has been carried out in order

to find the eveitual training effect, deterioration of the critical current of the coil and

energy balance in the various circuits, as well as the quenching current.

The listings in Table XIV-6 also indicate that the training effect was nonexistent for

the three coils and, moreover, that the quenching current is not associated with the rate

at which the current is increased (from ZO seconds to 5 minutes for a full increase). For

coils X1 and X3 no deterioration of their properties was observed, although the energy

involved became qu-ite large (5 k-lojoules with the three coils running). The recovery

time after quenching is approximately Z,0 seconds. The deterioration of coil X2 has

been found to be due to a kink in the wire which progresses up to a complete break,

The transient phenomena that occur at quenching have been recorded with an oscil-

loscope for coil X1 only. We have not been able to record the transient in coil X3, prob-

ably because of too small a rate of quenching. Figures XIV- 12 and XIV- 13 illustrate

the basic process of quenching. For a single winding, the current decay is approximately

0. 030 second. When two windings are separately driven, there is quite a big delay

(0. 260 sec) between the quenching of the two coils.

By integration of the transient curve of the copper coil, one can calculate the energy

that has been dissipated in its external resistance (3 ohms). It appears that in our case

only 2 per cent of the magnetic energy has been dissipated into the external resistance.
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Fi.XIVm-1O. Coil Xi with its sppot the 14-1-n. dewar.

!1.750 IN.~

0_406

COPPER MAGNET z
WIRE No. 24,300 TURNS -___________ 0.912

'EACH r-:-~ 1-1

COPPER FORM -l

s. INSIDE SUPERCONDUCTING WINDING -1841 TURNS IN 13. 13 LAYERS SEPARATED WITH
0.0,75 IN . MYLAR FOIL SPACE, FACTOR 31.7%/o 5745 FT.,I 4681 LBS. OF Nb-Zr WIRE

So OUTS IDE SUPERCONDUCTING WINDING - 2740 TURNS IN 20.27 LAYERS SEPARATED[

WITY 0.075 MYLAR FOIL SPACE FACTOR 30.9%- 9363 FT.,2.810, LBS OF Nb-Zr WIRE

ALL THE WINDING IS ENCAPSULATED INITO AIR- DRY VARNISH (No, =301 OF PEDIGREE COMPANY)

Fig. XIV- 11., Schematic cutaway of the winding
of the Xl coil.
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Fig. XIV-12. Quenching transient for inneZ-coil The bellbghaped
curtve is the voltage (across a 3-ohm resistor)of the
current in the copper coil. Scale, 5 volt's/cm. The
other curve is the decay of the su prcondu cting cur-
rent, 5 amp/cm. Time scale, 5 msec/cm. Quench-
ing time, 30 mesec.

Fig. X!V13. Quenching transient for the two windings in parallel. The curve
with two peaks iS for the copper coil (5volts/cm across 3 ohms).
Other curve is for the cir-ent i the inner coi (5 a mps/cm).
Time scale, 50 n-sc/cm. Quenching occurs in 2 steps: first,
the outer coil quenches and current rises in the inner coil; sec-
ond,, after 0.2Z60 sec the inner coil quenches, Each quenching
takes approximately 30 msee,

This is due certainly to the large energy dissipation in the copPer coil form, which was

detected by a quick rise of its temperature.
The behavior of the copper-plated coil, X3, was found to be much more satisfactory

than that of the two other coils in all respects. Its operation seems more stable, and
it is possible to reach and maintain the current within a few per cent of the maximum

value of the current. Moreover, its performances are approximately 30 per cent better
than those of the other coils. Consequently, all of the remaining coils will be made of
copper-plated wire similar to that used for coil X3,

The coils have been operated in the permanent current states., and differential
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*1.5,

1.0

(2

0 5 t0 15 20
INCHES

Fig. XIV-14. Field plot of coil X3 n per-manent state. Current, 10 amps. The curve

represents calculated values; measured Values are plotted as 6.

measurement of the magnetic field leads to the conclusion that there is no decay of the

field (say, less than 10- 4 per hour measured). The field plot measured in the perma-

nent current state is shown in Fig. XV-4 with the calculated value, The thermal

switches operate very satisfactorily. Their power consumption is 0.150 watt for

warming up the gate wire to the critical temperature, and their switching takes approx-

imately 1 second.

We have been able to pump the field from the X3 coil to the X1 and X2 coils by using
the proper switching seqience i and out of the permanent mode. The highest field pro-

duced has been achieved in this way.

The clamped contacts have shown a contact resistance of the order of 107 ohms,

which is also quite satisfactory,

Z. Magnetic Field Calculation

3An IBM 7090 computer program has been developed for the calculation of both com-

ponents of the magnetic field at any location of a solenoid, including the winding interior.
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The p6ogram was then extended to calcti-

late for a rnuticoil solenoid, for the,

reciprocal ,case of the determinatin of
he. crrent hat Will produce a given,

- -. - - - - - -- - magnetic-field shape, and for the field of

R a uniformly distribiAted dipole in a sole-

noidal winding. Al three cases are impor-

t ant for the evaluation of the perfotm ance
,H4t .of superconducting solenoids,SH EE T

The principle of these field calcula-
Fig. XIV- 15. Coordinates used in calcula- tions is based oin the .splitting of the

tion of the magnetic Vector
potential and magetic field, winding in several curr-ent sheets. We
for a cylindrical goeometry, assume a uniform distribution on the cur-

rent throughout the winding. it can be

notied-, then, that.the program can be easily modified to, fit any current distribution by

weighting each current sheet ac ordingly

The field is derived from the expressin of the vector Potential of a current loop4 7

A(r, z). = C o- d;O, ,()

where is the distance betwieeh the field point and the souirce point as shown in

Fig. XIV- 15:

R= [rZ-Zrcos8+ +-]l/-. (2)

The distances are nor malized to the radius of the current, sheet, and the vector

potential (and gubsequently the field to the value of an infinitely long solenoid, that is,
0v NI.

(L 10 L ncsuits
For a current sheet extending from z = S1 to z S Sz, the magnetic Potential is

S(r, ) L r cI 2 Cos 9 dods. (3)

If the order of integrati on is inverted, tihe integration with respect to S carried out,

the anglar integration modified by kising the identity

1T/2
F(Cos 8) do F(cos 0) dO + F(-cos 8) dez, (4)

0 'J0
and the origin S. extended to infinity, one obtains the vector potential of a semi-infinite

current sheet;

A(r, z)=- J0- ,dOcos n Z + 0 I +r

z+ z + r '+ 1- 2r cos0
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The radial and axial magnetic fields-are, derived fromh the vector potentital and are

given b)y

Which, applied to E-~ 5, giv

H ~ "' r, I.=~r cos e9 8
7r Q+ '(+QJ

and

~fi1In -2Q aCost,
H,,(r, z',d'cO s.O ++y(0+Q

SO~2+1 Z) zQ+ :r + Q).- (9)+(Z

Here,

+= /z2 Z + 2 r s (10+

Q+. z+Z12tcos: . (1

The -field of a finite current sheet is obtained, by superpoSi'tion of ntegative and poslitive

semni-infinite sheets:

H5 1 r,- =Hrz -H(r, z+s)'

Where s is the normalied length of the solenoid.

From the basic current sheet calculations,i the field is obtained by summation of

Current sheets.

N

H(r, z) H(r (n), z)/N, (2

n= I

where r (n) is the relative radial, distance of, the field poin t with respect to the partic -
5'

ular current sheet.

Several proljems arise in the qvalu tion of the integrals. For z negative and

8 = Q1, Q 1,:4 f, so that (z+Q.) 0 and the integrand of H, becomnes -infinite. This. incon-

venience is solved by using the following identity proper to a semi-infinlite current sheet
r <1. 0 H(rI-Z)-H= )+ .0

r =10 Hz (r, -) = -H (r,z + 0. 5 (14)

r>1 Hz (.z)=-H(, z) }
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For t-- 0

r < 1. o H(r-,o) 0.25 (15)

r1A0 Hzkrs 0) - 0 Jr >li'o Hz:',, 0") =0O [

Also, Hr(r, z)-- H r(-z).
When Ilr -l and z both approach zero, the integrands of both H and H become

r z

very large When 6 is siall; indeed Q_ 0.10 for li-ll, t, and -0., Therefore,

in order to conserve accuracy jin the numerical integration, it has been found necessary

to split the integration with emphasis in the range of 0.- 0. Oi Various test runs, corm-

paring the calculated values with those of Alexander and Downing, have shown that the

best aciuracy waS obtained with a three-part splitting, that is,

/Z 0 062- Q25 0

?i, OLS o. -0.2,50o

and by calculating Q as

Q . z + vr-i ) + 4,r sin (/2.0) (16)

in such a way, an accuracy of the order of i06, or better, pani be maintained for
ie--. 0 ,and jz I > 10. 0005, tha t is, well beloW any dimension of the wire used. The

change fro m the single integration to a triple integration must o ccur in. the vicinity of

lr-l .I and Izz i m o. 4.
Nevertheless, for r = 1. 0 and z = 0.0, rr(!.O,0. 0) = op. However, this is a purely

mathematical conclusion, since, by definition, the thickness of the current sheet is zero,
and the corresponding currenit density is infinite, a situation that never arises physically.

To avoid such improper physical results, we stop the current sheet a distance c from

the corner, e being less than the physical dimension of the actual current carrier. The

use of a Gaussian integration procedure achieves the same purpose, since the lowest

value of 0 employed is not zero.

Finally, for r = 0.0, and for any z, the integrand of H (r, z) again behaves badly

for computation. However, in that case the field is calculated directly 'by integration

of the Biot-Savard law for a thick solenoid of uniform current density.

Hz(0,z)= )__0___ " n + + (P+Yln a +.. .(+y) (17)

I + + (P-Y) 2  1 + 1i + +

See Fig. W-16 for definitions of a, P, and y.
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I .

DO

. Cj.'ENTER PLANE

a '. 'D Y= D.

Fig. XIV-16. Configuration of a th.ick SolenOid.

Por a thin solenoid,, d = 1 0, and Eq. 17 becomes indeterminate. We replace it

by the equation for the on- ais field of a current sheet
-HO,/)--Y - +

H~~~~0~ 1 z m ~ .(8~ L + (~)1+

Again, the field is normalized to the field of an infinitely long solenoid.

The program automatically provides selection between the various computation

schemes so that the best accuracy and speed is obta'ined,
The numerical integration of Eqs. 2, 3, and 16 is carried out by a 10-point Gaussian

quadrature. Test runs indicate that the accuracy is better than a 16-pOint Gaussian
quadrature, probably because of less rounding-off error during the computation.

For a thick solenoid the accuracy may depend upon the number of current sheets in

which the actual winding is split, When the field location is far away from the winding,

fewer current sheets are required than when it is very close or inside the winding.

There is no definite rule for selecting the optimum number of currents, and accuracy

test runs must be made for each particular case. However, let us say that our results

indicate that for a thin solenoid, that is, with thickess approximately 10 per cent of

the radius, an accuracy of 10 5 , or better, is obtained with 5 current sheets for

r < 0. 5, and 10 current sheets for r < 0. 95. Inside the winding, higher-order splitting

is necessary, to approximately the same number as the physical number of layers,
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that is, from, I0 to 30.
The resuits alsb have been compared with those obtalned by spherical harrmonic

expansion. 8 's9 We have found that using three terms of the expanSion gives, only IC 3

accuracy within It per cent of the radius for the z corponent., and very mnuh less for
the r component. The' discrepancy between the two methods increases quickly When

r> 0. 5, and no comparison can be made for r > 1'. '0 because of nonconvergence of the

harmofic expansion.

The basic 0-ormputation is carried out in a subprogram that calculates H z and H whenz r
called by a main program 'or subprogram, 'The input data of the subprogra m are the

inside diarmeter of ,he solenoid, the winding thickness, the solenoid Iength.,, the number

of current sheets in which, the winding is sit, and the radial and axial field position

with respect to 6the en ter of the solenoid.

The basic time to caleulate the contribution of one current sheet to the Hr and Hz

fields takes approximately 0.05 second on the IBM 7090 computer.
Consequently, for a field position that is, fa enough away from the wding so that

- SPOOL LENGTH.

5.0

. 4.0
H (r=400 IN.)")

0

3.0

LL

S2

Z 2.0
H., H(r= 0.0)

'1.0
- -Hr (r4COO IN.)

0
0 5 10 15 20

AXIAL DISTANCE, z ,(IN.)

Fig. XIV-17. Field variation along the axis for coil Xl.
a '1. 158; p = 0. 151.
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Fig. IV- 18. Field variation along the radius for coil Xi.
a 1.158; -= 0.151. Z 0.875 is at the
edge of the winding.

the integration is not split, that is, Ii-i or Jz J > 0. 4, with the use of 5 current sheets,

assumed the result is 0. 2'5 second per point. If the field position is close to the edge

of the winding, then the computation ti -me is approximately three times longer. For
any on-axis point, the use of Eq. 17 or Eq. 18 saves much more time and reduces the

computation time to approximately 0, 005 second.

We have applied the basic subprogram for the calculation of the field of a single sole-

noid and also for more complex problems.

For a multicoil solenoid, we simply used a summaticn of the two components of the

field. Each coil is characterized independently.

N~(i)j(i)

H (setr,,z),= Hcoi!(r,z)X , (19)st- - . M co li

where N is the number of turns, J(i) the current or current ratio, and L

the length of the ith coil.

The inverse problem consists in the determination of J so that the field satisfies
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Fig. XIV- 19. Akial dipole field of uniformly distributed dipoles in solenoid Xl.
Ha~ ~KdX 19. 3257 X I. I equivaln magnetizatin

current.am

a given value at P given positions. We have to solve the matrix equation

H~p K K(NjN (20)

thus
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3 (N) P N)H(P)!. (2)

This operation is .easiy crried ut by the .computer.. Our program has been set to

permit solving thi.s poblem when any series grouping of coils is devised.

Dipoles induced into a supercondtiing..solie-noid may be of priie importance for the

limitation of the current into ,supereonduti ing solenoids. 1 0 If we: assumie uniform dis -.

tribution of dioltes th.rughout t-he winding,, the =agnetic fieid resu.lts from the supetr-

position of two current sheets of equal strength of opposite direction, one along the inner

diameter and the other along the outer diameter.

Hd, - H~ie - 4Z) H I-oter Z), Z:
HUp "inner, o,(22)

The normalization factor of the field in that case is.

K dp = LM M (23)

where St is turn spacing, NL the number of tUgrnS pr later., L. the length of the solenoid,.

and IM the equivalent magnetization current.

For purposeS of illustration we show in Pigs, XIV-17, - V-l8, and VMV"9 the fieldS
profiles and denote the field for the X1 coilwhich s described im the irst p rt of this

report.
L.. j. Dotiadieu
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RESEARCH OBJEC TIV ES

1. Plasma Magnetohydtodynamics

Our group is pursuing the inteh- ediate objectives of improving the ieliability and
capability of -the existing magnetically driven shock tube, for the purpoSe of increasing
the rep oducibility of the resulting data eltargIng the amount of plasma generated by
the shock wave, increasing the resultihg shck_-fron6t velocity, and making possible exam-
ination of unusual shock transitions and properties of the shock layer.

The reliability and reproducibility seem to be related to the breakdown behavior of
the drive current, So expertiments are being c0i ducted which should make this break-
down more uniform in spatial distribution and give the drive current a more advantagm
eous time distribution.

The capability is now lirited by failure of shocks to form at low initial pressures
(less than 50 +L Hg of hydrogen) and by leakage of plasma past the drive current sheet
through the boundary layer. emova of these barriers is the key to achieving the
experimental goals outlined above.

Simultaneously, efforts are being made to devise or lmprove methods for taking

,experimental data because existing methods are not adequate for the task of obtaining
detailed flow information, and are often very costly to implement.

A. H. Shapiro, W. H. Heiser

2. Energy Conversion

(a) Magnetohydrodynamic Energy Conversion

(i) The objective of our research in magnetohydrodynamiQ energy conversion
is to study theoretically and experimentally the properties of parametric and
wave-type power generators to determine their Vanges of applicability. Our

This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant
G"24073, and in part by the U.S. Air Force (Aeronautical Systems Division) under Con-
tract AF33( 616)- 7624 with the Aeronautical Accessories Laboratory, Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base, Ohio.
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(XV. PLASMA MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS-)y

interest is pr imaily in large-signal operation of the type that might be ,suitable f or large-
scale power genteration.

During the past year, progress has been made in devsing a mathematia1 m odel to
describe, the small-signal behavior of the parametric machine. This model Was verified
with a ;solid-conoductor an alog, and the meodel was used ,to predict the small-siginal behav-

ior of para.metric machines With gaseous conductors Small-signal experiments were
performed. with a ,magnetically ,driven 'shock tube to verify the analys'i"S of generator 'oper-

ation with a gaseous conductor. In these exper iments net power was generaeted 2

During the past year, our research on wave-typ6e power generators has been directed
toward achieving in a modified hNoopolar experiment the plasma conditions (flow velocity
aOn 'conductivity) ,necessary for :studying the amnplifying interaction between magneto-
acoustic waves and distributed electric ,circuits. Thus fari we 'have obtained a ufniform,
flowing plasma, but the conductivity is too low for wave experiments. Modifications are
being made to improve the plasma conductivity in the experiment HHi H4 Woodson.
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(ii) We are concerned with electrohydrdyanit surfa, ce interactions. Previ

pus investigations have clarified the fundamental aspects of wave propagation and
in$tabiity, with some consideration given to the nonlinear aspects of the problem. 4
Our investigations are now devoted to understanding the ways in which rowing field-
coupled surface waves can be used to provide electrom echanical energy conversion. We

have been shown that the mechanical mnedium can be an ionized gas' or a fluid. Our
present concern is with the ,effects of external electrical coupling and interal mechan-
ical losses.

J. R. Melcher
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(XV. PLASMA MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS)

(b) Thtr rIionic Energy Conversionj

The present research objectives of our group are oriented toward a better tundet-
standing of the .mechanism, S 'cotrolling the performance characteristics of cesium ther-
mionic converters, Toward the achievetment. of this goal, the following areas are under
inves,tigation.

1(i) Theoretical and experimerntal studies Of the effe'ct of crystallographic orientation
on the electron emission properties of a material both iin vacuum and in ceSium.

(ii) Theoeetica and 'experin-ental studies of the transport properties of the inter -
electrode gap in ceesimthermionic converters.

(Iii) Measuremenits of the thermal conductivity of the cesium vapor over a wide range
of temperatures.

(iv) Experimental studies Of the oscillations observed at low cesium pressures.

E. N. Carabateas

3. AlkaliPMetal Magnetohydrodyna mic Generators

The over-all objective 'of our program is to detetrmine the electrical properties ,of
both superheated and wet flowing alkali-metal vapors at temperatules near 200:0 K. A
small potassium ,boiler, superheater, and coniendser are now being constructed.

During the coig year, we aim to. comprlete and check out the plasma facility, and
to measure the electrical conductivity of the plasma both with and without a magnetic
field., Theoreti cal St es of the .conductivity of the wet vapor will also be completed,

J. L. Kerrebrock, M. A. Hoffman, G. C. Oates

4. Ma, gneto-Fluid Dynamics

This group is principally concerned with interactions between ele ctromagnetic fields
and those electrically conducting fluids that can be treated on a continuum basis. Our
work includes theoretical and expe rimental aspects and involves both the investigation
of ma'gnetohydrodyamic phenomena and their utilization for engineering applications,
particnUlarly for electrieal power generation. The following problems are receiving
attention.

,(a) Magnetohydrodynamnic Wave Phenomena
One of our experimpnts is concerned with the excitation .of Alfvn waves in a liquid

metal (NaK alloy). Electrical excitation by means of a current sheet has proved to be
markedly superior to the mechanical methods used in experiments reported previously.
Efforts are, at- present, directed toward a system tic study of the excita-tion, trans-mission, attenuation, and reflection of these waves in the frequency range up to approx-
imately 10 kc.

A second waveEuide study is concerned with MHD wave propagation in nonuniform
plasmas. A high-density cesium glow discharge is being, set up. for the experimental
part of this investigation.

W. D. Jackson,, J, P. Penhune, G. B, Kliman, N. Gothard, C. W. Rook

(b) Moving Space-Charge Waves in a Plasma

The nature of ,certain macroscopic instabilities observed in the plasma of glow dis-
:charge tubes is being examined. Traveling waves of electron and ion density have been
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observed spontaneously arising within several noble gas plasmas. 'These waves have
also been generated with sounding probes and with external excitationt, A linearized
theory has been developed and its predictions are now being cotrelated with our expe-
imental observations.

W. D. Jackson, R, S. Cooper

'(d) ,Magnetohydrodynamic Channel Flow and Tulbulence

The flow ,har'acteristics ,of electrically conducting fluids in chananels or ducts are of
interest in connection with many engineering applications of magnetohydrod.amicis.
While these include both liquid and ionized gas flows, the use of liquid,, metals has advan-
tages fora considerable range of laboratory irves$tigations.

'The ,major' experimental effo't at the present time involves the construction of an
NaK fl'w loop that will be used for studies of pressure-drop versuS flow-rate relations
(including those for M-HD powrbinversion devices) and the c'haracteristics ,of turbuleice
in the presence of magnetic fields.

The theoretical treatment of turbu;ent-flow problems, -thus far, *has had, only partial
success and t he need for a rational method has long been evident,. A-n attempt is being
made to develop Weiner',s "Calculus of Random Functionals :" and' to apply it to both sus-
tained and decaying turbulent-flow situations.

W, D. Jackson, J. M. Reynolds -I1, J, R, Ellis, Jr.,

F. W. Fraim iV, H. Di -Jo-dan

(d) Mathematical Methods n .Contnum Magnetohydod.yn-a!ic

This research is concerlied with mathematical methods for the analysis of the inter
actions Occurring in magnetohydrodyna'mrics. The pe ent work has grown out of the
investgation of MHD channel flows; particularly out of the analyticadl and numerical
teeh_nques that were used to obtain solutions to the nonlinear differential eq uation gov-
erning the interaction Of a traveling a ma, gnetice field with. an MHD channel flow.

Our research concerns the application of techniques, such as perturbation eXPansions
and iterational and variational methods, to a variety of nonlinear continuum MHD pro
blems, The purpose of this effort is twofold, First, to produce solutions to specific
problems that are of practical interest; second, to Obtain a better understanding of the
broad classes of problems to which these techniques are applicable.

J, P. Penhune

(e) Local Fluid-Velocity Measurement in an In€ompressible Magneto-
hydrodynamic Flow

The behavior of several different types of probes is being investigated to develop
devices for measuring the local fluid veloctiy in an MHD flow for the case in which the
applied magnetic field is perpendicular to the fluid velocity. The development of such
probes willbe important for experimental investigation of MHD flows, particularly those
associated with MHD power-generation devices.

Three types of probe are being investigated experimentally. The first is the standard
Pitot tube in which the Tx S force raises the fluid pressure at the stagnation point above
the usual stagnation pressure of the fluid. The velocity-pressure relation is being deter-
mined as a function of the magnetic field. A second approach is the investigation of a
two-dimensional aerofoil aligned parallel to the magnetic field. The last probe is a
miniaturized electromagnetic flowmeter for which the calibration depends on the fluid
Reynolds and Hartmann numbers, as well as on the, local velocity.

A. H. Shapiro, W. D. Jackson, D. A. East, J. H. Olsen
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!(f) Liquid-Metal Magnietohydrodynamic Powier Systems

The generation (of electriacal poWer on space vehicles offM rs A potential application
for MU1ID generators to operate on, a tosed,-cycle system rin which a nuclear reactor is
the termal-energy source. An ix-lportant feature of a1I MI:HD scheme is the absence of
rotating parts and, to utilize this,, a working fluid: is required with a:sufficiently high-
ele-ctric conduttivityat the temperatures involved.

A scheme in, which a liquid metal. Is used as the working fluid is under itvestigation.
Kinetic energy is imparted. to this flow by driving 'it With its own vapor in a c0ndensiug-
ejector system & 'The operiation of this system on. alkali metals is being studied, and the
relative merits of ac and dc generators for this application are being exafmtined.

W. D. Jackson, G. A. Brown

(g) Magne-tohydrodynamic Induction Generator

The M.HD induction machinae utilize's the interaction between a traveling magnetic field:
(sUch as that produced by a .polypha8e winding) and a :channeled,, fIlowing fluid
that .may be either a plastua or a liquid metal.

The theoietioal analysis of this machine has been completed for the case of .slug
flow of an intco m press ble fluid. It is now being extendued, to include entea.nce and exit
effects, velocity profiles, and compressible fluids,

Willase linioa± travelitig-fleld jcoil systemn is in t Ihe course of custructioi It
Will be used to study the operatirg characteristics of the induction generator on both
plasma and liquid-metal flows.

W. D. Jackson, E. S. Pierson, Mi. H. Reid

i(h) A-iC Properties of Super'conductors

Recent intensive efforts to fabricate hard superontductors have Opened _p a wide
range of possibilities for utilizing these materials in, the production of high dc fields,
particularly in situations for which these are req uired in large volumes. The advan-
tages associated with reducing field-power dissipation also apply to the production Of
ae fields, but there is an additional problem in that reactive power has to be circ-ulated.
This problem implies essentially zero-loss capacitive energy-storage elements, in
addition to esen-tially infinite Q inductors. It is thus of interest to investigate the behav-
ior of superconducting materials carrying a .currents in the presence of ac magnetic
fields. As well as establishing the merits of superconductivity materials in inductor
and capacitor fabrication, such investigations provide o n additional method of gaining
insight into the mechanism of s:uperconductivity.

Present investigations deal with superconducting mater'ials in the form of wire or
ribbon, and two experimental techniques are being pursued.

(i) The current- carrying capacities of short, straight lengths of superconducting
wire or ribbon are being determined as a function of frequency in the range up to 10 kc.

(ii) A-C solenoids, fabricated to avoid electric eddy currents and. insulated to accom-
modate electrical fields arising from aB/aT effects, are being tested. In both cases,
the ac current required for transition to normal conductivity is obtained and, in the case
of solenoids, the measurement of Q is being attempted.

A third investigation is planned to obtain data on the behavior of superconductors in
an externally applied ac field. These will be derived either from a rotating magnet sys-
tem or from a separate copper-conductor ac solenoid,

The work is, at present, experimental in character, but future theoretical studies
are envisaged. W. D. Jackson, A. N, Chandra, C, R. Phipps, Jr,.
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'(i) Blood-Flow StudieS*

Another a tivity is toncerned, With medical engineering, and i's being carried on, in
association with the Cardiovascular Laboratories of the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital,
Boston. Since my own interest is prinarily in the, use of miaghetohydro-dynamic methods
for bloOd-.flow measurement, there is, i, fact, a close relation to the field of magneto-
fluid dynarmnts. The scope of the group, however, is rather broader than this topic
alofne would im ply.

The aim of our work is to apply engineer'ing methods to the stidy of the card ovas-
cular systeimj and We are engaged in this jointly With, Dr., Dexter 'and his associates at
the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital. At present, We are evaluating flow-measuring devices
(eect-roinagnetic or m, agnetohydrodynamic, ultrasonic and thermistor) as a preliminary
approach to -the study of the characteristics of blood flow. A second aspect of our work
is the identification and analysis of the mechanismso responsible for the regulation -of
cardiovascular fu ,nctions

W. Di Jackson

A. WORK COMPLETED

1, THE EFFECT OF SWIRL ON TH: ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOWMETER

This reseafch has been, ompleted by H. D. Meyer and the results have been accepted

by the Departmnent of Mechanical Engineeri ng, M. I. Tij as a thesis in partial fulfillnerit

of the requirements for the degrees of Master Of Science and Bachelor of Scielece,

September 1962.
W. D. Jackson, J., M. Reynolds Il

2. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERiSTICS OF A PLASMA JET

This research has been completed by M. D. Leis and the results have been. _.ccepted
by the Department of Electrical Engirering, M.I.T, as a thesis in partial fuiiltnent

of the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Science, June 196Z..
W. D. Jackson

3. BLQOD-FLOW STUDIES*

The present phase of this work has been completed and the results have been- accepted

as theses by the Department of Electrical Engineering, M. I, T., in partial fulfillment

of the requirements for the degrees indicated,
P. G. Katona,"Analysis of Blood-Pressure Regulation Using Correlat on Tec:hniques,",

S.M. Thesis, June 1962,

.J. R. Ellis, Jr., '!Relative Merits of Certain Channel Sections in Electromagnetic

Flow-meters," S. B. Thesis, June 1962.

J. E, Thompson., "Thermistors as Blood Flow-Rate Transdueers," S. B. Thesis,

June 1962.
J. D. Cervenka, "Flow Measurement Using Point-Contact Electrodes," S.B. Thesis,,

June 1962.
W. D. Jackson

This research was supported in part by the National Institutes of Health (Grant
HTS-55 50).
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B. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 'OF

CESIUM VAPOR

An experimenital measurement of the thermal conductivity of ,cesium vapor was made

by a variation of the hot-wire cell method. The hot-wire cell was operated at 600K.

At this temperature level the heat trantsfer resulting from thermal radiation was consid-

erably greater tha-n that resulting from thermal conduction. Because of this unfavorable

ratio of heat fluxes, slight uncertainties in the thermal emissivity of Mckeielcovered With

a surface layer of cesiurm 'can result in large errors in the observed value of the thertmal

:oxdutivity of the 'ceSium vapor. Two cells were therefore used to measure simuitane-

ously the thermal conductivity of eesium Vapor and the thermal emissivity of nickel in a

moderate-temperature cesium gas. The two cells were constructed so that the heat

fluxes ±-es'ulting from radiation were identical-. End corrections, for the finite-length

tubes were made initially by measuring the thermal conductivities of air at room temper-

ature with each cell individuall-y and with both cells simultaneously, as was done at higher

temperatures with .cesiuM;

The thermal conductivity cels consisted of nickel wires, which were used as both

resistance heaters and resistance thermometer-s, placed along the axis of copper tubes.

Nickel and copper were used because of their stability in a cesium atmosphere and their
availability.

The heat transfer by radiatibn between a wire and a surroundig tUbe iS

The wire and tube ,emissivities were anaticipated to be approximately :0. .1 (later verified).

For a wire diameter of 0. 010 inch and tube diameters of 3/8 inc'h, and i/2 inch

1 -A).

Dt -t .18 and 0. 4

and

Fw + 100

Thijs the difference in radiative heat transfer in the two apparatus operating at the. same
tube and wall temperatures was 0. 6 per cent,

End corrections for axial onduction along the wires to the ends were the same for

the two cells. The cells were operated at pressures low ,enough so th at the effect ,of
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natural convection ,oft the heat transfer rate was less thanf 0. iper cent of that caused by

conduction, Convection amounts to I per cent of conduction at a Grashoff number of i1570,

and ,Z5 per cent at a Grashoff nuiber of 2ZO0, The Grashoff numbejr in the present appa-
ratus was a pproximately -1. The energy transferred by thermionically emitted electrons

in the cell Was computed to be approxim-ately , X 0 0 watt, welbeloW the range of

accuracy of the other measUrements. Errors attributed to misalignment of the heated
wire were calcu ated to be less than 0. 1 per cent.

The difference in heat transfer in the two-cells was attributed o0l4y to the difference

in the gas conduction. ThUs,

Sr 1 I r

TWo measureme its of the thermal donductivity of cesium vapor were, made withe

apparatus. 'The valiues obtained were 0.0.03046 Btu/hr ft'°F at. 1'085R (603°K), and
0.-002'946 at 1080 0 ,(6-00 0K), The average of th6ese values is 0.002,%996 ± l,,6 per cent

'(experimental scatter). For a Praidtl nulmber of '0. 7 and a 'specific heat that irncludes

the change in dimerization with temperature, the viscosity of cesium vapor is calcu-

lated to be 0.0547 lbm/hr ft (4. 12X 10. 6 1b sec
S. I. Freedman, J H. Sununu
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C. WORK FUNCTION OF A CONDUCTOR

Finding many descriptions of the electron emission process very unsatisfactory, the
author presents a report that he hopes will resolve most of the problems, give a new

insight into the emission process, and help in predicting emission properties of materials.

Following is the author's concept of an electron emitting surface, which he is tow

attempting to correlate with the large amount of existing experimental data,

It is, assumed that the total potential energy change in remo ing an electron from a
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crystal is made up of three parts tha t add in a linear fashion: monopole work, dipole

work, ;and wotok against external electrostatic fields.

Monopole work Is defined as 'the contr&ibution. to the potential energy change 'of an

electron '(which is removed from a ,onductor) arising from interactions With induced

surfa-e charges that are induced by the escaping electron itself and not by 'external
sources. 'The monopole wor-k is :simply an extenson .of the concept of ,iimage-force work"'

into the surface electron cbloud and into the crystal. Monopole Work is that contribution

to the total ppotential energy 'change which, depends on, the square of the electronic charge.

The name "monopole .Work" is given because these forces vary as, the inverse square of

the distance from the suxeface.,

Dipole work is defined,a s the contribution to the potential 'energy change of an elec-

tron (Which 'is remo6ved from a conductor') arisng from interaetin With permanent

isurface electrostatic fields. To be precise, d1pole work equals the charge on an elec-

tron times the difference in ,eetrostatic potential between the average potential inside

the conductor and the potential at infinity of a conductor of uniform surface characteris-

tics. The name "dipole Work" 1i given because these forces are caused by.a surface

dipole or double layer.
External electrostatio fields are those fields caused by external sources and by

surface Charges i'nduced on the conductor in order to maintain a uniform average poten-

tial inside the conductor,

it is well established that monopole work contributes substantially to the total poten-

tiai energy difference between an electron inside a conductor and the same electron out

side the conductor (Schottky effect). The existence of dipole work is a subject of consid-

erable debate and speculation, which the author hopes to resolve in part. Electrostatic

fields are generally considered to exist around the conductor so as to _make the electro-

static potential at the surface of the conductor vary as the work function divided by the

electronic charge, This point will be proved rigorously in the proof of Theorem 1.
Work function, for the purpose of this report, means the difference in energy between

an electron at the Fermi energy and an electron at rest just outside the conduct or. High

fields at the surface of the conductor will not be considered in this treatment so that

questions of Schottky effect and the meaning of "just outside the conductor" are not diffi-

cult to answer.

THEOREM 1: The electrostatic fields that exist around an isolated conductor are

such that the difference in electrostatic potential between any two points near the sur-

face of the conductor equals the difference in work function between the two corres-
ponding regions of the surface, divided by the charge on the electron.

PROOF 1; Consider a process in wh'ch an electron at the Fermi energy is removed

from the interior of a conductor through a surface of work function 1, moved through

an external electrostatic potential difference Al 2, and then returned to the metal at the
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Fermi energy, through a surface Work function @. The change in energy for this process

is

=- + 'e,*Ij - 10

Buti, if the Fermi energy is uniform throughout the metal, the energy change must equal

zero. Therefore,

Since the process can be carried out through any two regions of the surface, the proof

is completed.

This resut is not SurpriSing if one remembers the thermodynamic definition of work

function (which, incidently, agrees with the definition, stated above when the definition of

4 is chosen to agree with the statistical mechan riical defi'itionl

Here, T is the eleetrostatic potential that exists just outside the surface in question, and

IL is the chemical potential of the electrons in the co nductor.

THEOREM Z: The variation of work function with the nature of a surf&ce must be

caused by a change in the surface double layr. 'The monopole work associated With

any Surface of a conducting material of uniform compositoin is independent of the details

of the surface.

PROOF Z- In a conductor of uniform composition the average electrostatic potential
in the interior is constant. Therefore, the net field from all external soUrces and surface

charges, taken together, must be zero inside the conductor. However, in the proof of
Theorem 1 it was shown that the electr static potential varies as the work function just

outside the conductor. In order to satisfy Maxwell'-s equations., there must be a. surface

double layer whose strength varies as the work function. That is, the dipole work associ-

ated with a surface varies as the work function.

The work function equals the monopole work M, plus the dipole work D, minus the

electron degeneracy energy ,

i= M1  D1 -

02 = MZ + DZ-

Since the dipole work varies, as the work function and the electron degeneracy energy

is constant, the monopole work must be constant and therefore independent of the details

of the surface, which was to be proved.

When an electron has first entered the electron cloud of the surface, and before it
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Fig. XV"Z. Energy diagram of a surface with an adsorbed, ionizible layer.
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has reached the first plane of nuclei, it is repelled by the electron cloud and is attracted

by the nuclei. This is the region of the surface dipole layer. The field of an eleCtron

is g iven by

E= - r,

where E is in volts pet' angstrom and r is in angstroms. Electronic iseparations are of

the order of angstrornsj as is the thickness Of the dipole layer. This is adequate to pro-

vide the several electron volts of dipole work that is necessary to explain a work-function

variation of an electron volt friom one crystallographic surface to another.

Since electric fields exist outside the conductor, but not inside, there also must be

a surface charge equal to the external field times the perinittivity of free space. The

surface charge is an induced ,harge and is dependent on the distribution of the work

function over the surface of the conductor, as well as the presence of externally applied

fields,, whereas the double layer is permanent and determnines the work function.

Theorem Z tests heavily on the ass-umption that the Work function is made up of two

,parts, that is, monopole work and dipole work. At the present time, it, is not at all

clear whether or not this assumption is warrented. Other terms may be important.

However, any other terms that do prove to be important can be formally combined with

the monopole work, and the impotant result of Theorem 2 is preserved the variation

of work function with the nature of a surface must be caused by a change in the surface

double layer, alone.

it is generally recognized that a close-packed surface has a larger proportion of

electrons outside the first plane of nuclei than a less densely packed surface, and there-

by presumably has a stronger double layer (and therefore higher work function) than a

less densely packed surface. Also, a close -packed surface has more nuclei per unit

area to produce a stronger double layer. This prediction is in qualitative agreement

with many experim ental observations. Calculations are now being made to relate these

ideas to the experimental data in a quantitative fashion.

The determination of the electron distribution near the surface of a conductor covered

with an ionizable adsorbed film is a difficult problem. Some guess must be about the

nature of the adsorbed particles. Are they atoms, ions or something in between? Rasor

assumes that surface particles are either atoms or ions in a number given by their

thermal excitation probabilities. In effect, Rasor calculates the modification of the dipole

work by the adsorbed particles. It is the author's belief that this is the reason for Rasor's

striking success in computing the change in the work function as a function of surface

coverage, The change in the dipole work equals the change in the work function.

Figures XV-l and XV-Z show schematically the thermionic emitting surface des-

cribed in this paper. Figure XV-l shows a bare metal surface; Fig. XV-2 shows a
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sur ae partially icovered with ionizable atoms '(positive ions shoWn) A few surface atom, s

are 'show:n- the conductor is to the left, free :space to the righti The potential energy of

an electron is plodted against the distance normal to the surface x, measured from the

effective plane of the surface charge mentioned in the Sc'hottky model. The potential

,energy, shown smooth inside the conductor, is the average potential 'energy used: in the

free-electron ,gas approximation. The electrostatic potential times the electrornic charge

is also showr piotfed against the distance normal to the surface.

The Fermi energy Is shown, as is the Fermi surface, that is, the surface on which
Fermi- electroris have their classical turnming point, A physical interpretation is given

of the Schottky cutoff distance Xe

21 e =
x 3. 641 •

Where xe is in angstromsj and * is in electroti volts. The dist&nce, Xe, is simply the

distanice between the effective plane, of the siurface charge and the, Ferm-ni surface.

lte electron degeneray ,energy t, ard the monopole work M, both being functions

of the substrate compostin alone, are showo, The Work function and the dipole work

D, which determines the work function, are also shown.

M. F. Koskinen
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D. POWER FLOW IN THE MAGNETQHYDRODYNAMIC INDUCTION MACHINE

The magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) induction machine, shown schemat-icaly in Fig.XV-3

for the flat linear version, utilizes the interaction between -a traveling magnetic field

and a cha,neled electrically conducting fluid to convert energy between mechanical and

electrical forms. In principle, this type of machine is analogous to conventional rotating

inductiQnmachines, and accordingly the well-established features of asynchronous oper-

ation apply to it. This report presents a generalization of previous work to a magnet

core of arbitrary permeability and conductivity.

1. The Model

The model to be a nalyzed is shown in Fig, XV-4. The fluid flows in the x direction
between two parallel exciting plates of infinite extent in the x and z directions, a dis-

tance 2a apart. The fluid velocity is assumed to be constant and in the x direction (slug

flow) to uncouple the electromagnetic and fluid equations and thus allow an analytical
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solution to be obtained. The -region otside the plates is filled with a core of perneability

and conductivity . The exciting plates, separated from the fluid and core by inSu-
lators ,of infinitesimal thickness to prevent current flow in the y 'direction are assumed

thinr ;s that they can be replaced by current heets With a sut-face conductivity as = a-,e 'b

where b is the plate thickness and e the material conductivity, The plates are driven

by a ,current source that gives a symmetric surface current density

PHASE I PHASE 2

/ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 LU I- D ,- ILLgFLOW

Fig. XV-3. The MHD indUction machine.

i INS

COR' :x INS

Fig, XV-4. The model,
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which represe ents a traveling current wave of aihplitude NI, frequency w, wavelengt h X.

2r/k, and velocity vs = /k. 'The surface cur'rent is considered to be produced by a

balaniced two-phase system with sinusoidally distributed, windings ofmZaximumn turns

density N and, peak current Ii 'Only two-phase excitation is cniedsince', as shown

byWhite and Woodson,3 a -hs ytmcnb eucdt w-hs qiaet

2. Electromagnetic Fields

-The electromagnetic fields are deter mined from Maxwell's equations -with the usual

mnagnetohydrodyna~nic appr-oxim~ation of neglecting displacement 'currients. Assuming,

constant velocity eli mintate's the need for the fluid equations. The analysis is simplified

by the use of a vector potential A and a scalar potential + defind by

a-A~~ (3)

Noting ta hisla iaxtovinga fluid is J EvB and :subsrtituting hq.2 rd 3

inMaxwell's equationis gives

V2 - r XVA0 4

- (5)a

Here,

V -A + 0(6

has been chosen to uncou~l e qs- 4 And 5. The x- and t-dependence of all quantitie

mus beas (wt1~fro thep excitation and boundary conitos This will not be indi-

cated explicitly. A 'is due solely to currents, so that it, aswell as J, is in the z

direction and independent of z. The inclusion of 41 compensoA will not affect the

fields obtained.

The vector potentials in the fluid and core, from Eq. 4 with the conditions that the

norMal magnetic field is continuous across the boundary and the tangential magnetic

field is discontinuous by the surface current, are

A~i fNI cosh yy
f ysihya +-a6 cosh ya

y t anh yar y >a()
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where
2 k2 (1+jsRM) ,,:

52 = k2 1 +JRMc (10)

• ,- f (1 1).,Ic

v v
S

V1

R =cl (13,)
M k

JJ V

R~c c (14)

The subsctipts f, c, and e ate Used to denote fluid, core, and exciting plate quantities,

respectively. s is the -slip in ter-.fs of sync hronous speed Vs. RM and RMc the fuid and'

core rmagnetic Reynol'ds n umbers. sRM indicates the magnitude of the field-fluid inter-

action.

In the exciting plates E NI/." The scablar p.otential in the sheets, from Eq. 3, is
ez S

e -N y-z jleNiz

The scalar potential is tero outside the exciting plates. Note that the tangential electric

field is not continuous across the boundary, Its discontinuity, however,, serves only to

determine the dipole charge layer on the insulating strips.4

3. Electrical Impedance

The electrical characteristics of the MHD induction machine are conveniently

expressed in terms of the impedance observed at the terminals of an exciting coil. The

impedance may be obtained from the voltage measured between the coil terminals

V =z (AV) N cos kxdx, (16)
x

where AV = ee(z) - e(z+c) is the voltage across a single wire and the integral represents

the su of AV over a coil that is considered to be a wavelength long and of depth c in the

z direction. V is twice the integral because each coil is made up of two sections located

above and below the channel, as shown in Fig. XV-4. The equivalent resistance and

inductance are
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R=ZTN-c R k (17)

0= YOR taa 4 7' (1+

where:

R =w 2in (9
*-k

and Re and, Im stan-d for the real and imaginary pArtof the quantity in t he brackets. If

Eqs. '9 and 10 are substituted in Eqs. 17 and 18, it is seen that, excliudinig the termh

depending on e.~, the normalized ratios R/'R and L/ILQ depend on only five dimensionless

parameters: 8,, RM Rc ,ad ak; Sine6aersvryhe multipliedby,

and sinice c >>: for a goord core, the effect Of core loss Is small.

For a slit channel, -ya o1, and by assum ing a lossless 'core and excitinig coils (O C O

(4=c), the equations can be written approxImately as

R tj.9,RL
oJ 5+ R M iz ,0

, ~k + 2R 2 (1

o MCI

Where

I.LfrfVNa RMak

RM (a~ak) =(.aak) (?

is the pertinent m agneti Reynolds number. The functional dependance is the samae as
2olpnri h

for the ideal core slit-channel casez except for the rpaemen oI RM by RMa h
difficulty with a nonideal core is that it is much harder to obtain a large R ~ ~R
and this results in poorer performance.

4. Power Flow

Relations are obtained for the time-average real power flow in an MHD induction

machine of dimensions I and c in the x and z directions, respectively. The power

supplied by the exciting windings to the fluid, the real part of the surface integral of

Poynting' s- vestor over the fluid, is

P0 Im fjy tanh ya}

s (y tanh ya+a6)(y tanh -y a+a6*,(3

where
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The mechanical. power output, Pim' and the power dissipated in the fluid, Pr, are

p a 5  v dxkdy f l-s) P 25

P dvs 5  (26)t.Vo'l fTO

where 8')denotes the timne-average pressure gradient. These are identical with the

power relations obta-ined for rotating induction machines when P~ is identified as the
"gap power".l

The power dissipated'in the core because of its finite c onductivi1ty, P, is found in

the same manner as forVP to be

P_ Im fa k6}_ (

c y tanh Vya+a,6)' Vtn (27)a

The power dissipated in the ecitinig coil, anialogous to pr is

p I~ c dx= ----

Note that for I X P 2Z and P +P+ 2 s pt
The. 5 R, asexected.

Teefficiency ofthe indutiOn generator, power out divided by power in, is
P5  ~ ~ where P and P are inegative for generator operatioft (s4Owhl

Pr- s m ~ c

and P I power losses, are always positive. For a lossless coil the efficiency is

I + Im (al) 0g - -Ir(+ tahhyfl (29)

in which the term in brackets is less than or' equal to 1. For a lossless core, 6 real,,

this reduces to. the efficiency found previously for a slit-channel m achine with an ideal

core .2

E. $. Pierson
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

This group is interested in a variety of problems in statistical comm, unication theory.
Our current research is concerned primarily with the following problems:

1. A simple two-state modulation system has been designed and is under study. We
are making a theoretical investigation of the linearity of the system and of its noise per-
formance. The system will be applied to the problems of high-effidiency power amplifi-
cation and reguatoni multiplication, and low-frequency tape recordings.

2. The study of factors that influence the recording And reproduction of sound con-
tinues. The relative rtoles of the normal modes of the reproducing room and of the
.transducer are under investigation.

3. in the Wiener theory of nonlinear systems, a nonlinea system is characterized
by a set of kernels. A method for the determination of these kernels was reported in
Quarterly Progress Report No. 60 (pages i8-30), Work on the method, both theoret-
ical d-td experimental, is being continued,

4. The central idea in the Wiener theory of nonlinear Systems is to represent the
output of a system by a series of orthogonal functi6nalS with the input of the system
being a white Gaussian process. An attempt is being made to extend the orth6gonal rep-
resentation to other types of inputs that may have advantages in the practical a plication
of the theory.

5. A study is being made of the various aspects of error in filtering when the noise
is additive and statistically independent of the signal. Emphasis is placed on nonlinear
nomemory filters,

6. Noise sources in space can be located by means of higher order correlation func-
tions. A study is being made of the errors, caused by finite observation time, incurred

in locating sources by this method.
7. Many physical processes cani be phenomenologically described terms of a large

number of interacting oscillators. An experimental investigation is being made of some

theoretical results that have been obtained.

8. A nonlinear system can be characterized by a set of kernels. The synthesis of
a nonlinear system involves the synthesis of these kernels. A sturdy is being made of
efficient methods for synthesizing these kernels.

9. The advantages of pseudo-noise carrier systems are well known. One disad-
vantage is the large bandwidth requirement. This disadvantage can be compensated for

in multiplex systems by using a large number of carriers in the same frequency band.
If one uses a simple demodulation scheme for a particular chael, the other carriers
act as additive noise. By using a more sophisticated demodulation scheme, this inter-
ferenc.e can be reduced. An experimental system is being constructed.

*This work was supported in part by the National Institutes of Health (Grant

MH-0473702).
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10. A reasonably sixhple adaptive, coher-ent, bina commuication system has been

developed and analyzed. Theoretical results indicate that, even in channels, with reason-
ably fast fading there is an appreciable improvemrent ver a conventional incoherent sys-
tem.

11. Experimental Work on threshold effects in phase -locked loop ,discriminators
c ontinues.

12. Interesting results pertitining to the analysis of nonlinear, randomly time-variant
systems have been obtained. -Work in this area continues and some experimental verifi-
,cation on typical systems is planned. Y, W, Lee

A. THE SYNTHESIS 'OF A CLASS OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

In, the Wiener theory of nonlinear systems, a nonlinear systet- is characterized .by

a set of kernelsj h . For a Gauissian input, th kernels can be determined by crosscor-

relation,' 3 if only N kernels are used to, itharacterize the nonlinear system, then the

resulting representation can be expressed in the form of a Volterra series

N

n= n

in which y(t) is the response of the noniinear' system for the input x(t).If ,the system

is realizable, then
'kn(T , ... ,n) 0 for any r. < 0, j = 1, 2,,. , n. (2)

nh n j:

A problem in the practical application of these results is the synthesis of systems whose

kernels are the kernels, k , of the Volterra serieS. if an n hOrder kernel of a ystem

is separable, so that it can be written in the form
kr,(T I ... ) = k (T)k 2 a n (3)

-n a1 a 2an (T

,then the system can be syrithesized in the form depicted in Fig. XVI- 1. The system is

one in which the outputs of the n. linear systems with impulse responses k (t) are

k a(t),
n -

Fig. XVI- 1. Synthesis of an n th-order separable kernel.
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mnultiplied together. Hlowever, in gen~eral., a kernel it not separable. A method sug-

gested by Wiener is to oecpand the kernels in terms of a. set -of orthogonal functionts such

as the Laguerre-functioni Thus, if I(t)}- is the set of Laguerre functions, then

k '(Tr = c f(Tl1 )
n= 0

k 2 (TI,T 2 ) cn Z cn zn 1 (Ti "n (4
n=0 n 2 r=0

*n1 .. aN l 'N I N

in which,

c ~ ~~~ (- T .. i,., (T) .2 ( )df .. dTr (5
p P

The synthesis of aL first- aitd a second-order kernel in terns Of EqA. 4 is depicted in

Fig. XVIn2. However, the synthesis of a given system by this proce dure will, in gen-

eral, require an infinite number of multipliers. In this. report, We shall present a

m ethod of determining Whether a system can be synthesized by using Only a finite nurnber
of miultipliers, We also shall present a method for the synthesis of such sys qn. To
explain the method, the analysis of a system with onlaseodrerenlwilb

presented. The extension to systems with higher-order kernels will then be given.

1. Second-order Systems with Onl One Multiplier

We shall first discuss the class of second-order kernels that can. be synthesized by
means of only one multiplier. 'A system consisting of onl one multiplier whose kernel
is, clearly the most general second-order kernel that can be obtained is deppicted in

'Fig XVI-3. The second-order kernel of this systemn is

k ( T 2 ) = (T -a-) lkb(T 2 a) k (o) do-.,6

The kernel transform of this system is the two-dimensional Laplace transform of its

kernel:

0 0  S T-S T
K(s,) k(rV) e 11 22 dTl dT K K(s) Kb(s) Kc(si+s,), 7
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in which

( k(t) est dt, (8)

so that K!,(s), Kb(s), and are the transfer functions of the linear systems with

impulse responses k (t)j kb(t), and k e (t)j respectively. To facilitate our 1discussion,

we shall Write the transfer function, K(s),, of a linear system in the form

K(s) P(s) (9

The zeros of P(s) are the zeros of K(s), and the zeros of Q(s) are the poles of K(s).

Note, however, that P(s) and Q(S) are not necessarily polynomials in 8. In terms of

Eq. 9, we can write the kernel tiransform, Kz(SlS2 ), s given by Eq. 7, as

K2 1 s 2 ) ali g+s) (10)
P ats p) PQ(s 2) 9 c (9 1 s d~ (o

2. Second-order Systems with N Multipiers

We now note thVt a system consisting of N multipliers, whose kerel is

the most general secondorder kernel that can be obtained, is one whose, outpiut

Fig. XVI,-4. The most general second-order kernel with N multipliers.

is the sum of the oiitputs of N systems of the for-m depicted in Fig. XVI-3,

Such a system is shown in Fig. XVI,4. By use of Eq. 6, the second-order kernel

of this system is

N

isl"~2~ = I S0ot o of N sb oc the form d e F)
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and from Eq. '7, its kernel transformn is

K'2(s J'ss2) K, K(s) K (S') (s +s.) (12
n=n

By use of Eq. 10, the kernel transform can be Written in the 'form

K2 (s1 ,s ) = 7n(13)
n- l nZ

The sum of the series of Eq. 13 is of the form

P 2 (8Is '2)

2h zer os ofP 2 Is 1 ,) aire the zeros of K2 Ss9 and the zeros of (.s :s) are i the
polies of XK2 (s 1 ,s2 ) From Eq. 13, We note that

N

P(s1 S)=ZR (sl) Rib (92) R, (s(15),
-n1 n,

in Which

Ra~s)=P ~)1TQ ( a a b orc(6

n n jia
j*ri

and

92(gls 2) = F(s 1 ) Fb(s d F(sl+s_ (17)

in, Which

F so = ff Q 09) a = a, b or c. (8
-= n

Thus 9,(.s,,, is expressible as the product of three functions:s a. function Of s V a
function of szand a function of (s +s ); also,, P 2 (s1 3 s) is expressible as the sum of
N such products.

We note that if N mltpir ar sdt ytesize a second-order kernel, then

the second-order kernel transform must be of the form

N
Z R, (s 1) R b n ''2 RQ (s +s, ),

K a, I n 1n.
2 (ss 2 ) F ')b(sz F(is)(19)
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Furthermore , if, a stecond-order kernel transform is expressible in the form= of Eq. 19,

then it can 'be synthesized by means, of N multipliers.

3. Illustration of the Method of Synthesis

we shall illustrate, byrmerans of two examn.Ples, a proceedureby which this synthesis

can be accomnplished.

As our, first examfple, we desire to synthesize the following second-order kernel

transform'.

2 22 2 2+ -z+ 4s 1 + 129s s+ s,, 2 + 2+18+48

=2'. Z2 2 -. +8(2
l2 + + l s 1S 2  1 ~l2 + +3s

This kernel transform can be synthesi zed by m eans of a finite number, of m ultipliers.
Thus Q2 s, 2  sepesbein the form Fa( 1  '~2 Fc,(51 +s 2 ). To deter-mine thesde

three functions, we first let 0 and s "S. Then the zeros of Q.2 (0,s). are the zeros
Of Fa~. e~)F() Thus,

'a Fbs) Fg'= + 20s + 48

2(s +4),(s+6).(2)

'Second, let s 1 sand s t- 0. Then the zeros of Q(s861 are the zeros, of

Fa(s) Fb(O) F (s). Thus,

Fs 2,
a IFOFs) .F + 32s +48

= 4(si-2)(s+6). (.22)

Third, let s~ s and sz= -sq. Then the !zeros of Q 2 (s,- s) are the zeros of

Fa(s) F (-s) F (0'). Thus,,

a s Fb(-S). F (0) 4s + 12s + 48$

=6(s +2)(s +4). (23)

By comparing the common zer-os of Eqs., 2 1-23, we note that

F a(s) =(s +Z)

Fb~s = (+4)(24)

F c(s) =(+.
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so that

(s 1 2{ 2 4( +z6.(5

By substituting Eq. 25 in Eq.. 20 and expanding by partial fractions we obtain

K 2 (s 1 s2 ) 1 - Z0s1+.2!)'(26
I 1 +2){s 2 +4){s 2 +6

Figure XVI-5 deplIct's the sylstrn, Whose second-order kernel transf ,orm is given by
Eq. U6

For our second rexa mple, we desire to synthesize a second-order system whose

second-order kernel Iis

le ~for '0 1- T T

in ki(rl 1 5 1(0athernr (.27):

inwhich aL> 0,1 b >,i and c > .i 'To accomplish this, -we first Must deteinine the

sefcond-order kernel transform, K2 ( Is 2

x 00 dt S~t' at e-a T I-rbTg - 5' T '1-.9 2 ,

[b+s 2 ][b+a-c+cs 1+5 21

We note that for c * I., the seponld~order kernel transform cannot be synkthesized with

finite number of multipliers9. This can be seen byasming that the deno minator,

s4 S'+ (a+)

Fig. XVI-5. Second-order system whose Fig. XVI-6. Seconld-order systemn whose
kernel trantsform is -given by kernel, is given by Eq. 27 for
Eq. 26. c=1

Q2 s,2 ,can be expressed in the formn Fa(s) Fbsz Fc5+ 2 ~Teb olwing

the procedure used in our first example, we have
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Furthermore, if a second-order kernel transformh is expressible in the formi of Eq. '19,

then it 1can be synthesized b4y Itieans.of N multipliers.

3. Illustration of the Method of Synthesis

We shall illustrate, by meanis of two exa mples., a procedure by which this synthesis

can be accomplished.

As our first examplei we desire to synthesize the following second-order kernel

transform:

(s2 +48s

8'28 '2 11 + s s2 +22+ I (20) 8
--2-1 , - - 1 24 2 - 20 +48 ZO12 12 s 2 + ss 1 .42 + 4s + 1249 s 8- 1 s! + 2'i s1+0 4

This kernel transformh can be 8yrithesizd by m earls, of a finite number of miultip liers.

Thus Q( 1 s)is expressible in the form IF(a ls Fba F(.s+s,,),. To deerine these
three functions, we first let 1 = n 2=s hntezrs of Q,s9 are the zeo

,of Fa(0.) F (s) Fc (s). Thus,

F(O) F+s Z0 + 48a Fbs)2 + s

= 2(s4).(+6.(2 1)

Second, let 9l s- and s ~0. Then the Zeros of Q (s,0) are the: zeros of

a-() Fb (O) Fsy4 + 32s, + 48

Third, let sl s and 82= -s.. Then the -zeros. of Q ,(p,-.) are the zeros of

Fat(s) F ,)(-s) F (0).. Thus,,

Fa (s) F h(-s) F (0), = -6sZ + 12s, + 48

,6,(s+2)(-s+4'). (3

By comparing the, common zeros, of Eqs. 2 1-23, we note that

Fa(s) .0(s+2)

,Fb+(s*). =(s+4) (24)

F (s)=(s6
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so that

Q2(S.s ,s (s ')'S ZHs 2+ 4)(s 1 s2+6)'"  (25)

By substituting Eq. 215 'inq.' 20 and .expanding by partial. fract.ions., we obtain

K(s' -2'0(s s2 )2' 11 2: 1 T E1 s 2+4)(Rjs 1 +82 +6)1

Figure XVI-5 depicts the system whose second-order kernel, transform is, 'given by
Eq. 26.

For our second example, we desire to synthesize a second-order system whose

second-order kernel is

-a:T -bT

for pc-r (27)

0O 1 otherwise

in which a > 0, b > 0, and c 'O. To accomplish thi s, we first must determine the
second-order kerinel transform, (s K 2( 2

00 ct t . bT ITT- 1 2 "1122
ki (sd 2  So= dT1l e e

.[b+s2 ][b+a¢+cs +s']

We note that for c # 1, the second-order kernel transform cannot be synthesized with
a finite number of multipliers. This can be seen by assuming that the denominator,

s+b 2
+6 s+(~b

Fig. XVI-5. Second-order system whose Fig. XVI-6. Second-order system whose
kernel transform is given by kernel is given by Eq. 27 for
Eq. 26. c = 1.

,2 (S5,s 2 ), can be expressed in the form Fa(p1 ) Fb(sa) Fc(Si+5 2 ). Then, by following

the procedure used in, our first example, we have
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For c 1, the Eqs.. 2,9have no comxnion Zerosl an~d thus the denomin ator,Q(s 1 s)

cannot be expressed in the foritias given by Eq. 17.

However, for the special case% in, which c = ,we have

2,;Its1' 2'y - b+s 2 )(b+A+S 1 + 2

This second-order ker-nel transform can be synthesized as shown in Fig XVI-6.

4. Systems with Higher-Order Keirnels

We now note that our results f6r second-ordier s-stenis cani be extended direct ly to

higher -oirder systetn$i For example, a systerti donsistinig of ontly two mnultipliers Whose

kernel i8 clearly the most gehnrl thir d-order ker-nel that c-an-be obtained is depicted

in Fig. XVI-1. The thir'dorder transfer function of th t ysem i s

K3s 1s 2 s3  (s) Kb(s. ) Kc(si+s Kd-(s )K e(sl+52+53  (1

Thus, if 2N Multipliers ate used to synthesize a thilrd-order transfer function, then it

mnust be of-the formi

N
Z Ra (s) Rb s) Rc Is +9z Rd (s ) Re (8 +s +s3 j

a= b 2 n Z n n 3 -

K3(s1,s2 ,s3 ) = F~~s 1 ) Fs9F--(s +.§-) FdmgF~.I~) . (2

Furtherinore., if a third-order transfer function is expressible in the formn of
q. 3:2, then it can be synatheosized by mneans of ZN mhultipliers. A procedure

Fig. XVI-?. The mnost general third-
order 1icernel with only two
miultipl ,iers.
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by which this can be accompl shed is similar to the one described for the syrthesis

of second-order systems.

M. Schetzen
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B. MAXIMA 'OF THE MEAN*SQUARE ERROR IN OPTIMUM NONLINEAR NO-

MEMORY FILTERS

'1. Intrboduction

In this tep-ort we are interested in the problern of mean-square filtering for the class

,of no-memory filters shown in Fig XVI-8

We consider the case

z(t) =x(t+),,

in which m(t), the message, and n(t), the noise, are tat-isticaliy independent. For this

case we have obtained and reported previously a re-ation between the amplitide proba-

bility density of the input and the characteristic of the optimum ennlinear no-menory

filter. In the presont report we use those resuIts to derive a simple expression for the

1INPUT x(t) N'4ONLINEAR OUTPUT y(t),
NO-MEMORY

FILTER

ERIOR e(tf),

DESIRED OUTPUT z (t)

Fig, XV-8,, Filter operation considered in this report.
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resulting mean-square 'error in the cases of Poisson noise and Gaussian, noise.
In the case 'of additive Gaussia noise, this expression, involves only the amplitude

probability density of the input and its first derivative. We take advantrage Of
this characteristic to find the meessage probability density 'corresponding to the

largest meano-square error in :an, optimum nonlinear no-memory filter under the

constraint that the average message .power be 'constant., The resulting message

probabi-lity ,density is Giaussian.

2. Expression for the Mean-Square Error

The relation betWeen the probability density of the input of the filter and the charac-

teristic of the optimum nonlinear no-memory filter which we obtained previously is

repeated here:

'x~g(x] 'q(x) = 'x)f(x-x1 ) dx1

Here, q(x) = m~ n(x) is the a mplitude probability density of the input, g(x) is the opti-

mum nonlinear no-mermory filter, characteristic and

(t) - Flte dt

in Which JP(,.t) is the char acteristic function for the noise. Note that We use an integral

sign without lim- its to indicate integration from . o +do. We can express g(x) in terms
of q(x) by writing

- q(xl) f(x % 1) dx '.

= q(x)

Whenever f(x) is a singularity f unction, this relation for g(x,) leads to a li~nple expression

for the mean-square error in terms of q(x), the inpuxt probability density, The two well-
known, nontrivial noise characteristics that give a singularity function for f(x) are

Gaussian nois.e and, Poisson noise. We shall use the following expression for the mean-

square error:

m'- g(x),q(x), dx,

in Which m 2 is the mean-square value of the message. This expression, is obtained

without difficulty by using the known result, that the error resulting from the optimum

mean-square filter is uncorrelated with the output of all nonlinear no-,memory filters

with the same input.
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a. Poissont Noise

P(t)=eXt1

hence

f£(X) =xu(X-'1),

and

q(x-l)

q(x)

'M2 [ +~-I 2,:(x,

i= m 2 
- '2 q(x),,dk + ?.X xqx1 d 2 S 2 x1

Sincte

5xq'x-1) dx =5(x+1,)q(x) dx =i + X + I

and

xq(it)dx~m~.x 2~X

then we have,

)2 2 q C *7

Equation I hlswhether or not the message hasi zero, mean.

.b.. Gaussian Noise

I x.

p (t), = ex ex Tt2
n

P~(t)P

hence
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A~X) = -o 2u i(x)

and

Z qv(x)

m _q"(x) +12 ~-)
~ =m-S~o~n.xJ qx~I

Since

x' x) d xm Z + Ir

and,

xq':() dx =Xq(X:j~ q(xf) dg 1

then We have

-2
2 -q(x)

3. Maximum of the Error under Constraints for Additive Gaussian Noise

Since we lhave an expssion for the xJean msquare error solely in ter'ms Qf the input
proablt destw a idetea of the -error un~der constraint by the method of

calculus of variations. We shall consider, for the present, a power constraint on the input.

a. PowerCpnstraint

We consider here a filtering problemn characterized by Additive G3aussian noise of
known average power. We consider all possi.ble messages of fixed average power, and

in each case use the opti m um, nonlinear no-memory filter in the mean~squax-e sense to

separate the message from the noise. We now undertake to find the message probability
density that gives an extremum. of the mean-square error. Since the message and the

noise are statistically Iindependent, a constraint on the input average power is euvln

to a constraint on the message average power, and we write

x xq(x) dx =m- + (2

Other constraints are
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q(x ' 0 for all, x

We: take care of the last constraint b.y lettn

2
y "(x) =~),

and we have

~4 = 2 44y xy d'x.

Because q(x) is the result of'iconvolvinig a Gausisi-an probability density with then essage
probability density pm.(x)b we would need another 'oiistrainvt Onl q(x) to ensure -that p -(x)
1s pbsitlve. However, this constraint c-annot be handled analytically, and we shall have

to select amnong the sohitions obtained for q(,x,) those leading to an Acceptable prob abilit'y
density. Ini termis of y(x),, using the Lagrange multiplier, we look for ek-tremna of

J = ,~~I2x x O2+y2

in which X and xare Lagrang mutipliers. This leads to the following Euler-

agr'ange equatin

y+ X[lx +X2 ] -0. (4)

We have obtained here the Weber-Herm ite differenti e quain Siceeaelo

for solutions~ that are square integrable, we have thel bu~ndary co±nditiofs

y - 0 for '0.
The differential equato ha souiosthtsaif these boundary values2 only I f, it is

in the fom-T

2Y+n+4 I C~ (5)

in which n, a non-negative integer,. is the eigenvalue. The c~orresponding solutions or

eigenfunctions are the. Her mite functions

yn u) D D(u) exp(-u-): Z n/2 Hn(JL

in which H (v) is the Hermilte polynomial.n
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An v2 deVH (y',)" (-1)' ev  v

n ~ dvn

To, put Eq 4 in the form, of Eq. 5, we let x = cu,, in which c is a constant, and thus

obtain the solution

Here, A, an arbitrary constant, appears because the inear differential equation to.be

satisfied Is an homogeneous equation. The solution for the amplitude probability density

'of the, input becomes

=j,(x A2 D2(-)

It can be showi that the minin-um of the integral f y': dx that appears with a minus sign

in the expression for the mean-square error (Eq. 3) corresponds to the eigenvalue n = 0.

For n = O we have

q(x-- . ,exp:-

which is, thetefore, the amplitude probability of the input giving the maxi mum mean-

square error.

We satisfy the constraints by letting A2 = a/A , and c 2 = + fn2 . Therefore,

q~) - exp 2- 2
2 2 Z(o + m)

The probability density ,of the message now is

pm(x) exp _ 2

-ence, when the noise is Gaussian and additive, and the message has a fixed average

power, the maximum mean-square error is Obtained whenever the message is also

Gaussian. 'In such a case, the optimum no-memory filter reducesL to.an attenuator and

z2 q,2 (x) 2 2

-a- +m'( x ' Z '2  + m ,' "

One might wonder if some interpretation can be given in the context to higher-order

eigenvalues and eigenfunctions (n = 1, 2,, etc.), which correspond to stationary values of

the expression for mean-square error.
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However, although (q(x)=A2D'(x/c')), the probability denSir 'of the input, is pos itive
for all x, the eoresponding nessage probability density prn(X) is not stricly tpositive

for n > 0 ,and does not correspond to a physical situation.

Although We did not obtzan it by the present forimulation, an interesting result wou ld
be to filnd out Whether a minim um of the .optimum mean-square error exists utder the

sane constrint., It is possible to show that af arbitrarily small error ca-i be achieved
unless additional constraints ,are us ed. Work is under way in this area.

V. R. Algazi
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XVIL PROCESS ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS

Dr. M. V Cierrillo J. S, MacDonald
Prof. H. J. Zimmermann Rita K. Toebes

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The research of this group for the past several years has been conceined With 'a
number of basic pZroblerms aimed at extending eurent concepts in communication theory,
Theoretical coneepts are being developed, and experimental verification is beitg sought
for some of the" sUbjective" aspects &f the communication problem; In general terms,
these a-re problems that Are routinely solved by the human brain. Without in any way
implying an attempt to understand 'the fun-ctioning of the brain, the research seeks to
establish explanations for some of these subjective effects.. The theory of symmetry
has been used as a basi tool in establishing orders in tertain classes ,of subjectivity.
Examples of the -kind's of 'Problem that are being studied are the Characterization and
transformation of :style .n music and paintings.

M. V. Cerrillo
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

This group continues its investigation of sources that generate infoftmation, channels
that ttranstmit it, and machines that piocess it.

Wor~k is continuing on the processing of p!ctruies by means of computers. The broad
objective of this work is to elucidate the fundamental properties of vision as they apply
to irmage transmission and reproducti-n., Among the more specific objectives are the
design of efficient imageftransmission systems, and the development of d evices capable
of performing some "human' operations, such as noise reduction, image dertection, and
quality improvement.

The efficient transmission of speech by digital means is also receiving some atten-
tion. The objective of this work is the early exploitation for speech communication of
digital transmission systems employing encoding and decoding.

During the past year, significant new results have been obtained on the properties
of sequential encoding and decoding, and on feedback strategies for noisy two~way chan-
nels. Increased emphasis is being placed on the exploitation of these techniques in con-
junction with physical channels, and on the design of the necessary encoding and decoding
equipment. Plans for the future include the development of acoustic channels capable
of simulating multipath and scattering phenomena of practical interest, and of encoding
and decoding equipment sufficiently flexible to permit experimentation in real time in
conjunction -ith these channels.

An effort is being made to bring into sharper focus the relation between the newer
encoding techniques and older modulation schemes. For this purpose, the behavior near
threshold of frequency modulation and pulse-position modulation axe being investigated
by experimental, as well as analytical, means.

Work continues, also, on the structural characteristics of digital machines. A prime
objective of this work is the establishment of relations among the reaction time of
machine, the complexity of the data processing to be performed, the number of storage
elements, and the speed of the elementary components.

R, M. Fano, D. A. Huffman, W. F. Schreiber, j. M. Wozencraft
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A. PICTURE PROCESSING

L A STUDY OF THE PICTURE-SAMPLING PROCESS

Every picture-transmit-t-ing system ivolves a ;stage in which an electric signal is

abstracted fro a source image,, and a stage in whic h the electric signal is converted

to another image. The first of the above -mentioned stages may be thought of as a
sanpling process and the second as a filtering operation.

If the picture-transmitting system is one that sends a sequence of signal Values
(sampled data),j the over -all system may be rnodeled as the block diagram shown in

Fig. XVIII. While this block diagram is not a good description of all possible image-

transmission systems, miany systeis do fit our model Note that the input function is

a function of two dim.ensions (space) if the picture is a photograph, and of two spatial
dimensions and time for a real image. The present study is restricted :still pictures;

thus the filters and functions are defined n two variables - they are two dimensionaL

ELECTRICAL

SfUC LINER SAMPLER Oitk

VALUES

Fig. XVII-i. Diagram of image-transmission system.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of the impulse responses of the

two linear filters in Fig. XV i 14 on the quality of the transmitted picture. The exper-

iments will be performed with the digital television equip:ment built by our group. - The
filter used before sampling is synthesized by defocusing the saner lens, and placing a

transparency on the lets. The impulse response of such an optical system is just the
transmittance distribution of the transparency on the lens. The linear filter that con-

verts the sample values into the final picture is a similar combinaption of defocused lens

and transparency in the recording camera.
0. J. Tretiak
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2. THE MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATION OF THE SYNTHETIC HIGHS SYSTEM

The Synthetic Highs 1 system is a channel-capacity reduction t echnique that is useful

for efficient coding of television signals. Figure XVIII-2 illustrates the logic used, and

Figure XVm-3 shows waveforms illustrating the underlying principle. Figure XVUI-3a
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VIDEOCHA NE + ....... OUT Sj' i ,. ... .

, YNTHIEIC -

A iUN-LENGH ! ;HIG H~S 1
1-COER. :1 I GENERA TOR !

Fig. XVIII -2. Diagram of Synthetic Highs system

is an exemplary video signal. The low-frequency component (Fig. XVI1-3b) is trafns-

mitted conventionally. 'The edge detector is essentially a differenttiator, giving the

output, (Fig. XVI11-3c). This signal is transmitted by some form of run-length coding

put back in real time by the decoder, and applied to the synthetic highs generator (a

linear filter) to produce the waveform (Fig. XVIII)3d) This waveform is added to the

transmitted lows to produce the output video.

Fig. XVI-3. Waveforms of Synthetic Highs system

It has always been evident from qualitati ve considerations that if the edge detection

(differentiation), coding, and decoding were error-free, then a linear filter could be

found to generate a high-frequency component to produce a video output identical with

the input. 2 This has been confirmed by experiment, but never proved mathematically.

The purpose of this note is to present a proof and to extend the theory to two- and

three-dimensional coding.

a, One-dimensional Case

Consider a picture whose brightness as a function of position is called B(x). If the

spatial impulse response of the lowpass filter is M(x), and the output of the edge
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detector is dB/dx., then we- have the problem of finding a filtor whose impulse response

H(x) .satisfies the following equation:

tdB x H(x-x): dx'i = (x) - SBI~x) MB (x) dX", 1)

Put into words, the edge signal dB/dx is applied to the filter H, and the output is to, be

the high-frequency component of the original video, 'expressed as the entire signal minus.

the low -frequency component. This equation is solved by taking transforms of both sides

sides, Thus

,jw b(w,) .h(w) = b(u)) - bl(w) ,m.(w). (

As long as b(w) ' ,

jw h() = 1- I (m). (3)

Taking inverse transforms, we obtain

uo(x) - Mix) (4)'

U(X) Mx') dx' (5)

which is precisely the result that was obtained experimentally.

b. Two -Dimensional Case

Since the correlation between vertically disposed picture elements is fully as great

as that between horizontally disposed elements, it is clear that increased savings are

available by extending the technique to two dimensions. The first successful attempt
to do this w reported by a member of our group recently. In his work, John W. Pan

detected both horizontal and vertical edges and transmitted them to the receiver by

fitting a series of straight lines to the outlines of objects in the picture. The high-
frequency signal was synthesized in terms of either a vertical or horizontal edge, which-

ever was closer to the fitted line segment. Artifacts occurred at the corners of objects
and along contours of approxim ately 459, the former being partially eliminated by

special "rounding" routine.

An alternative procedure suggests itself in connection with the preceding mathemat-

ical derivation. Suppose that we use a system very similar to that in Fig. XVII-, but

in which the filters are two-dimensional, the edge detector is a contour detector, and
the run-length coder is some form of contour tracer and coder. The question then

arises about whether there is a two-dimensional filter into which one can put data on
the contours of an image (such data being efficiently rcodable) and out of which one might

obtain the two-dimensional high-frequency component of the image. The filter should
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be ifnfvariant with the image so that all possible images might be handled without inftro
duing ,spuris ari-tfacts in special caSes: such .aS at.corners of objects It has been

found postible to solve this problem if the gradient of the image, VB is used as an edge

detetor,, a nd if ther filter- is specified by its vector iampulse resporse

The output of t he filter, which is the scalar 'high-frequency component, is then

defined as the dot product convolution of the input VB and the response H. Thus we

have a relation analogous- to (1) to define. H.

VBR O: .11 --!t B®G M, '(6)

where ®& is the conventional scalar convolution, and O is the dot product convolution.

Taking, the, transform of both side , We --hav e

j b('-. ji(w) = b(=) - b(w)m'(=). (7)

For b , 0,,

which, by rule (A5) in the Appendix, can now be retransforrned into the space domain

to yield,

V = uo(r) - M(.r),. (9)

We solve for, H by integrating throughout the circle of radius r.

5 '2r~ dd - J t 0 r.rjrdd r -~--Mr) r drd6 10
0' 0 0 0
We simplify this equation by assuming radial symmetry and by applying the diver-

gence theorem to the leftz-hand side.

" r dG = -2 r) dr

(1!)

-A.
. r- Ziwr = 1- 2n L(r) rdr

0

This general result indicates thatr it is' possible to implement the system of Fig XVIII-2

im, two dimensions.. The reconstructed picture should be identical to the original if the

gradient: field is. transmitted without. error. Previous experience with the tolerance of

human vision to errors: caused by nonexact gradient transmission in .one dimension indi-
cate that quite high efficiency; that is, more than ten-to-one reduction in data rate
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should be possible with quite small quality impairment. To achieve this, it will be

necessary to fit curves of at least second degree to the detected gradient points, so that

discontinuous second derivatives of the outlines may be avoided.

c. Three-Dimensional Case

The relation (9) is valid for any number of dimensions, since it was derived in vector

form, the only restriction being the transformability of the function involved. We may

thus solve for H in three dimensions, assuming radial symmetry,

rV - HdVtI- rL(r)dV.

where dV signifies a volume integral within the sphere of radius r. Again using

Yr
the divergence theorem, we obtain

H H. dS =- 1 - M(F) dV (14)

•4Z - M (15)

.--r 1- M (16)

The three-dimensional sitution arises when we deal with images that change in

time. The input is then B(x, y, t). From our analysis, it appears possible to recon-
struct B(x, y, t) at the receiver by combining a low-frequency component (that is,

low-definition, low frame-rate picture) with a synthetic highs component. The last
component is found from the dot product convolution of the transmitted gradient and a

spatio-temporal filter H.

To economize on the transmission of the gradient data, presumable it would

be possible to perform a contour-tracing operation and then transmit a few par-

ameters of the contours In this case, the "contoursO would be surfaces rather

than curves.

It is evident that the restriction to radially symmetrical three -dimensional filters

means that the errors introduced into the space and time do mains of the moving image

which are due to quantizing errors, will be similar. Since the spatial and temporal

frequency responses of human vision, as deduced from threshold measurements, are

similar in shape (some worker believe they are physiologically related) it is to be

expected that similar distortions will be similarly acceptable.
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APPENDIX

1. ntrducion FOURIER TRANSFORMS IN VECTOR NOTATION4

Usiiig capitals to represent functions in the space domain and lower case letters for

[ their cojrrespondinig transforms, We have

r - 3d + yj.

Wer) -- T(xIy 11 + Hj

(Do ~ J no cofs- ih-J, the uinit vector in the y or w: direction.
We define, the two -dimen~fsional transform

aw $5(i) eTor dA.

Heire, dTA is the area elemient in the space domnain. On this basis, and Using, the linearity

properties Of Fourier transforms, we have

h~ = h j1)i+ h-
y P

-iS Hx(r) el( r dA + J SH yi) ep, OA

h(k) = e dA

which we write

hx Hi(-r) (A-l)

h y(r) 4==*-H y(1-:). (A-3)

,2. -Differential Operators

Since hc) C $H) *-JQ r dA, it can be. shown for reasonable H's that

where dQ is the area element in the frequencpy domain. Thus
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8x $Sxh( 2Zi

Cja,,h() erd
(2w)

Since V'H -- i- +Ji we have

VTH= - )jkh(z) ejW

VH ±j~h (A-4-)

If H is a Vector, so that Hx hx then an so on..

since V. + =Sj~wkhx+yhy)e 'd

3. convolutions

hImultidimensio,al space:, We can tAke convo---lutionis among veCtors, scalars or
vectors and scalars. It is of interest to fiid the equivalent oeainnthfrqency

domain to these various convolutions in the space domnain. By strict, Analogy with thea
one -dimensional use,, We have

P~Q pq A-6)

P4@Q~ where 0 scala colution.(A)

Since V'' Q P "AR +

where 0 asealar product convolution.
W. F. Schrieber
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B. FREQUENCY-COMPRESSIVE FEEDBACK SYSTEMS

i Introduction

The main purpose of this research project is to extend the analysis of a signal-

tracking FM system which has recently been applied successfully in space commun-

ication. A system with a frequency-compressive feedback loop around the frequency
- 2demodulator was devised as early as 1939,i but- its applications did not appear until the

late 1950's, and, in fact, a careful analysis was n6t begun til the appearance of Enloe's

paper3 in 1"962. En'loe's prediction of the second threshold in the closed loop seems to
be qualitatively correct; the purpose of the present research is to provide a quantitative

verification.

It order to extend the analysis of threshold phenomena in FM systems, an attempt

has been made to develop new formulas for determin-ig the input and outpit sigtal-At6-
noise ratios at the "threshold of full improvement. * Thus, we seek to bridge the gap

between exact analysis 1(leading to complex nondiscussible expressions) and elementary

approximations With limited validity;

Our final aim is to prescribe the synthesis proceduke for optimum FM reception

filters and to determine the power -bandwidth "trade. offa relations

2. Threshold in the Conventional System

Threshold in an FM system is the transition region between linear and nonlinear

input-output behavior, as well as between Gaussian and non-Gaussian output noise

domains. Early progress in analyzing the FM threshold phenomena has been achieved
m ly by the very complex computation$ of Rice - and Stmpers.6 Rice's results

3were exploited by Skinner, who produced the threshold curves of the conventional FM
system with ideal filters and an ideal demodulator.

Skinner's plot clearly shows that the carrier -to-noise power ratio (CNR) producing
7

the threshold (of full improvement ) depends on filter bandwidths and can hardly be con-

sidered cnstat. The widely assumed existence of a fixed threshold CNR leads inev-

itably to errors of approximately 5 db, or more.
To facilitate the analysis of the real, sliding threshold, we propose a new simple

expression:

BIF

S= BLF'

where r is the demodulator input CNR at the threshold (in the if band), BIF is the

equivalent two sided noise bandwidth of the predemodulator filter, and BLF is the equiv-

alent noise bandwidth of the postdemodulator filter.

Comparison of this formula with the Skinner-Reploglea exact threshold curves shows
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( db

z
9 25

0

0

U

0

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

BANDWIDTH RATIO BI/BLF

Fig. XVIII4e Comparison of the new expression for threshold carrier-to-
noise power ratio in the baseband with the Skinner-Replogle
exact threshold curve.

that now the errors do not exceed 2 db in the very wide range

(See Fig. XV!..)
The well-established expression for output signal-to-noise power ratio at and above

the threshold of ful mprovement is

32

where both the input CNR, denoted r, and the output SNR, denoted R, are determined in

a bandwidth that is equal to the baseband; m denotes the modulation index of an FM sig-

nal. Hence, we obtain a new formula for SNR at threshold:

3 2 3 2,BIF\2
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Let us also assume that the if filter of nearly rectangular shape has a noise band-

Width equal to the approximnate bandwidth of the FM,,signal:

131F - Es m fr(l +ft)

where -f. denotes the baseband Width or the maximum modulating frequency. Then, with

the postdemodulator- filter also miatched to, the baseband (BLFf~ eoti

t

R, db

70

60
z

Z 50

00

z ,

o 2
20

I 10

10 2.0 30 40 db
INPUT CARIER-TONOISE RATIO (REFERRED TO THE BASE-BAND)

Fig. 3XII-S. Optimum conventional FMX systemas.
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This set of simple but faitly accurate formulas can be used to analyze quantitatively

the threshold behavior in a conventional FM system. Note, for instance, that if the

signal power, the noise power spectral density, and the baseband remain fixed, there
exists a unique minimum value of the signal modulation index

mm 6 42

which will yield the required system out-put performance Rt with minimum signal-
bandwidth consumption.

Since rt and Rt are strictly interrelated in an optimal fashion, we can represent all
optimal conventional systems by a single locus (Fig. XV1I-15)

Each point on the locus graph corresponds to one value of the signal characteristic

INPUT " LOW PASS FERNTIATOR N SAL

SMALL PHASE
DEVIATIONS - -0

INTEGRATOR FEDBC K, 1Km F ~ iLtER =dK m

Fig. i. I arized basebandanalo for a frequencym omesi ve
FM system. FM syste,

ILTER DEMOSULATORI SIGNAL OUTPUT

ANGLE - MODULATED

OSCILLATOR LOW PASS FILTER
Km H Vs

Fig XII-?.Blckdigram for a frequenycmrssive
feedback FM system.
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3. ThriesholdS ii the Frequeny-Compressive Feedback :System

In order to analyze the threshold behavior in the frequency-cempressive fe'edback
loop, we adopt En.oe s reasoning and results.3 n8 n, particular, the fundamental limi-

tation in exchanging power and bandwidth is believed to occur because of the s6-called

closed-loop feedback threshold,

When using the linearized, baseband. analog (Fig. XVIII-6) of the actual system

'(Fig. XVII ) note that a. variety of feedback filter structures is, possible, but for the

if filter the single- pole bandpass structure is imposed. by stability requirements. Enloe

has, found that the input noise in quadrature with the carrier prod)ices angle -noise mod-_

ulation of the variable oscillator. If the rms phase deiation of this noise modulation

is no longer small compared With uity, .a new (feedback) threshold occurs.
As a merasue for the location of this feedback threshold, Enloe suggested the input

carrier-to-nodise ratio ,p 'in. the closed-loop noise bandwidth B . and evaluated it as

cc F

where F is the feedback factor, which equa the frequency deviation compression ratio.

Noise bandwidth B must be defined for the transfer from signal input to the oscillatIr

input of the mixer.

The last formula may easily be translated to the customary baseband width Um' and

it becomes

P 5(F -) XBc

This threshold CNR can now, be directly compared with the conventional (so-called open-
loop) threshold rt that occurs in the usual way in the frequency demodulator, preceded

by a narrow-band if filter. Since both thresholds are independent,. it is, obvious that
maximum system sensitivity occurs with p rt. This condition can be met by proper

location of transfer poles around the feedback loop.
When positioning the pole of the if filter the compression of the signal modulation

index, which is now i/F in the if path, should be implemented. Thas to the reduction

of nonlinear distortion in the feedback loop, it is no longer necessary that the signal

bandwidth equal the filter noise bandwidth. 8 It is now sufficient to make the analog

single-pole filter natural frequency, a/2ir, equal to the if signal-frequency deviation,

n!F. Hence

a miW-mF

aand with the if filter noise bandwidth BI - we find
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so that for the conventional threshold,

The closed4-oop noise bandwidth B depends for the most part ,on the structure and

parameters of, the feedback filter. With certain simple structures, however, ;a propor-

tiotal relation of the type B M.2 fmF is approximately valid. In this case we have

(F-i)2

F

To fulfill tie 'condition of maximum sensitivity, p. rt, we then require

.0: )2 (F--i)2

10' 10 F

From this equation, we obtain the optimum signal index

mopt

for a most sensitive feedback system with the compression ratio F. If the output per-

formance Rt is prescribed, there is then no choice for F except

44
Fopt -  + 7 -15i + 0. 5

and algebraieally we can find

5. 1 M.-
P = ... --.. 4-- -"

1. 97 +W

Now, a power comparison of the threshold rt of a conventional FM system with that of

a feedback system (p) is straightforward. Of course, equal performance Rt of both sys-
tems at the threshold should be assumed:

3 2 3 2
Rt T m rt : m p,

where the subscript F pertains to the feedback system. Since for the conventional sys-

tem, then, we have
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=

the extension of threshold amounts to

system 5R/1 .4 1141 6.1'

Assuming, forexample, that Rt' 10 4 or 40 db, we obtain the following feedback
'system. parametersi

v opt i I + 5i1 V, 6 0-

F ot=5 6. = IZ,6.

opt

The power saving, in cotmparison with the standard system iS then

rt
t-=4.5, or 6. 5db.,p

Note that there is actually a trade-off between bandwidth and power, since the signal
bandwidth increases proportionally as 1 + mF. This leads to

Rt+ m i +.1)

In our exam ple, it amounts to

3 SF 13... 6'= = 1 . 97,
3 6.9

that is, the 6. 5-db power saving will require a 97 per cent increase in spectrum occu-

pancy. It is, however, not the best trade.off obtainable with an optimally designed feed-

back filter.

4. Optimization of the Feedback Loop
For the feedback loop to be stable and to have finite noise bandwidth, it is necessary

to interrelate the number of poles and the number of zeros in the open-loop transfer
function. Two choices are possible: the number of poles exceeds the number of zeros
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by i (this gives a better stability ntrgin),, or the number of poles exceeds the nunber

of zeros by .2 (this is still stable, although with a smaller margin)I.

Practicai tests have shown that three poles in the open loop, excluding the chain of

broadband if ampliIiers, is the upper limit. It is known, also, that only one pole is

allowed in the narrow-band if filter for stability reasons. Therefore one needonly

consider the ,following structures for the feedback filter: Ip; ip and Iz; 2p and Iz; Zp

and zz.

In this list, the tclass With one zero ,can be subdivided into two groups: the zero can-
cels the if filter pole, and the zero does not cancel the if filter pole; The latter willI
subsequently be called a stabilizing ; ero. It is obvious that in the "Zp and Zz" filter,

one zero is of the cancelling type and the other of the stabilizing type.

The main requirements for the optimum feedback loop synthesis ar,: 'a) open-loop
transfer function should be reasonably uniform over the baseband (in order to have the

if frequency deviation compressed for all modulation freqUencies); and (b) closed-loopi

noise bandwidth should, be miimized by a judicious choice of the feedback filter struc-

ture and of the location of its stabfiizing zero.
It U0 imnportait to note again that the closed-loop transfer and bandwidth are defimed

between the two inputs of the mixer (Fig. XVII-?!), The closed-loop transfer functio n
Hc(s) is i.quely determined by the open-loop transfer fction

H(s) = H, )

The definition of the closed-loop noise bandwidth that has been adopted is

B0 = [Ho)]2  -HC(s),H0 .s ds
c tH-

and the integration can easily be performed for rational transfer functions. 9

.I particular, the open-loop transfer function of the highest permited order has

the form

a x b ' s+cH cis) X(F- 1),

which directly corresponds to the most general "2p and 2z" case, and also to the

"ip and lz" (stabilizing) case. Then the closedloop transfer function is

ab(F- 1)(s+c)/c
'C S2 + [a+b+ab(F-i)/c] s + abF

and the closed-loop noise bandwidth can be shown to be
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abF c' c2 +abF

c Z b)' y cz +abe:(F-)/(aa+b

-It is now possible to prove that there is only one :hoice of value for c to mini-
mize Be

After tedi'ous algebraic ranipulations, we obtain the minimum noise bandwidth of the

closed-loop with an ,optimum stabilizing zero

B abF 2  abF

~~min ~ +otl ab + /a + b2 + ab (F+#

This is a quite general result of considerable interest for the systen design.
In the apparently best 'Zp and 2Z" class of feedback filters, there are two special

cases of particularly advantageous peffornance. The following simple expressions

hold true for the bi-nomial filter With two cascaded real poles, a =b

F + NT' __b_--C opt =b -~ B
NjT~ cin (l +'4T)

For the Butterworth filter, with two conjugate poles, we denote

b- (-j) = -aj,

and it. follows that

copt F 1i

AF%/-

Other possible filter structures have been catalogued during this work together with

their noise bandwidths. The determination of the feedback-filter parameters with
regard to the baseband width will be the subject of further study,

In order to prepare an orientation for the expected results, we shall continue with
the example given above for the optimum Butterworth filter, If we assume that half-

power bandwidth of the open-loop transfer function coincides with the highest modula-

tion frequency fm' we must set A = Zfm, Consequently,
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Bmin F

/F ++ f
IV F

and

1'Oi(F-1 /FrtF =,.

V F

Furthermore, it ,can be found that

150(F-'I)

Solving this for F, With t = ,04 as before, we obtain

Vopt - 6.74

wherefrom

mF =13.2 and p=38,A.
opt

Finally, the power saving is evaluated as 7 db at the expense of a 106 per cent

increase in signal bandwidth. Note that the efficiency of power-bandwidth exchange

remains virtually unaffected by the optimization of the feedback filter.

5. Ditrection of Further Study

After- the final choice of the best filter st ru cture, the design procedure for the feed-

back filter will be formulated. Then the optimization problem of the feedback system

will be resolved. The analytical results will be summarized in a general chart in which

the optimum system parameters mF. F will be indicated, as well as the system perfor-
mance at threshold in terms of rt and Rt. The expected threshold extenso be

obtainable from the chart.

Preliminary measurements have resulted in qualitative agreement with the analysis.

The principal analytical conclusions will undergo a comprehensive experimental verifi-

cation.

The author gratefully acknowledges the aid and encouragement of Professor John M.

Wozencrat. Many helpful suggestions from Professor L. A. Gould and Professor

E. M, Hofstetter are also appreciated. This part of the research project was per-

formed while the author was working under a Ford Foundation Postdoctoral Fellowship.
A. Wojnar
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XIX. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE'

Prof. M. L. Minsky D. G. Bobrow D. C. Luckham
Prof. C. E. Shannon D J. Edwards L. G. Roberts
P. W. Abrahams T. P. Hart I. EZ. Sutherland

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The purpose of our work is to investigate ways of making machines solve problems
that are usually considered to require intelligence. Our procedure iS to attack the prob-
lems by programming a computer to deal directly with the necessary abstractions, rather
than by simulating hypothetical physiological structures. When a method for solving a
problem is not known, searches over spaces of potential solutions of the problem, or of
parts of the problem, are necessary. The space of potential solutions of interesting

problems is ordinarily so enormous that it is necessary to devise heuristic methods1-3
to replace the searching of this space by a hierarchy of searches over simpler spaces.
The major difficulty, at present, is the excessive length of time required for buildlng
machinery or even for writing programs to test heuristic procedures. For this reason,
a major part of our effort is going into the development of ways of communicating with
a computer more effectively than we can now communicate. This work has two aspects:
development of a system for instructing the computer in declarative, as well as impera-

4tive, sentences, called the advice-taker, and development of a programming langge
calied LSP5 7 for manipulating symbolc expressions that will be used for programming

the advice-taker system and wii also be of more general use.8 We are embarking on a
major effort to integrate this work into the new M.I.T. time-shared reai-time computer
system.

Maintenance and further development of LISP will be continued by Professor
J. McCarthy, Who is now at Stanford University. We plan to continle close association

with his group.
It is Our belief that the field Of artificial intelligence is limited only by the amount

of qualified effort that can be put into it, and by the machine limitations that still prohibit
more ambitious experiments. Our group is working in the following areas.

1. Differential Equations Solved by Symbolic Methods

Dr. J. Slagle has completed his program, SAINT, for " first-year calculus" and is
working on more powerful methods for symbolic solution of ordinary differential
equations.

2. Resource Allocation Heuristics

B. Bloom, D. JP Edwards, and others are working on the problems of conflicting
goals that arise in the chess problem. T. P. Hart is working on related problems in
the more tractable game of Kalah. Thesis students have been- assigned problems in

working out techniques for other games.

This work is supported in part by the National Science Foundation (Grant G- 16526);
in part by the National Institutes of Health (Grant MH-04737-O2); and in part by the Com-
putation Center, M. I.T.

tSeveral members of this group, working at the Computation Center, are not members
of the Research Laboratory of Electronics: Prof. H. Rogers, Jr, (Department of Mathe-
matics, M.I.T.), Dr. 0. G, Selfridge (Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T.), Dr. J. Slagle
(Lincoln Laboratory, M,!. T.), and the following graduate students: B. Bloom, T. Evans,
T. Jones, D M. R. Park, B. RaPhael, W. Teitelman.
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3, Pattern. Recognition and other Problems in Visual Images

Professor Miinsky and Dr , Selfridge are Working on the genetai the ory; the results

will appear in a series of papers, two of which are completed. T. Evans has almost
completed his study of pictorial-verbalanalogies, which Will appear in his doctoral
thesis. I E. Stherland has completed his superb 'Sketchpad" picture-description sys-
tem, which will appear in his dissertation. Di J, Edwards and M. Minsky have startedI a study of relative merits of Bayes and matched-filter approxiMatiOns for recognition.
We arebeginning workon programmed description of motionand animation. Li G. Roberts
is exploring problems in description of three -dimensional forms.

4i Heuristic Reaso rng about Bodies of Verbal Description Data

Work on systems related to the advice-taker is finally becoming concretely realized.
T. Jones and M. Minsky are running preliminary versions of an advice-taker system
J6 Sagle':s differential-equations system will also be designed along these lines.
B. Raphael is Working on related systems concerned with interpreting language state-,
ments relevant to the state of an internal pictorial model. D. G. BObrow is concerned
With detailed interpretation of ordinary language statements concerning a mathematical
domain,: "word-problems" in a system for High School algebra.

5. Mathematical-Aids and Models

P. W. Abraharns is completing his dissertation research on a symbolic proof-
checking system, which expands relatively informal meta-statements about theorem
proofs into detailed applications of the rules of inference from assorted logical subsys-
tems, thereby providing a mechanization of the expression "the reader Will easily verif y."
D. C. LuckhAm is working on a theory of program equivalence and simplification.
M. Minsky is completing a book on computer-oriented theory of recursive functions,
Turing machines, and ost systems.

6. Mechanical Hand

H. Ernst's work on his TX-O mechanical hand was completed a year ago, and we
are planning to continue such work, this time, in association with the M. L T. time-
sharing system. We hope also to work toward a computer-operated micromanipulation
system under compter-sensed visual control.

7. Neural Nets

M. L. Minsky and 0. G. Selfridge are working on theories of neural nets, They have
completed an analysis of certain synaptic learning processes in loop-free nets, and plan

to study the formation of certain kinds of assemblies in nets with cycles.

8. Time Sharing and the Mathematical Laboratory

We have an ambitious design for a laboratory in which mathematicians and physicists
can apply new techniques for solving problems involving equations that are impractically
cumbersome for hand-manipulation by ordinary mathematical techniques. What is needed
is a control language for describing and executing the processes ordinarily carried out
by a working research mathematician, implemented by a heuristic program. This system
as now envisioned would be a new national research facility, for visits by scientists
with appropriate problems. It is awaiting the development of a control language that
involves new man-machine interaction problems, for the appropriate time-shared visual
consoles that are necessary.

M. L. Minsky
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVIES

The ,objectives of our work are to further our understanding of: (a) the process
whereby human listeners de'de an acoustic speech signal into a sequence of discrete
linguistic symbols such as phonemes; and I(b) the process whereby human talkers encode
*a sequence of discrete linguistic symbols into an acoustic signal.

Current research activities xrelated to these objectives include experiments on the
generation of speech by electrical analog speech synthesizers, deve.opment of means
for controlling analog speech synthesizers by a digital computer, measurements of
movements of the speech-generating Structures during speech pi'oduttion, Studies of
methods of speech analysis accumuiation of datz on the acoustic characteri.stics of
utterances corresponding to phonemes in variou's iinguistic contexts, and studies of the
perception of speechlike sounds. K. N. Stevenis, A. S. .House, M. Halle

A. A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CONTROLLING THE DYNAMIC VOCAL-TRACT

ANALOG (DAVO)
program for the TX-0 computer has been prepared to allow flexble operation of

the dynamic analog speech synthesizer constructed by Rosen. The development of this

control program has been the subject of a Master of Science thesis.Z The objective of
this work is to replace the control system originally incorporated into DAVO by a more

versatile one involving the TX-O computer and interconnection equipment consisting
mainly of digital-to-analog converters. 3

Control of the vocal-tract analog is accomplished through 24 analog voltages that

specify cross-section area as a function -of distance along the tract, and 3 voltages

that control amplitude of buzz and noise excitation, and coupling between the oral tract
and an analog of the nasal cavity. Voicing frequency is controlled through the timing

of glottal pulses supplied to the vocal-tract model. The original control system for

DAVO employed trapezoidal waveform generators as sources for the control voltages,

and was limited to essentially monosyllabic utterances without resort to tape -splicing.
in using the control program to operate DAVO, a number of control signals are

specified as sequences of piecewise quadratic segments. The control voltages for the

vocal-tract area function are represented as a linear combination of up to three area

functions selected from a library of vocal-tract configurations. The coefficients of the

linear combination are provided by control signals. One control signal is used, within

*This research was supported in part by the U. S, Air Force (Electronic Systems

Division) under, Contract AF 19,(604)- 610Z; -in part by the National Science Foundation
(Grant G- 16526) ; and in, part by the National institutes of Health (Grant MH-04737-0Z),
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the program to generate glottal pulses at a correspoding rate, and three others become

control voltages for excitation and nasal coupling. The input to the control program is

a time -ordered list contaiiing the paraffeters of each quadratic cohtrol-signal segment,

the assignment of configurations from the library, and other functions. The inpUt list

is processed by the control program, and gives a series of digital samples representing
the motion of the control voltage s Withi tiptoe. The sgamples -are stored, then rc ad ouit

later to perform the synthesis in real time. The size of the magnetic core memiory

in the TX.0 computer limits the length of an Utterance to approximatey I sec; how-

ever, this will be greatly extended through the use of the digital tape unit that is now

av aiable. Initial experiments with the program show that the processing time is

approximately 50 times real time when the samples are computed at I -msec intervais&

When the interval is increased to 6 m sec, the processing-to-rel-time ratio is

improved, and is 25 times. New instructions added to the TX-0 computer and Some

improvements in the program might possibly reduce the ratio to 10.

The iiternal structure of the program has been designed so that changes and

additions to its function can be easily accomplished. it should be pointed out that the

program will not become really useful for general speech-synthesis work until a com-

piler is available to simplify the prep Aration of input lists and make on-line changes

ith e utterance conveniently possible Such a compiler is now being developed.

The control prog-ram also employs stored correction curves to correct for irregu-

larities in the characteristics of some components of the analog At present, a method

of automatically calibrating the vocal-tract analog is being investigated. This involves

obtaining the correction curves through the observation of available variables in the

System, and without having to dismantle or isolate any of its parts.

J. R. Sussex, J. B. Dennis
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B. A TRANSISTORIZED ARTICULATORY SPEECH SYNTHESIZER

Work is progressing on the design of an improved dynamic analog of the vocal organs

to replace the vacuum tube analog (DAVO) constructed by Rosen. 1

Like Rosen's device, the new analog will represent the acoustical s stem of the

vocal tract as a lumped-element transmission line in the electrical domain. The theory
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of such, analogs is t-eated by Kasowski, Fant, and Stevenso Kasowski, and Fant,4

Essentially, the Vocal tract 's Considered a cascade of Cylindrical segments of

cormon length but variable areas, In the electrical system, in which voltage is

analogous to pressure, and cu-r'ent to acoustic volume velocity, each segment is
represented by a series inductance and a shunt capAcitance, and a cascade of such,

sections forms an artificial line (Fig. XX-,I). It-can be shown that

A=.- (.)2 and I = c(LC)1/I, (1')

where A is the area 'of the section, A its length, p the density of air, c the sound

speed, and anan arbitrary constant of the transmission line, depending upon the

choice of units and the impedance level.

U1i 
2  L2

0I 1 SEPT2O.N 2I PI2

L 1  LL3

SECTION 1 SECTION 2 SECTION 3

ARTIFICIAL LINE

Fig, XX-l. Electrical analog of a short l0ssless tube.

In the static analog of Stevens, Kasowski, and Fant,4 each inductance and capaci-

tance was set manually and could not be changed during the course of an utterance. In
Rosen's device, each L and C is electrically Controlled by an elaborate timiing sys-

tem, and it thus can be used to synthesize sPeech sounds and transitions that depend

upon a gross motion of the articulatory mechanism for their performance.

in the exstmin VO, the tract Confeguration represented b the ana g is controlled

by a set of analog voltages supplied to each LC section by a potentiometer matrix that

must be set by the operator. In each section, the product of L and C is constrained

to be -constant and independent of the area represented, thus keeping the section length

invariant (by Eq. 1). Recent attempts to control DAVO from the TX- O computer have
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FROM PRECEDING TO NEXT SECTION
SECTION

'Ii

1A. 1A
iC c'Ri icj " j; L L'R C'iW

Fig. X-2., Propo.sed anaIlog section,

demonstrated that the present device Is poorly suited to digital control. The instability

of the vacuum tube ircuitry employed and the anlog nature -of the control system have

caused great difficflty.

The new analog will be completely transistorized arid designed for operation by a

digital omp uter. Hence the control signals will be in digital form. The LC constraint

can then be included in the computer program or discarded to allow small changes in

the tract len h during phonation. This eliminates from the system a complex piece

of hardware, which in Rosen's DAVO serves as a frequent source of trouble in cali.

bration and maintenance.
But the greatest difference between the existing DAVO and that which is proposed

here is the very manner in which the induetance and ctance ance are obtained. For

the former, Rosen uses a saturable reactor; for the latter, the input impedance of a

variable-gain Miller amplifier in both cases a physical element, In the proposed

design (Fig. XX-2), each section is constructed as a self-contained analog computer

that receives as inputs two signal voltages representing the volume velocity at the input

of the section and the pressure at the input of the next section. It performs on these

the mathematical operations associated with a series inductance and shunt capacitance

and delivers two output voltages, again representing pressure and volume velocity, to

be used as inputs by the adjoining sections in which the process is repeated. As. shown

in Fig, XX-Z, both integrations required are performed by simple RC circuits followin

differential amplifiers, Thus,

1R I 1 1 16 .62
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Here, i/L and i/C- represent two step attenuators, controlled by digital sigals and

capable of attenuating from 1 db to 64 db in steps of 1 db. The degree of attenuation

effectively Varies the value of L and C and thus sets the desired area for the section.

This area will be variable over a range 15-0. 01 sq cirm, and a complete closure of the

tract Will be available for the first time.

It is also possible to implement this approach with RC differentiating ciruints
the loop. This approath has the advantage of requiring a much smahler gain A for the

differential amplifiers, but leads to stability problems- Experiments have been con-

ducted with both circuits, but still no decision has emerged as to which will prevail,
The design and successful testing of the digital attenuators, differential amplifiers,

and simplified models of a single section have been completed. At presenft, a detailed
study is being carried through to determine how the effects of acoustical losses should

be accounted for in the system. It appears at this stage that the nonideal integration
(or differertiation) of the RC circuits introduces damping that closely approximates the

acoustical situation; that is, that the exact equations of the analog of Fig. )X-2 are
practically identical with those of an RLC circuit with a Q of approJumately 20.

Considerable work must be expended in several areas to complete the project.
First, an analytical study must be made of the section design and a cascade of such
sections to determine the nature and extent of errors arising in this approximation of
the vocal tract. Also, the details of combining the hardware components into a corn
pact and stable system have not been settled, and no consideration whatever has been
given to the representation of the glottal Source and radiation impedance at the lips.

E4 C. Whitman
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C. COMPUTER CONTROL OF A TERMINAL ANALOG SPEECH SYNTHESIZER

A system has been developed for the control of a terminal analog (or resonance)
type of speech synthesizer by the TX-0 digital computer, whi h is similar to the appli-

cation of a computer to the control of an articulatory analog speech synthesizer recently
described by Dennis. The system includes the necessary equipment for the coupling
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of the compter to the synthesizer and a program for the compauter which effects the
desired operation of the synthesis system.L

The synthesizer consists of a cascaded series of electrically variable resoniators-

An elect-ical signal that is an analog of the glottal excitation to the hUman vocal tract

is generated and then passed through the synthesizer. Each of the variable resonators

impresses one formant on the signal. By varying the formant frequenciesi as well as

the amplitude and fundaimetital frequency of the source generator, sounds that closely

approximate the voiced sounds of human speech can be produced.

The purpose of the new cntr ol system is to provide a means by which the param-

eters of the synthesizer may be independently anid simultaneously varied as a function

of time in a mraner specified by input data in a numerical format A computer program
uses these input data to produce the necessary temporal sequence of digital outputs that.

after being converted to analog form by a digital-to-analog converter, control the

after
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4- v

i I Fig. XX4. Sound specttogram of output
2- produced by the synthesizer

I.for the input data shown in
Fig XX,3.

o
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synthesizer parameters.

Temporal variations for each of the parameters are described by a sequence of con-

fluent segments of seond-degree curves. The input data that specify each of these time

segnilents include the value of the parameter at the initial, centraI, and final values of

time of that segment. From these data the progran calculates the parameter Value for

all intervening time on the basis of the quadratic function that the data Uniquely deter-
tine. This scheme allows a high degree of flexibility, inasmuch as the segent den-

sity can be varied according to the complexity of the desired temporal variation. The

specification of each time segment also includes data that identify the particular param-

eter being described, the duration of the time segment, and data that determine the

time relationship between the segments of the various parameters.
The input data are first sketched graphically and then transcribed directly into the

numerical format used by the computer. An example of this process is shown by

Fig. XX-3. The small circles denote the beginning of a new time segment, and the num-

bers associated with each circle identify the time sequence in which they occur. This

particular example produces a speech sample apprpmatng the word A sound
spectrogram of the output of the synthesizer for this input is shown in Fig. XO-4.

Measurements of the acoustic output of the system have indicated satisfactory per

formance, and several speech samples have been synthesized.

Further details concerning the physical realization of the synthesis system and its

use can be found in the author's thesis.2

W. L. Henke
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The primary objective ,of our research program is to find oUt how languages can be
meaningfulyin manipulated and translated by machine, and to evaluate the quality that can
be achieved with different approaches, the usefulness of the results and their costs. A
further objective is to achieve a basic understanding of human communication and laft-
guage use, and to add to the general knowledge of noncomputational uses of digital com-
puting machinery.

We have always Stressed a basic, long-range approach to the problems of mechanical
translation. We are placing emphasis on completeness, when completeness is possible,
and on finding out how to do a complete job if one is not now possible. This emphasis
has led us into the study of many of the fundamental questions of language and translation.We are not looking for short cut methods that might yield partially adequate translations
at af early date m an important goal that is being pursued by other groups. We are
seeking definitive solutions that will be permanent advances in the field, rather than
ad hoc or temporary solutions that may eventually have to be discarded because they
are not compatible with improved systems.

A broad and basic program of research is being carried out. In linguistic theory,
a computer model of linguistic behavior is being studied which has already provided
insight into the reasons why human languages are complex. Linguistic descriptions are
being prepared for English, German, French, and Arabic. An exiperimental Arabic to
English translation program. is under development. In the area of semantics, work is
proceeding along several avenues in an attempt to program a machine to Understand
English. Language is also bein studied from a logical point of view to clarify the
semantic significance of certain dificult and crucial words. The nature of the transla-
tion relation is bei given special emphasis. Computer progra in l ages are
beipg studied. The group has developed and is iproving COMIT, a convenient large-
Acale computer programming system which greatly reduces the effort required to write
programs related to the research.

V. H. Yngve

A. GENERATIVE GRAMMARS WITHOUT TRANSFORMATION RULES

A phrase-structure grammar has been written which generates roughly the same
set of sentences generated by the most comprehensive transformational grammar of

English with which we are acquainted,

Chome ky and others have argued that a grammar consisting of a set of phrase-

structure generation rules, along with a very simple rule of interpretation, which

assigns structural descriptions to sentences on the basis of the manner of generation,

*This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation (Grant

G-24047).
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is inadequate for giving a full grammatical description of sentences mi English. On the,

basis of these arguments, Many grammarians have chosen to write grammars using

transformational generation rules, rules of considerably more mathematical power than

phrase -structure rules. However, as 'Choimsky would be the first to point out, the argu-

ments that he has given do not show that ho adequate grammar for English may be written

which uses phrase-structure generation rules.

The argument against the use of phrase -strtcture grammars is threefold. First, such

gramrs will be quite long, complex, ad hoc, and therefore difficult to write. Second,

grammatical description in terms of parsing alone is not complete, 2 Third, phrase-

structure grammars cannot exploit or explain certain general features of particular lan-
3guages.

in order to circunvent these difficulties the following suggestion has been made by

Chomsky4:
(1) To the phrase-struicture rules of the generative grammar add rules that are

essentially more powerful (transformational rules).

(2) Add interpretation rules to give added structural description where certAin trans -

formational rules have or have not beei used.
We have found that it is not at all necessary to introduce transformational rules to

circumvent these difficulties, and, it fact, there are certain advantages in not doing so.
We restrict the generation rules to phrase-structure rewrite rules of the sort described

5 6by one of us. We retain the parsing interpretation for these generation rules. - We aug-
ment this interpretation by using a notation for the abbreviation of the phrase-structure

generation rules. This abbreviated notation makes use of subscripts of the kind that

have been provided for the purpose in the COMIT computer programming language. 7

Grammatical relations beyond those disclosed through parsing analysis are explicated
in terms of derivations in the abbreviated notation. Finally we introduce an "evaluation

procedure3 for choosing between equivalent sets of generation rules, Our evaluation

procedure involves a criterion of simplicity which enables us to exploit (and thereby

explain) grammatical regularities in a given language.

The phrase-structure grammar that has been written by one of us (Harman) has been

written in the form of a computer program that can produce sentences chosen at random

from the set generated by the grammar. Examination of the sentences that are produced
aids in eliminating errors in the grammar. This grammar generates nearly the same

set of sentences as does the transformational grammar on which it is based. The only
differences involve a few points at which the transformational grammar appeared to be

in error.

We are now in a position to corpare the two grammars from the point of view of the

threefold argument that has been given against phrase-structure grammars. We have
compared the lengths of the two grammars and find them to be of approximately the same
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size: one reasonable method of compariso Shows the transformational grammar to be

shorter, another equally reasonable method shows the phrase-struttUre grammar to be

shorter. As for complexity and ease of writing, it would appear that the phrase-structure

grammar is easier to write because the rules, being unorderedi are relatively more

indepeident. Neither of the grammars can be said to be ad hoc,

The arguments that phrase- structure grammar would be incomplete and not able to
exploit and explain certain general features of particular languages is not borne out in

this case. Our phrase-structure gramnmar provides fir and explains adequately all of

the features of English provided for and explain ed adequately by the transformational
grammar. It is able to do this -by virtue of the additional interpretation provided by the

subscript notation that al o provides the compactness over an unabbreviated form of the

rules.

I other words, arguments for the introduction of transformational generation rules,

on the grounds that one type of grammar using phrase-structure generation rules lacks

explanatory power, can be met.

Arguments that phrase-structure generation rules lack the mathematical power

needed Seem incoherent, at least at present. At Any rate, the additional mathematical

power of the transformation rules was not needed- i the very sophisticated transforma-

tional grammar of English which we used for a comparison.
The result that a phrase-structure gramar appears to be adequate for English

is also of great practical interest to those attempting to handle natural language

by machine.

Go H. Harman, V. H. Yngve
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B. AN ORDINARY LANGUAGE INPUT FOR A COMIT PROOF-PROCEDURE
PROGRAM

Work is in progress on a COMIT program for the translation of arguments from ordi-
nary language into logical notation. This is conceived as an input device to a COMIT

program, based on the Davis-Putnam proof -procedure algorithm, which tests quantified
and ninquantified logical formulae for validity by the reductio ad absurdum method of
attempting to deduce a contradiction from the negation of a formula.- 3

The translation program works essentially as follows.

(a) It divides the words of the input argument into two basic categories - the punc-

tuative Words, or "P-words," words like 'if', 'thei', 'either', 'or', 'therefore', etc,.,

which usually divide sentential clauses from one an ther, and the nonpunctuative words,
or "W-words," which are al the rest and constitute the content of the sentential clauses.
Accordingly, every word or punctuation mark in the input argument is subscripted, by
means of a dictionary lookup, with either 'P' or 'W'. In the sentence

if it rains, then it pours.

the P-words are 'if', 'theri, and '.', and the W-words are 'it', 'rains', and 'pours'.

A sentential clause is any finite sequence of Wmwords Occurring between two P-words;

in the example, 'it rains' and 'it pours' are the two sentential clauses.

(b) It performs some simplifications and expansions on the input sentences. All
verbal forms are reduced to the infinitive, so that 'If it rains then it pours', If it will

rain then it will pour", 'If it is raining then it s pouring', 'If it would rain then it would
pour', etc. (all of which state basically the same implication) are all reduced to 'If it
rain then it pour'. Sentences in which several subjects are attached to the same predi-

date, or in which several predicates are attached to the same subject, are expanded into
their implict sentential clauses. Thus, 'Jack and Jill went up the hill' is expanded into

'Jack went up the hill and Jill went up the hill'; and 'Jack both fell down and broke his

crown' (the program requires the 'both' as the Cue to activate the expansion subroutine)
is expanded into 'Jack fell down and Jack broke his crown'. Sentences using 'either...

or...' and 'neither • nor. . .' constructions are likewise expanded whenever possible.
A fallacy would reslt if this type of expansion were applied, e.g., to 'Jack and Jill are

cousins'; thus the input arguments must be stated without using relational sentences of

this sort. Later, we hope to improve the program to hadle them,
(c) It substitutes the letters 'A', 'B', 'C', etc., for the sentential clauses in the

argument, by using the same s ymbol for the same sentential clause whenever it occurs.

(d) It parenthesizes the argument, on the basis of a set of 20 rules that make explicit
the groupings that are implicit in the use of the P-words. Thus, 'f A then B or

if C then D isr parenthesized (by using the arrow for implication and the wedge for
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diSjUnction) .as '('((A)-(B)) V ((C)-(D)))' , In COMIT notation this formula appears .as

I*( + *( + *( + A + *)-p IMPL-S + +( + B + *) + *) + ,OR + *( + *( + C + *) + IMPLIES +

( + D + ) *) +',*)' A logical argument is usually stated as a set of premises in the
form of sentenfces separated by periods, which is followed by a conclusion introduced

by a word like 'therefore' or 'hence'. Our program sn mbolizes an argument as one long
sentence in the form of an implication, the 'therefore' (or 'hence', etc.) being replaced
by limplies', and the periods being replaced byl and'.

The characteristics of the restricted English employed follow from the limitations
on what the program can do. The restrictions fall into three general categories:

(i) Restricti6ns following from the fact that the program 's only criterion of identity

of two propositions or "ideas" is the idefitity of the sentences expressing them, Two
propositions stated in different wordsi even though they may be synonymous, are sym-
bolized with difereit letters, unless one or more of the subroutines mentioned in (b)
above result in the sentences being expressed in the same wording and word order.

(ii) Rest-rictions on the use of the P-words and the Cwwords (which are a subset of
the P-words and include the binary connectives 'and', 'or', etc.)r. The P-wordS that

are at the same tite C-words may be used only if a boundary is intended between two
sentential clauses, so that a sentence like the implies that it will not rain' is ruled out,

since the 'implies that' will fallaciously divide the sentence into two sentential clauses,
'He' and 'it Will not rain', which are connected by an implication sign. Also, every
intended division between two sentences must be made explicit, so that 'if it rains it
pours:' must have a 'then' inserted between 'rains' and 'it' before the program will cor-
rectly handle the sentence.

(iii) Restrictions on the vocabulary. The program employs no grammatical recog-

nition routine to speak of; thus a fixed vocabulary must be selected in advance, with all

of the nouns, verbs, and adjectives specified, A given wordmay not be used in more
than one of these categories; epg., if 'praise' is used in the set of arguments submitted.,

it must be used either as a noun or as a verb, but not both.

The program has been successfully tested on a variety of examples taken, with the
4required changes in wording, from Copi. Some of the improvements contemplated for

the program in the future include couplin the program with a more powerful grammar,

and enabling it to perform the more subtle intraclause analyses required for quantifica-
tional and relational logic, The proof-procedure program, based on the Davis-Putnam
algorithm, is finished and runs reasonably well. It will do propositional, quantilica-

tional, and relational logic. Other improvements in this program will have to await

improvements in the theory of proof procedures. The ordinary language input program
discussed in this report will, however, do only some of the analyses required for prop-

ositional logic,

J. L. Darlington
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C. SENTENCE-MEANING AND WORD-MEANING

In Quarterly Progress Report No. 66 (pages 289-293), I pointed out that it is neces-

sary for an understanding of the semantical behavior of those morphemes that function

as structural-constants to distinguish between sentence synonymy and word synon ymy.

The principle underlying this view is that it is the particular configuration of structural

constants belonging to a well-formed grammatical string which gives rise to the funda-

mental sentence-meamning, the meaning of each individual structural-constanit, as a mor-

phene, remaining constant - hence the term 'structural-constant' but the meaning of

each configuration varying, the variation depending upon both the structural properties

of the configuration and the particular ipdispensable structural-constants that occur in it.

This semantical theory has been constructed to apply only to the analysis of the

meanings of structural-constants and their interlocking relationships and does not

attempt to cover the analysis of the meanings of lexical items that function as denotative

terms. It is the author's opinion that different M ethods are required for the semantical

analysis of those morphemes that function denotatively and those that function structur-

ay. This method of analyzing the meaning of structuralconstants and their various

configurations departs quite radically from the methods proposed thus far which have

been formulated primarily to handle denotative terms, In this theory, the denotative

morphemes are treated as variables, only the class over which they range having struc-
tural significance, Thus, although it makes a great deal of difference to the total meaning
of a sentence whether Jane or John is named as the subject or object of an action and

whether the particular activity or relationship named by the verbal is of a certain kind,

appropriate substitution of one member of a set for another does not alter the basic

sentence-type, nor do such substitutions alter the funldamental sentence -meanin g
For an ilustration of this theory, let us look at the following sentence:

(1a) If John is to be president, he must get his organization ready now.
In sentence (Ia) the fundamental sentence-meaning is: John's getting his organization

ready now is a necessary condition o his being president. The event denoted by the
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cilause 'John is to be president' has nt occurred nor does the sentence as a whole claim
that it ever will., since the gettg ready of the organization is not the sufficient condi-

tion of being president. Some sentences that are synonymous with sentence (1a)

which are important in that they express the same fundamental meaning with a complete

change of structural-constant, are

(1b) Unless John gets his organization ready now, he can not be president.

(ic) Only if John gets his organization r eady now, can he be president.

It should be noted that the fundamental sentence-meAning of the above synonymous sen-
tences, when it can be expressed through a symbolic notation, will be logical in form,
not grammatical. Grammatically, the form Of sentence (,1a) has the shape that 'If John

s to be president'i is the dependent clause, whereas 'he must get his organization ready

now' is the independent clause. In sentence (ib), 'iUnless John gets his organization
ready nowi becomes the dependent clause, and in sentence (le) 'Only if' subordinates

that which in sentence (la) was the independent clause to the dependent clause. Thus,
from the point of view of grammatical form, either elementariy sentence can be subor-

dinated to the Other without a change in fundamental sentence-meaning. Logically, how,-

ever, the event denoted by the sentence 'he is to be president' is dependent for its exiSt-
ence upon the previous occurrence of the event denoted by the elementary sentence 'he
gets his organization ready now'. The symbolic notation, formulating the fundamental

sentence-meaning, must express this physical dependency. Thus far, no new notation

expressing explicitly the relations of I necessary and sufficient conditions has been intro-
2duced into the formal logical systems. Expanding the logical notation of the formal

systems will be a necessary step in establishing rules for coordinating sets of synony-
mous strings of one language system to sets of synonymous stripgs from another lan-

guage system so that a sentence-by-sentence translation can be carried out.

Sentence (la) can be expressed as a partially interpreted sentence-tyPe, i. e., a
sentence-type whose indispensable structural.-constants that form the configuration

expressing the fundamental sentence-meaning are-explicitly -indicated and whose denota-

tive morphemes are indicated only by the class to which they belong,

(d) If x is to be f, then x (or y) must g.

Sentences (!b) and (1c) can easily be put into abbreviated schematical forms. The
combination of a partially interpreted sentence type set up as equivalent to another
represents a tautology whose major connective is an equivalence, Each tautology is a

transformation law. It is to be noted that the transformation laws for every language
are obtained by empirical observation; the sentences established as transforms of each

other must be synonymous in actuality.

To show how vital to sentence-meaning the particular configuration of structural-
constants is, let us alter sentence (la) by affixing to it just one morpheme, the structural-

constant, 'even', in prenex position..
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(2a) Even if Jhn is to be president, he must get his orgaiizationi ready now.

The sentence~meaning of sentence (2a) is immediately seen to be quite different

from sentence (la) which expresses a relati6on of n-cessary condition. The fundamental
meaning of sentence (2a) is that the accepted fact of -John'a being president in the future

is unexpectedly not the sufficient condition Of John's not having to get his organization

ready now. When the structural-constant 'even' enters into the ,configuration of indis-

pensable structural-constants belonging to sentence (Ia), there is an immediate effect

upon the 'meaning' of the individual morphernes, the event of John's being president is

nowknown to take place in the future 'is to be' thus becoming a simple future tense

instead of being an indispensable structural configuration expressing necessary condi-

tioni the auxiliar-y 'inust' represents no longer an indispensable structural 'feature.

Sentence (Za) Is synonymous with sentences of the following set:
(.Zb) Although John is to be president, he miust get his organization ready now.

i(2c) In spite of the fact that John is to be president, he still must get his organiza-

tion ready nfow,
(d) if John is to be president, he must get his organization ready now anyway.

Sentence (2d) shows very clearly that the listener must be aware of the total structural

configuration of a sentence before he can determhine the meaning of the sentence, since

sentence (.Zd) is exactly like sentence (ia) in shape except for its Very last morpheme

'anyway'. The morpheme, 'even', in irenex position, prepares us psychologically for

a second clause denoting an unexpected event; 'anyway' psychologically springs the event

denoted by the second clause as a surprise. The partially interpreted sentence-type to

which sentence (2a) belongs is
(2e) Even if x f's, x (or y) must g.

The distinction between sentence meaning and word-meaning is particularly impor-

tant in clarifying the semantic nature of the free-variables 'any', 'ever', 'whatever',
and other related morphemes. Only if the two concepts are carefully kept separate can

one explain how it is that the meaning or the definition of the free -variable can remain

constant but the sentence-meanings of the structural configurations in which the mor-
pheme occurs can vary.?

Whereas it appeared at one time to me that free-variables were the only structural-
constants that behave in this peculiar way of apparently shifting in meaning in different

ontexts, recent investigation has convinced me that this 'peculiar' behavior attends

many of the structural-constants.
This theory open's the way to a solution of linguistic problems that have plagued

grammarians for a long time. I have recently proposed a solution for determining the

proper ocurrence ffreevariable mirphemes in smtenes whose import has been

termed negative by grammarians, although their grammatical forms contain neither

explicit nor implicit negative morphemes. One of the results was to show that this
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'negative' import, ascribed by grammarians to morphemes such ,as 'few', 'lit.tle,

'only", 'too', and 'hardly" As opposed to their respective polar words 'many'i, 'much',
'all, ' lenough.', and 'almost' had been obtained by the replacement of the original

non-negative sentence under discussion by a negative sentence synonymous to it. The

negative sentence had been derived by an unformulated, intuitive recognition that

sentences as wholes are related s emantically as synonymous although the negative

quality was erroneoUsly assigned to a particular morpheme rather than to the senterce-
meaning as a whole. However, by selecting only one, negative grammatical String

as representing the canonical grammatical form of the sentence under consideration,
they failed to see that there are many synony-mus sentences, some negative in form,

some positive. Thus it was not possible for them to understand the real function of

the structural constant, they had considered as 'negative' a morpheme that is not

itself negative because the selected structural-cOnstant can occur in other con-figura-

tions that do not give rise to a negative fundamental senitence-meaning. Furthermore,

Aince, by the rules that transform one grammatical string into another grammatical
string preserving the original sentence-meaning, one can always transform a string

in which no negative morphemes appear into a asynonymous string in which negative
morphemes do appear, the explanation offered appears ver arbrary. One has only

to look at sentence (1a) and the sentences synonymous to it to see this Point. In

sentence (1a) there is no explicit negation, but in sentence (2b) when 'unless' occurs
in the first clause, an explicit negation 'not' must occur in the sedond clause, but

if 'only if' occurs in the first clause, the negation must disappear if the fundamen-

tal sentence-meanin is to be preserved, it is this constant interplay of structural-
constants that the early grammarians overlooked. They relied upon intuite sea-

tic paraphrasing only when they were forced into it by the need of epaining certain

phenomena in the lguage under analysis. Te author is writing a paper on the prob-

lem of the occurrence of free.-variable morphemes within these so-called negative

contexts.

Elinor K. Charney
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D. FINNISH NOUN MORPHOLOGY

This report gives a description of parts of a set of rules that I have written for the
morphophonemics of Finnish nouns and adjectives. The rules gapply in a fixed order

and are ,assumed to operate On the Output of the syntactic part of a grammar of FiiMish

(this means that the rules may refer to the immediate conStituerit Structure of, and the
'syntactic categories andL syntactic boundary markers involved in, the forms on which
they Operate).i2 The complete set of rules takes care of the complete singular paradigm

of all "regular" (I use this word in a rather broad sense) Firiish nouns.3 It will be shown

that the rules established for the "regular" nouns apply without change to several nouns

and adjectives that are traditionally considered irregular. The complete set of rules
has been tested by meais of a computer program that executes the rules in sequence

and prints out the results both in the form of a matrix of distinctive feature spe ifica-

tions and, in a phonemic orthography.

The rules separate into two parts: a set of "morpheme-structure rules,, which fill

in feature specifications that are redundant by virtue of sequential constraints on the

occiu.rrence of the various segments, and a set of morphophonemic rules. The forms

upon which the morphophonemic rules operate are called base forms. The dictionary

part of the grammar of which these rules form a part will list forms in which only non-

redundant feature specifications are made; these forms, which the morpheme -structure
rules convert into base forms, are called dictionary forms. For example, in a

3-consonant sequence in Finnish, the last consonant must be a voiceless stop. The fea-
tures relating to the manner of articulation of this consonant do not have to be listed in

the dictionary, since only a stop can follow two consonants; one of the morpheme -

structure rules will add the features of obstruent and noncontinuant to any consonant that

is preceded by two consonants.

The rules thus operate according to the following scheme.

dictionary m se morphophonemic actual

forms structure forms rules words
- rules

Consider the following paradigms-

"eyelash" "child" "ski" "door" "name" "snow" "large"
Nfominative ripsi lapsi suksi uksi nirni lumi suuri

Genitive ripsen lapsen suksen uksen nimen lumen suuren
Partitive ripsea lasta suksea usta nime lunta suurta
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These forms will be predicted corectly if one assumes that the words have base
forms of rip e, lps, suks, uk, ime, ium, and suur and supplies the grammar

With rules whereby 1) e is added after certain consonants and clusters 'except

in the partitive case; 2) the first of a sequence of three consonants formed at
a morpheme boundary is eliminated '(uks + ta - usta; I am assuming the traditional
rule that the partitive ending is C/ after a single vowel, and ta/ti elsewhere);

3) final e is raised to i in nouns and adjectives, and 4) nasais assimilate to the

point of articulation of a following consonant.

Cnsaider, for a moment, the rule that changes final e to I. This rule not
only takes care of the alternation of i in the nominative with e in the oblique

cases, 4 but also of certain other phenomena. Consideor, for example, the form s

with a possessive suffix: the rule given applies Only when the e is final, so
that e Would remain e When no possessive suffix follows. This is in complete

agreement with the facts:

ripsi, "eyelash"; ripseni, "Imy eyelash"
lapsi, "childn. lapseni, "my child"
suksi, "ski"; sukseni, "my ski"l
lumi, "snow"; lumeni, "my snow"

Now consider situations in Which an s in the nominative alternates with a t or d
in the oblique cases. 5 It will be necessary to assume two separate mo-phophonemes

t and -c to represent those t's that do not and do alternate, respectively, with s; in many
situations it is predictable whether or not the alternation will occur, but the existence
of doublets, such as I1lksi!lhti (past tense of l'hte , "to leave"), means that there are

environments in which this cannot be predicted.
In t/s alternations, the s occurs either before i (the i may be eith er an aternant

of e in the nominative of nouns - see above - or the plural marker in nouns, or the past

tense marker in verbs) or in final position i polysyllabic nouns. The first class of
cases of t/s alternation thus requires a rule that states that c -- s before i. Then para

digms such as

"hand" "one"

Nominative kisi yksi
Genitive kaden yhden
Illative k~teen yhteen

will be generated correctly if one assumes base forms of kac and yhc (a sequence of

velar plus dental is subject to regressive assimilation of the feature of continuity: ht
and ks occur, but hs and kt do not; this dissimilation rule will transform the underlying

form yhsi into the correct form yksi).
What about the cases in which the s alternant of t is in final position and thus not

followed by i ? Example:
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"freedom" "beauty"

Nominative vapaus kauneus
Genitive vapaudent kauneuden
Illative vapauteen kauneuteen

To answer this question, let us return to the earlier examples of ripsi, etc. Note that

these words are all disyllabic. Compare the examples above with the following para-

digms:

,gratitude" 'event"

NominatiVe kiitos tapaus
Genitive kiitoksen tapauksen
Partitive kiitoSta tapausta
Illative kiitokseen tapatukseen

These paradigms differ from those ,of lapsi and uksi only in the nominative case, in which

the final i is missin g and the consonant cluster simplifies. The simplification of the

final cluster is easily incorporated into the rules. The rule already required for sim-

plifying clusters in the partitive now reads

C - 0 (i. e., is deleted) in the environment -C + C

(+ denotes morpheme boundary). All that is needed is to change the environment to read

Q..C { #} (# means word boundary); this would then transform ktitoks and tapAuks

into the desired forms kIitos and tapaus. With respect to the fact that these words lack

a final i, suppose that I just added a somewhat ad hoc rule that deletes final i if it

occurs beyond the second syllable, so that kiitos would be obtained through an intermed-

iate stage kiitoksi. That is, one rule would add a final i and then another rule would

delete it, which admittedly Sounds a trifle hocus,pocus-ish; however, it is no more comn

plicated than the other solutions that present themselves, and, moreover, it turns out

that it automatically takes care of vapaus and kauneus if base forms of vapauc and

kauneuc are assumed: the final i is inserted, c s before i, and then the final i is

eliminated. This, incidentally, is exactly what happened historically: vapaus< vapauui;

kiitos < kiitoksi. How-ever, historical considerations aside, the solution given here

seems liely to be the simplest synchronic description of the presence vs absence of

final i and the ts alternation, since it requres only the addition of one simple rule

(ideletion in polysyllabic nouns), in addition to rules that already have to, be in the

grammar to take care of other phenomena.

Consider, now, such paradigms as

"tooth" "spring" "billy goat"

Nominative hammas 6  kevit kauris
Genitive hampaan kevin kauriin
Partitive hammasta kevtt kaurista
Inessive hampaassa kevissl kauriissa
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'The phenomenon to be accounted for is the disappearance of the final cbnsonant and the

lappearance of the long vowel in the oblique cases. To explain this, let me digress for

a moment and treat the topic of the occurrence of vowel sequences in FinniSh words.

The vowel sequences that can occur within a syllable are the long vowelis, the high-
to-mid diphthongs (ie, y, ujo), and diphthongs whose second nember is a high vowel

The long mid-vowels are of somewhat limited distribution; outside of a handful of recent

loanwords, they only cetr where they are created by some morphological process such
as the vowel lengthening that occurs in the third person singular of verbs, the illative

case of nouns, ,and the oblique cases of the class of nouns mentioned in the last para-

graph. This means that aside from the loanwords, to Which special rules will have to
apply anyway, there will be no base forms containing long mid-vowels. This means

that it would be possible to represent the high-to-mid diphthongs in base forms as if they

were the corresponding long mid-vowes ee, 86, oo, and then obtain the high-to-mid
diphthongs by a rule that raises the first mora of a long mid-vowel This de cision based

purely on the desire to simplify the statement of the occurrences of vowel sequences

within a syllable (instead of saying *long high or low vowel, high-tod mid diphthong, or

vowel plus high vowel,t it now suffices to say "long vowel r vowel plus high vowel"),

automatically removes an exception to the rules relating to noun plurals and the past

tense of verbs. The rule in question relates to sequences of vowels that precede the

plural or past-tense marker -i. Most Finnish texts State that the second vowel of the

sequence is lost except in the case of the high-to-mid diphthongs, in which the first Vowel

is lost. If these diphthongs are represented as long mid-vowels, this exception disap-

pears, provided that the rule for the diphthongization of long mid-vowels folows the

vowel-elimination rule (which will now state simply that the second vowel is lost).

Example:

"eats" "ate" "to the road" "to the roads"

Base form sba s86 + i tee + le' tee + i + Ie'
Vowel elimination sso 86 + i tee + lle' te + i + lle'
Diphthongization sy8 s + i tie + Ie' te + i + lie'
Final result: sy8 s6i tielle' teille'

Incidentally, these rules that I have established here for a synchronic description of

Finnish morphology exactly mirror the historical development: Modern Finnish ie, y6,
uo develop from Old Finnish ee, 8, oo. The vowel sequences within a syllable (in base

forms) can thus be restricted to geminate vowels and vowel plus high vowel. This means

that the grammar will contain a morpheme-structure rule corresponding to this restric-

tion; the simplest candidate for this rule is a rule according to which progressive

assimilation takes place when a vowel is followed by a non-high vowel within the same

syllable,
Let us now return to nouns of the hammas type, I wil attempt to account for these
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with As little machinery as is absolutely necessary beyond the rules already in the gram-

mar. I Already have a rule that adds an e in certain still vaguely specified environ-

ments. ;Suppose that it also Applies to nouns of the hammas type. This will not affect
the nominative case, since the final Vowel would be eliminated later according to the

rule already established. Consider the underlyi forms for the genitive which would

then result

A. hampase + n kevite + n kauriise + n
If the s or t is removed, then a vowel sequence ae, e, ie, 'etc., will arise. If the

vowel-assimilation "morpheme-structure* rule is moved into the morphophonem ic part

of the grammar, then nothing more is needed. The forms A would be transformed into

B. hampae + n kevae + n kaurie + n

by the consonant-elimination rule and then into the desired forms

C. hampaa +n keva + n kaur i + n
7by the vowel-afsimilation rule. Al that needs to be done now is to formulate the

consonant-elimination rule, provided, of course, that one can be formulated, some-

thing that I still have not established.

Nouns of the hammas type are all disyllabic. They can, indeed (assuming the obvious

bAse forms of hampas, kevdt, kauris), be characterized as those nouns whose base form

ends in a single obstruent (ii e,, a single consonant other than A liquid or nAsal). Note

that nouns of the vapaus type, in which the final conson t is Presered, are trisyllabic
(va pa us; kau ne us). This fact immediately suggests a possible rule: An intervocalic
obstruent is eliminated when preceded by exactly two syllables. However, a somewhat

simpler, neater, And more intuitive form of the rule can be obtained by taking into
account the alternati stress of Finnish. As far as I can determine, excluding certain

recent loans and foreign names, base forms are at most three syllables long, so that

a form obtained by the eiaddition rule is at most four syllables long; the four syllables

would 'have the stress pattern / u 1 u (strong-minimallow-minimal): The intervocalic
obstruent is thus dropped if and only if it is preceded by a vowel with, minmal stress,

The ruls referred to here must Apply in the folowin 40g order:

(1) addition of e after a stem-final consonant,

(2) raising of a final e to i. in nouns,

(3) deletion of final i. from polysylabic nouns,

(4) deletion of an intervocalic obstruent when preceded by a minimally stressed

vowel,
(5) progressive assimilation of vowel segments within a syllable when the second

is not high.

Note that these rules take care not only ,of the oblique forms of the hammas type of
noun but also the forms with possessive suffixes. Hammas, kevmt, and kauris have the

following forms with a possessive suffix:
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hampaani, "ny tooth"'

keviiini, "my spring'"
kaurilini, "my billy goat"

Starting from the forms

hampas + ni kevgt + ni kauris + ni

rule (1) produces
hampaSe + ni kevite + ni kaurise + ni,

rules () and (3) do not apply '(since the e added by rule (1) is not final), rule (4) yieIds

hampae + i kev~e + ,ir kaurie + ni,

and rule (5) yields the desired forms

hampaa + ni kev&i. + Mi4 kaurli + ni.
On the other hand, 'i there is no possessive suffix in the nominative case, then the vowel

added by rule (1,) is deleted by rule (3), Which means that the a or t is no longer intert-

vocalic, so that rule (4) will not apply and the desired forms hammas, kevit, and kauri s

will! not be obtained.

Further confirmation of the validity of these rules is given by the fact that the ruiles

without any modification predict ,correctly not only the cofIplete singular paradigms of
all "retlar" nouns and adjectives, which is what they were established to describe,

but also the paradigms of several words that are usually regarded as irregular.." Three

such examples are the nouns: ydin and that and the ordinal number words. Consider
the following paradigm

"heart "thousand" "third"

Nominative sydAn L tuhat 10 kolxnas
Genitive sydAmmen tuhannen - ,kolmannen
Partitive Sydinti tuhatta kolmatta
Illative sydAmmeen tuhanteen kolmanteen

The appropriate base forms are sydimm, tuhant, and kolmanc. The nominative case

forms are generated as folows (for the other cases the derivations are obvious:
sydirnm tuhant kolmanc

e-addition syddmme tuhante kolmance
vowel raising syd4mmi tuhanti kolmanici
c -a s sydimmi tuhanti kolmansi
i - sydirm tuhant kolmans
cluster simplification sydim tuhat kolmas
final dental sydin tuhat kolmas

J.' p McCawley
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in. a slightly simplified (and thus incorrect) for m i, the interests of simplicity; the difer-
ences are slight and affect only certain minor phenomena that are not treated here.
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2. The descriptive model that I use is described in detail by Halle, The Sound Pat-
tern of Russian (Mouton and Company, The Hague, 1959)

3. AU statement's that I iake here for nouns also hold for . tjectives; adjective mor-
phology differs in io way from noun morphology in Finish.

4. I use the term "oblique cases" to refer to all cases except the nominative and
partitive..

5. The d is the result of consonanft mutation, a process by which voiceless stops at
the beginning of short l osed syllables are modified. The larger version of this report
contains a full treatment of consonant mutation rules.

6i The /mm alternation is a result of consonant mutation.

7. In order for the Vowel-asSimiiation rule to be able to applyj not only the conso-
nanrt but also the syllable boundary preceding it will have to be removed. Note that it
is possibi for the second and thirl syllables to be separated by a syllable boundary but
no consonant: kor ke a; ta 2! us. Vowel assimilation does not occur in such cases.
Syllable boundary is, of couise, nondistinctive- it is iniserted according to rules that
correctly predict its occurrence.

81. The au diphthong can occur in only the first syllable. In au sequences beyond
the first syllable, both vowels are syllabic, i e., they are separated by a syllable bound-
ary, as in vapaus.

9. The oblique case forms of p-, are writtei with a single inii standard orthOg-

raply; however, a double m is acay ponounced

10. n is the alternant of nt under consonant mutatin .
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

This group sees as its central task the development of ageneral theory of language,
The theory will attempt to integrate all that is known about language and to reveal the
lawful interrelations among the structural properties of different languages as wvel as
of the separate aspects of a given lantguage, such as its syntax, morphology, and pho-
nology. The search for linguistic universaIs and the .development of a comprehensive
typology of languages are prirnary research objectives.

Work now in progress deals with specific problems in phonology, morphology, syn-tax, laguage learng and laguage disturbances, linguistic change, semantics, as well

as with the logical foundations of the general theory of language. The development of
the theory influences the various special Studies arid, at the same time, is influenced
by the results of these studies. Several of the studies are parts of complete linguistic
descriptions of particular languages (English, Russian, Siouan) that are nowin prepa-
ration,

Since many of the problems of language lie in the area in which several disciplines
overlap, an adequate and ezhaustiVe treatment of language demands close cooperation
of linguistics with other sciences. The inquiry into the structural principles of human
language suggests a comparison of these principles with those of other sign systems,
which, in turn, leads naturaply to the elaboration of a general theory of signs, seiotics.
Here linguistics touches upon problems that have been studied by modern logic. Other
problems of interest to logicians - and also to mathematicians - are touched upon in the
studies devoted to the formal features of a general theory of language. The study of
lan guage in its poetic function brings linguistics into contact with the theory and history
of literature. The social function of language cannot be properly illuminated without
the help of anthropologists and sociologists. Th6 problems that are common to lin-
guistics and the theory of communication, the psychology of language, the acoustics and
physiology of speech, and the study of language disturbances are too well known to need
further comment here. The exploration of these interdisciplinary problems, a major
objective of this group, will be of benefit not only to linguistics; it is certain to provide
workers in the other fields with stimulating insight and new methods of attack, as well
as to suggest to them new problems for investigation and fruitful reformulations of
questions that have been asked for a long time.

R. Jakobson, A. N. Chormsky, M. Halle

A. A NOTE ON THE FORMULATION OF PHONOLOGICAL RULES

This report deals with a restriction that must be imposed on phonological rules of the

type

(1) A -B in env. X Y

*This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation (Grant G-16526)

and in part by the National Institutes of Health (Grant MH-04737-02).
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whene the capitaal letteris represent distinittivef4edture specifications and X, Y, Z may
be null (i e, the rule ihay apply in alli environmentg),

Following Halle1 and Chomsky, Z we shall de4fine segments a} Iand IP} to be phonemi-
caily distinct (ie.nonrepetitions) if Andonly if at eastone feature has a different value

in {a} than in fP}. Thus segmnts fa}- and {P} below are phonemically distinct because
{a} iS specified [+feature A]' whereas 131 is specified [-feature A]; segment {vj}i howver,
is phonernically distinct neither from, 14} nor from, {fp,} because there is not one feat-ure in

IY} that has a; different value either in 141 or -

eet: fa} fp}, jy}
feature A: + . 0
feature B + + +

We discuss possible interpretations of how rules of type (1) should be applied to seg-

ments of type fy}.
In particular, we Want to determine how rule (2): should be applied to segment {y}

-(2) [feature A] [-feature BI.

Let -us assume first, that rule (2) applies to segment {yiand thus specifies {Jy}as

[-feature B] Application of (Z) to fp} and {w} Will then produce the following distinctive-

feature matrix:

segment: {
feature A: - 0
feature B: +

Since segments -p} and 1-y} were not phonemically distinct to begin with and since

they are phonemieally distinct after application of rule (2), we conclude that

No rule may be applied to any segment if a feature to the left of
the arrow has not already been specified for that segment.

Now let us assume that rules of type -(Z) do not apply to segments of type {y}. We
begin with segments {a} and fy}. Application of rule (2) to these segments results in the

following7 matrix:

segment: {a} {y}
feature A: + 0
feature B: +

Once again we have succeeded in producing two phonemically distinct segments from

segments that initially were not phonemically distinct. We therefore conclude that

No rule may not be applied to any segment if a feature to the left of
the arrow has not-already been specified for that segment.
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The application of this restriction to specifications in the environment is obvious.

T. M. Lightner
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p. 32.

2. N. Chomsky, Review of Jakobson and Halle, Fundamentals of Language, Int. J.
Am. Ling. Z3i 234-235 '(I.95.7)..

B. VOWEL HARMONY IN CLASSICAL (LITERARY) MONGOIAN

In Classical Mongolian (CM), vowels in a word must be either all grave or all acute,

in agreement With the gravity of the first Vowel in the word. The vowel i, however, may

occur either With grave vowels or with acute vowels.

The CM vowel phones are as follows:

segm ent: u o i 6 i a e
flat: + + + + - - -

diffuse: + - - - + -

We would like to account for CM vowel harmony in essentially the same way that

Halle accounts for Finnish vowel harmony.1 We would require the following two ordered

rules:

(1) [+vocl [agrvj in env: +voc]x
.-cnsJ (.-cns

~Iarv ~

where x may be any number of nonvowel segments and may contain + boundaries or

juncture symbols but may not contain a pair of #a (i. e4, may not contain a

word boundary),

(2)+v°c€ - [grv]
-'cnsl

+dif

In the examples below capital letters represent archiphonemes not specified for

gravity; thus U represents {M t}, etc. We omi boundary markers, since they play no

role in vowel ha 
erony.

(a) emA -1- eme 'woman'
(b) barsUn -1- barsun 'tiger (gen, sg.)'
(c) bars! -1- barsi "-s2- barsi 'tiger (acc. sg.)'
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The difficulty with this analysis lies in the existence of Words that have i for their

first vowel phoneme (nigen 'one,' e.g.). Since the first vowel of these stems is unspeci-

fied fo * ravity, it may be objected that one may not formilate rule (1).

At first glance this seems to be a serious 'objection: either one must discard the

intuitively correct analysis above or else one must specify i for gravity in these words.

'And thus violate Halle'ls simplicity criterion.

Closer examiinatibn reveals that an Objection of this type is rl-formed.

Given a word whose first vowel is i, there is no way to tell whether the other vowels

in the word should be back voWels or front vowels. In actual fact, the other vowels may

be either front or back, depetnding on the particular morpheme in question. The i in

these words must, therefore, be specified for gravity.

In short, the phonemic CM vowel system contains one more vowel than the phonetic

CM Vowel system3i

segment: u o 8" i a e
flat: 4 + + + - - -+

diffuse: + - + = + + -

grave: + + - - % + -

EXamples of applicatiot of rules (1)-(3) to words whose first Vowel phoneme is i or

are the following:

(d) bidAnU -1- bidenul (-Z= bidenl), 'of Us (inclusive)'
(e) InAdU =i inadu -2- inadu 'on this side'

T. M. Lightter

References
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3. It may be of interest to note that in Proto-Mongolian there were phonetically
two nonflat diffuse vowels - an j that occurred only in words with front vowels, and an

that occurred only in words with back vowels. The two phonetic vowels i and sub-
sequently merged into one phonetically front vowel i, but phonemically we must retain

both I and _1. See K. Gronbech and J. Krueger, An Introduction to Classical (Literar)
Mon olian (Otto Harrassowitz, Wiesbaden, 1955), p. 18, and N. Poppe Gram r of

Written Mgolian (Otto Harrassowitz, Wiesbaden, 1954), p. 11.

C. ON THE PRESENT TENSE THEME o/e IN RUSSIAN

Most North Russian (R) dialects and a few South R dialects are commonly considered

to have the present tense theme o for verbs with stems in a consonant or in a back vowel
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(the so-callded first conjugation). The remaining North R dialects and most South R

dialects are considered to have the present tense theme e.. There are also a few dialects

that are considered to have both e and o: e before soft consonants and o before hard
1

consonants

Thus, for example, the 2 Sg, 3 sgj 1 P1, 2 PI present tense forms of the stem pas-,

may occur in any of the following phonetic forms, depending on the particular dialect in

question:

A: pasj es pasjot pas, dm pas, ot, e

pas,pas, em pas, t, e

C: pas, {s pas, pas, 6m pase't,e

We cannot accept any analysis that postulates that the underlying present tense theme

is either e or o for any R dialect (in fact, for any East Slavic language).
Let us first look at type A (the co-temporary standard iiterary dialect is of this type).

if the present tense theme is postulated as , then the rules of the transformational cycle

will read, in part (we omit rules that are irrelevant here), as follows 2 :

C-i l:4 Transitive softening occurs in eniv: ___ ~ol+[vc
Il-cs +

C-zi +vOC]0.- 0 in env.,(+) [+voc]

C-3: [+cns] -- [+sharpj in env: .++e.+ X where X may not be null.

C-4: Erase parentheses and return to Ci.

We note that the specification of the environment in C-3 will be rather complex

because 1, e, and o do not form a natural class of vowels.
Our suggestion is to postulate a, front, rounded vowel, 6, as the present tense theme.

Rule C,3 will then read:

C-3,: [+cns] - [+sharp] in env: .___.. + Lvoc] + x

After all of the rules of the transformational cycle have been applied, the forms of

pas- lited above will be as follows:

A': pas, s pas, Ot 'pas, 6m pas, 8t, e

We require now oAly the following phonetic rule:
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P-At [+,flat] -[grave]

Application -of rule P-A to, the forms above will give: the correct final phonetic forms.

A pas, os pas. t pas, dm pas, st, e

We must prefer this analysis to an analysis that uses the present tense theme o

because our anaiysis requires fewer distinctive feature speelfications.
Now let us examine type B. The postulation of a present tense theme e for this type

would involve a considerable increase in, the complexity of the gramrmar because rule

t C-i would have 'to be changed drasticallyi We Would have to find some, environment thatj causes transitive softenng in forms like ((p, is+a + e) + t) :((Qxod+i + i) + u) - utimately

p, bet and Xu -an prevents transitive softening in forms like L( (xod+i + i) + a,
((smotr+e + i) + at)., + e). + u)-- ltimately xoj', at, smtr, at, as. Such an envi-
ronmen cannot be of the simple for'm shown in rule Cr-1.

If, however, We were to postulate that the present tense theme for type B were .
then we could use rule C-l as it stands. We would now need. only to haVe the following

phonetic rule in place of P-A:.

P P-B: [-~grave], [-Iflat]

Ths rule will ensure that 6 -e and the final phonetic form of the examples given
above will have the (correct) vowel e.

At this point it should be cleat that we want to postulate 6 as the present tense theme

for type C also. For these dialects we wil require, not one, but two phonet~i rules:

P-Ci: [+fat] - '[grave] in env [cons]

P-CZ:. [-grave] - [-lat]

We must point out that the present analysis clearly brings forth the underlying unity of
R conjugation; the particular dialectal variations find their explication in low-level pho-

netic rules, i.e., at a late stage of phonetic specification rather than at an earlier stage,

Although we leave Ukrainian (U) and Byelorussian (BR) conjugation for later studies,
we would like to mention the inherent plausibility that the present theme in these

languages is also 6.

In U the late phonetic rule will be P-B; rule C-3 does not apply in U. Thus the

present rules will generate the following U forms:

stem 2 Sg 3.Sg I PI ZP

pas- pas. S pase(t,') pasemd pasete

pis+a- P&eg pi ""emo p"sete
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In -BR the 'late p 'honetic rules will be P-Cl and P-C2. Thus the present rulers Will
geeaethe follow ing BR forms:

illos- n,,asj e n14as, 4(c,) n, as,oQm !,, as'acj o'{G. HL. Matthews, 'T. M. Lightner
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D. DISCONTINUOUS ONVE-WAY GRAMMARS

Chomsk~y Idefines a class of grammars each of which contains a finite number of
rules of the formi XIAAX 2 - XyZwhere A is a single symbol, and w * L. Such grammars

ate called context-sensitive phrase Structure (CS) gramimars. Context-free phrase

structure (CF) grammars Are a subclass of CS grammars for which all of the rules are
of the form A -,i. e. , xand Xrip always null. A sequec fsrns~l

is called a 0-derivation of a grama G f~ ,and for each i (14 i <n) there are

X),)z T.--Xlz)2is Arule of G. The languageL_ is the set of strings that do not contain

__ bl n ocud ~ iain of the gram mar G. Such a stringi

called a sentence of LG
CON VENTION 1: By (n is meant a string w that is n symbols ileghortat

is initial and/or final in a string, i. e., follows and/or precedes #, and not greater than

ni symbols in length.

DEFINITION 1: (a) A left-4o-right (L-R) -derivation is a 0-derivation in which

4,and X 1 giveni above are always strings of terminal symbols, i. e., yx~Axi q il
yx4-Xt~,l And xAX w- xwX is a rule of the grammar.

(b) A right-to-left (R-L) f-derivation is a +-derivation in which
X2and 4j, given above are always strinlgs of terminal symbols, i. e., +i ~ix~ 1 x l

4%c~wy, and XAx -- xa)x is a rule.

DEFINITION Z: (a) An L-R grammar is one whose rule applications are restricted
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so that all of its detiVations are LiR derivations,
(b) An R-L grammnar is one Whose ruie applications are restricted

so that all of its derivations are R-L derivations,.
(C) A one-way grarmmar is either an L-R grammar or an R-L

grammar.

DEFINITION 3L: (4a) A right discotinuous (RD) rule is one of the form 1 AX2 -g
n n n

x1 a1 a 2 . a, m Wher 1 anid ni :-- 0 n, (l i A rule o f this tpreritesa m y, m)2 where m t) s typen . ....

a string fof the form ,4JX 1AOX2 as 4'X 1  ,a i.aZ. u-imam , where ,ing (iloi m).,

and for some T, !(41= wtzy .. .WrMnZ = Xzt .

(b) A left discontinuous (LD) rule is one of the form IA- 2 -

n nm
x l.M: - ,, ; x2a where m > 1 and ni 0 (ii m), An LD rule rewrites a string1 (n.,)

:of the form 4Ji AwzJz as iamwmwam -c mw l ... -w2 aZ.wX 2 , Where w (iimn)1 and
,for some T, qjw= j -- TX 1 .

m M-1. 1
Note that the 'rules defined by Chomsky are special cases, both, of RD rules, and of

LD rules., i e., those in whichi. = 0 414i4m).
DEINITION 4: (a) An RD grammar is a ,phrase structure granmar that contains

just RD rules.

(b) An LD grammar is one that contains just D rtulies.
(c) A discontinuous grammar is either an RD grammar or an LD

grammar.

DEFINITION 5: A discontinuous one-way grammar is either an L-R RD grammar

or an R-L LD grammar,

The foll1owing theorems and c orollaries have been proved,
THEOREM 1: For each discontinuous one-way grammar there is an equivalent CF

grammar.

Proof is by reduction to a push-down storage automaton (PDS). 2

COROLLARY 1: For each CF grammar - and thus for each PDS.- there is an equiv-
alent nondeterministic PDS containing just three types of instructions in addition toa

single initial and a single final instruction. For each terminal symnbol a of the gra mar

the PDS has the instruct-ion (a,Sla) -(SI, ); for each nonterminal symbol A the PDS has

the instruction (e, S1, A) -(S , a-), and for each rule of the grammar A --w the PDS
has the instruction (0, S A, e) - (S w). The initial and final instructions are (e, S0 , a-)
h ) and (e, S luctin ($0 , 0 , respectively.

COROLLARY Z: Given any discontinuous one way grammar, there is an algorithm

for constructing an equivalent CF grammar,
THEOREM Z: For each discontinuous grammar there is an equivalent CS grammar.

G. H. Matthews
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E. CHILDRENWS GRAMMAR

in describing children's grammar there are three objectives that seem most impor-

tant. The first of these is to be able to examine language at particular times in its devel-

opment as a self-contained system. The second is to be able to describe the changing

processes of this system as the child matures. The third and most important is to gain

some insight into the basic capacities of the child to understand and produce language.

Most studies of children'-s gramntat have measured the percentage and proporation

of what has been termed Iadult usage l in the child's language. Such aspects as comn-

pleteness of ,sentence structure and sentence length were the focus of these studies. I
felt thnt such an approach would not contribute to reaching the objectives stated above.

For these reasons, in, this research program a transformational model of grammar was
2used to describe a children's grammar. This techn.ique allows us to describe the rules

or categories from which the child iay generate -the sentencep in his language, This

grammar is analogous to a categorization theory of learning. The rules formulated for

generating possible sentences in a language are the categories of grammatical structure

in the language (the negative sentence, the imperative sentence, etc.). It is hypothesized
that the attributes of a given category are memorized and the child can then produce

new instances of the category.

1. Method

The language of 159 children ranging in age from 2 years, 10 months to 7 years, 1
month was elicited and recorded in various stimul!us situations: (a) responses to a pro-

jective test, (b) conversation with an adult, and (c) conversation with peers. The last

two situations took place both in controlled and in free (classroom) environments. The

language sample produced by each child was analyzed by using the transformational

model. A grammar was written which contained rules to produce all of the sentences,

in the total language sample.

2. Results

It was found that all of the basic structures that generated all of the sentences

obtained could be described within the framework of the transformational grammar.
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Almost all of the structures used by adults to gener-ate their sentences were found in

the grammhar of the youngest children (youngest 4-month age range), Structures that

are nonconsistent with adult use Of rules occurred infrequently. These were terined

Struct-ures restricted to a children's granfliar. There were few significant differences

in the usage of all structures by mfles and females or by children whose L Q. is above

or below the mean L Q. of the sample popuiation.

It was also found that most of the structures Were used at an eary age and used con-

sistetly. Most of the structures that were still in the process of being acquired by the

youngest group were also still in the process of being acquired by the oldest group :(first-
4grade children). There was a steady increase in the percentage of children using the

various struftures as they matured.

A subsample of the population was presented With sentence examples of the various

syntactic structures taken from their own language saimple and asked to repeat these

sentences after the experimenter.

These examples consisted of a set of sentences exemplifying transformations found

in both children's and adults' g rammar and a set of senltences exemplifyiig structures

restricted to a children'S grammar. This study was undertakento deternine the differ-

enceS, if any, between the production of laniguage and innate capacity. It was found that

success in repetition was not correlated With sentence length at all but, rather, with

the specific structure of the sentence. Also, it was found that although these children

produced the restricted structures in their spontaneous Ianguage, tey corrected tese

forms when asked to repeati Significantly more of the youngest children corrected these

structures.

3. Additional Data

One developmental trend observed in this analysis of children's grammar was the

use of alternate rules by the same child, That is, the children generate their sentence

from rules that conform with adult u-se of rules, and, simultaneously, from rules that

are restricted to a children's grammar. For example, some children under 3 years of

age use the rule;

pronoun + singular + first person in the context subject or object becomes me.

("Me have this one. ")

Simultaneously, they use the rule:

pronoun + singular + first person in the context subject becomes L
("I like that. ")

It was found that the use of alternate rules, on the whole, gradually declines from

the beginning age range of the sample population to its end. However, the specific rules
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that are alternated change through this age period as the children mature. For example,

contraction deletion ("I going t6 the movies, ") accounts for a significant number of the

rest'icted forms at the youngest age level but not at the oldest. On the other hand, tense
restriction in conjuAction ("They get mad and then they pushed him. ") accounts for a

significant number of the restricted forms at the oldest age level but not at the youngest.

'These data may give us further insight into the notions of simplicity or complexity of

children's grammar and the concepts of differentiation end integration in language

learning,
Paula Menyuk
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F. THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS OF BLOOMFIELD'S
"MENOMINI MORPHOPHONEMICS"

At least two publications written during the final decade Of Leonard Bloomfield's

career contain extensive use of ordered descriptive rules- "Menomini Morphopho-

.emics and the first four chapters of "Eastern Qjibwa. 2

"Menomini Morphophonemics" (MM) is a well-known example of experimentation

with sygpchronic morphophonemic rules. Bloomfield emphasizes that the rules occur in

a purely descriptive order, but the form of the rules and their application demonstrate

a limited notion of the concept "rule," and unavoidably reflect his comprehensive under-
3

standing of historical Algonquian.

1. The Form of the Rules and the Order

The morphemes are written in morphophonemes and constitute the "basic -forms"

of the language, the input to the morphophonemic system. These basic forms are com-

bined and then transformed to phonemes by the morphophonemic rules.

The rules are of the form:

(1) A - B in the environment C

and are generally classed according to the environment C, not according to the process
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A --.. B or to the units that interact in that process, A, B. In other Words., rule (1) can

'be combined only with a rule

(2) P - Q in the environment C

Thus a numbered rule consists of many processes or subrules that all oc-cur in the same

environment:

'(3) Rule N: a) A - B
b) P-

in. environment C

n) X -i

It can be Shown that the subrules of N,(a .... n) often must apply simultaneously, i. e.,
ifapplied in any order, the output is incorrect. In the only case in which dilferent proc-
esses ,must be ordered, even though they occur ini the Samne enwitonment, they are written

A9 two separate numbered rules.

The general conclusion drawn from these characteristics Of the rules is that
Boo mfield was working with a series of ordered enironments. For instance, the same
Process is written in two separate rules only because the rules have different environ-

ments. RuleS ;(4) and (5) are presented as disjoint because the environments are dis-
,joint, although it is just that characteristic that should allow them to be combined:

(4) R -- S in env. X

(5) R -S in env, Y

A rule of the form (4+5) was not an alternative for Bloomfield.

(4+5) R t S in env.{ }

The constraint that does not allow rules of the type (4+5) limits the power of any

simplicity criterion. Since rules are combined by common environments only, the goal
of-descriptive simplicity in MM would have the effect of minimizing the number of envi-

ronmental statements, but the number and ordering of the processes within the ordered

environments would be immaterial to the grammar. The resulting system is redundant

because environments often cannot be ordered when the processes occurring within those

environments might be ordered to great advantage.
In spite of these limitations, Bloomfield presented ordering depths of at least five

rules, apparently operating with the goal of minimizing the total of numbered rules, that

is, the number of environments. Efforts to reduce this number by reordering the MM

rules have very little effect.
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2. Simplification of the MM System

The Menonini morphophonemic system as presented in MM can be significantly
simplified if different environmeits with prjocesses in common may be combined. For

example, if rules of the tye (4+5), as well as of the type '(3), are allowed, the original

MM vowel assimilation subsystem can be reduced from 33 process statenenits to 24

without the invention of any new statements. Reordering and conbinations make the

existing system redundant so that 9 statements may be deletedand no new ones need be

added. If new rules of the same type are devised '(still by using phonemic notation) the

assimilation system can be -further reduced to 13 statemnients.

The general application of these synchronic methods to the entire MM morphopho-

nemic system halves the numbet- of process statements, decreases the number of morpho-

phonemes from 2,6 to 18, and leaves the total number of different environment statements

unchanged. These simplifications of the MM system are based entirely on considerations

that are internal to the synchroic description of the Menormini language,

Certain oproblems with general implications for the construction of morphOphonemic

systems are raised by Menomini. A general high-vowel assimilation system is described:

(6) y+ - e y+e i

y+ - e y+ -+
+a 1* o w+R

all in environment C

Here, column I shows progressive assimilation with respect to gravity, column II pro-

gressive assimilation with respect to diffuseness. These facts would .be easily describ-

able were it not for the fact that the affected vowels in column I are./m, F/ and in column

II /, e/. Short /ae/ acts with long /f/ and long /R/ with short /e/. This grouping can be
described in features (the Menomimi vowel system is a quadrangle):

(7) l, ong

(7) Faog 1c column 'I: a P
_rc ompact column II: a =

But there is no way to differentially describe the processes in columns I and II, except

by writing two separate rules, one for the case a = p and the other for the case a =

At best, this would introduce a new technique into the system. If e/ and/m/are first

exchanged in this environmentl, the system would become

(8) I' !.I'

y+e - e y+a - i
wo - o w+ ie
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The ,descritive rules woUld be

compct] : -cons1
(9) I' [" compact] - [a grave -c

I' +comipact] f+ diffuse] i n. urvj [gae
(a later general rule deletes the semivowels).

i 'To exchange /e/ and /ae/ in phonemic notation would be extremely cumbersome,
although possible if it were required that all subrules of a numbered rule apply simul-

taneously. Since Bloomfield's ,system must have that requirement, he could have written

ak rules

(10) a)e -

b -, e in env. Ctw

C y
As long as (l0a) and (l0b) apply simultaneously, there will be an exchange between/e!

and /ee/. 'But if the rules are ordered, then both /e/ and /ee! will end up either as /e/

(order: a b) dr as /ae/ (order: b, a); A third element B that is discrete from all of the

elements at this pointi in the system must be introduced.

(11) a) e B

b) - e inenv. cji w

In distinctive features (1Oa) and (lOb) would be

(12) a) [=compact] t + compact] [vci
b) [+ compact] [] in env. [+conr] L-cons L-gravej

This would produce the same problem as (10), but, by using the variable P, rules ( 1a)

and (lzb) may be combined so that effectively they occur simultaneously.

(13) [p compact] - [p compact] in env. (12)

This has made use of the e-xisting convention that ~ + = - and -- =+, also used for some

cases of assimilation.4

For correct syllable syncope in the lengthening of vowels and for correct vowel

raising, in certain positions glottal stop must be interpreted as V?V. After the vowel

length and height rules are applied, the introduced vowels surrounding the glottal stop

are deleted. Thus there are two rules

(14) m) ? - V?V

n) V?V ?

which dramatically simplify the length and height systems intervening, between (14m) and
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(14U). Unless a more thorough examination of Menomini shows this to be unnecessary,
it 0.i1 remain an example of the addition and exact deletion of segments withn the mor-

phophzmemi egra.mmar.

3,. Evaluation of the Simplificatins

Is it possible to motivate the simplifications discussed above other than by the crite-

rion of orthographic efficiency? The sim plifications are in accord with the principle of

descriptive simplicity but this isj at best, only an indication of the efficacy of the sim-

plifications. It is important to show that the new simplified system satisfies criteria

other than that of simplicity itself.

Although no criter-ion is formally proposed, there are certain comments by Bloomfield

which imply (perhaps unintentionally) an indicator of the accuracy and usefulness of any
descriptive system of ordered rules. This indicator is the similarity of the ntorphopho:-

nemes and early rules of the synchronic description of a language to the corresponding

forms in the reconstructed proto-lang uage. 5

Bloomf ieid divides the morphophonemic system into two parts, (a) the morphopho-
femes and the, first 18 rulesj and (b) the last 17 rules. He points out that the rules of

the latter subsystem "approximate the historical development from Proto-Algonquian
to present.day Menomini. " Expanded as a general statement, this suggests that the

mechanism of diachronic linguistic change is simply the orderly addition of new rules to
the grammar. Bloomfield confirms this implication by noting that the early subsystem
of MM resembles the early subsystem of the ancestor language, reconstructed Proto-

Algonquian. The rules added to describe diachronic change must be affixed to the end

of the grammar, and the morphophonemes and the ruleS at the beginning of the morpho-

phonemic system should remain unaffected over long periods of time. Thus the correct

description of a language, based only on synchronic data, according to this view, should
incidentally display morphophonemes and early rules identical with those of the parent

language.

4. Comparison of MM and the Simplified System with Proto-Algonquian

The morphophonemes and early rules presented in MM "bear some resemblance"

to the corresponding systems of Proto-Algonquian, and indicate that this early subsystem

has remained fairly constant. If the synchronic simplifications of MM are correct

improvements, then the early subsysteIm of the simplified description should show an
improved resemblance to the corresponding Proto-Algonquian forms and rules. Consider

the following comparisons of the forms and rules of Proto-Algonquian and the Menomini
system, as presented in MM and also as simplified by synchronic descriptive techniques.

The short vowel and semivowel system of Proto-Algnquian analyzed by Bloomfield
from four Algonquian languages has four vowels:
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(15.) i a

This system in MM is much more complicated:

.(16) e o,u w,y

0 Oe a

A measure of the complication is that the transformation of (15,) to (16) would require

extremely intricate correspondence rules. But the sfmnplifications of f(16,) based only

on synchronic considerations reduce it to a new four-vowel system:

(17) e o

a a
This system is. essentially the same as the Proto-Algonquian system. System (16) can

be transformed to system (17) by the addition of one simple ruIle:

(18,) r- gave diffue
[a diffuse a compact

which demonstrates that the morphophonemes of the itiproved system are much more

similar to the Proto-Algonquian forms than are those presented in MM.

Now observe the correspondences among some early rules. ProtoAlgonquIan has

the rule:

(19) r) t - ,nb) e - in!r envir'Onment...

'The reflex of this rule in MM is

(ZO) a) t - e

in ~ environment....{}bn s'-

where (M9a) and (ZOa) correspond, but (19b) and (20b) and the environment are dissimilar.

A correspondence rule would have to change /,6/ to /n/ and /i to /e, , y/. In the sim-

plified Menomini system the rule is interpreted] as

(2) a) t - c
(-1)b) 0 - fi in environment._e

If rule (18) is applied to the Proto-Agonquian system (19), it becomes identical with

(2 1).
The morphophonemes and early rules of the simplified synchronic description of

MM resemble the corresponding forms of Proto-Algonquian more closely than do those

.of the unsimplified system in MM. Thus the application of the synchronic methods
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resulted in a description of Menomrini which is implied but not fully rea lted by
Bloomfield.P Ti G. Bever

1. L. BioomfLeli Menomini Morphophonemnics , Problernes6 de la Phonologie
chronique in 'Travauxdu perclellhgustiqe de Prague 8 15-115,(1 939).

.2. Li Bloomfieldi Eastern OjibWa edilted by Ci Hackett (University of Michigan,
AnnArbor, 1956.),j pp. 3-30.

3. L. 8'loornfield, Ai-gonquian Lintguiptic Structures of Native Amnerica, Vol6 (1'946).

4. M. Halle, Onl the reality of generative gramnmars. Word -18, 54-12 (1962).

5.i M . Halie, A descriptive 'confvenltion for treating assimiilationi and dissimhilationj
Quar-terly Progress Report No. '66, Researdh Laboiratory of ,E -lectronics, M..T.,
July 15, 1962., pp. 2-95-2?96.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
Our basic objective is a better Understanding of the communicatiori serises. Hearing,

in particular, will continue to receive our major attentioi.
A number of experimental studies are aimed at increasing our knowledge of the neural

coding of sensry stimulij. These include: recording from single nerve cells located in the
accessory olive Of the cat under conditions Of binaural stimulation; patterns of sing le-unit
activity in the cochlear nucleus of cat in relation to the sound stimulus and anatomical lo-
cation of the unit; unit responses fr mn the lateral geniculate body of the rat to patterns of
light and shadow in the visual field. Studies of Uoflgoing"l activity also continue to be of
interest. A study Of conditioning of the bullfrog's heart rate by sound stimuli is aimed at
determining which sounds get coded into this animal'1s auditory system and at his behav-
ioral responses to natural and unnatural sounds.

In a number of electrophysiological studies We are attempting to correlate neuroelec-
tric activity wvith physio'logical state. These include- behavioral studies of rats with gross
electrodes recording from locations on and in their sensory pathways; studies of neuro-
electric activity recorded from cats in different stages of sleep and wakefulness; studies
in unanesthetized cats with brain Stem sections of cortical responses to shocks delivered
to the sensory pathways; and studies of the olivocochlear bundle.

The development of mathe matical models closely related to neurophysiologica-1 mech-
anisms is a major effort of the group. In this category are the folowing modeling studies:
coding of auditory signals as patterns of neural impulses in the eighth nerve; me hanisms
of some features of binaural localization; some limitations on auditory d scrimination

This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation (Grant
Gr 16526); and in part by the Nationa Institutes of Health (Grant MH-047-0).fVisitinPofsori

gProfessor in Communication Sciences from the Brain Research Institute,
University Of California at Los Angeles.

Research Associate in Communication Sciences from the Neurophysiological Labo-
ratory of the Neurology Service of the Massachusetts General Hospital.

From the Istitu to di Fisiologia, Universit4 di Pisa.
ttStaff Member, Lincoln Laboratory, M. I. T.

$$(Mamre de Conferences, Laboratoire de Physique) Visitor from Facultd de
Medecine (Paris).

From the Department of Physics, Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel.
tttAlso at Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary.

t$Staff Associate, Lincoln Laboratory, M. I. T.
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implied by the natute of peripheral coding; and oin"g" activity of single -bitS.

Psychophysical studies form an important adjunct to the physiological and modeling
work. These "include stdies of judg ments of various 1binaural patterns, and of discrimnina-bility of noiselike signals.

Considerable instruentatiofn is involved in our experimental work, in presentation of
stimull, recordintg and processing -of neuiroelectrital signals, and physiological monitoring
of the animals.. Design of instruments ranging from telemetering systems to mixer-
amplifiers, from real-time correlators to heart-rate meters, from digital devices for
generating 'recisely controlled sounds to sacks for restraining cats ae ar important and

indispensible part of our effort.
Close cooperation with the E'aton-Peabody Laboratory of the Massachusetts Eye and

Ear Infirmary and with various groups at Lincoln Laboratory, M. L T.j continues to play
a crucial role in our work. In particular, we anticipate a number of important applica-
tions for the LING, a Laboratory Instr-ument Computer of considerable generality and
utility, developed at Lincoln Laboratory Under the leadership of Wesley A. Clark and with
the Collaboration of several LincoI Laboratory staff members, the engineering assist-
ance of Lt. Charles E. Molnar :of Air Force Cambridge Research LaborIatories, and the
aid of members of the Research Laboratory of Electronics.

M. H. Goldstein, Jr ., W. M. Siebert, Wi A. Rosenblith
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A. BINAURAL INTERACTION IN SINGLE UNITS OF THE ACCESSORY SUPERIOR

OLIVARY NUCLEUS IN CAT

There has been conjecture as to the physiological mechanisms associated with the

local~zation of sounds in space, and a number of models have been proposed. How-

ever, there were meager electrophysiological data on the behavior of single units until

the work of Galambos, Schwartzkopff, and Rupert, 4 and even that study was far from

exhaustive. Psychophysical experiments with humans indicate that the difference in

time of arrival of the stimuli at the two ears, the difference in intensity of the stimuli

at the two ears, and the average intensity (average of intensity at left and right ears

expressed in decibels) are all influential in determining the apparent position of a sound
5-7

source. Also, these experiments indicate that human observers are capable of

detecting extremely small interaural time differences (of a few microseconds),$ and

extremely small interaural intensity differences (of a few tenths of a decibel). 9

In an attempt to obtain electrophysiological data that are pertinent to a better
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understanding of the neurophysioogy of binlaural localization, we are investigating the
eleetrica activity of single nere ecells in the accessory nucleus of the superior olive

A" in 'cats under conditions of binaural stiulation. Anatomical and electrophysiologicai

considerations indicate that this is a reasonable place in Which to look. As far as is
known, the accessory nucleus is the most peripheral station in the classical ascending

110auditory pathway to receive inputs from 'both ears. 0 Previous electrophysiological

studies have demonstrated the existence of neurons in the accessory nucleus which are
extremely sensitive to small changes in interaural time difference.4 We have recorded

fromn several !hundred cells in the accessory nucleus, giving major attention to the ques-
tion of binaural interaction. A summary of our present results -is given here. A model

is suggested which is in agreement with some aspects of binaural localization of sounds

in both cats and humans.

i., Methods

We have used as stimuli clicks presented through ,earphones. Clicks have the"desir-
able feature of being punetate in time. Earphones provide independent control of inter-
aural time and intensity ,dfferences, Which is not possible with free-field stimulation.

f, Clicks are produced by applying l00O-see rectanguar voltage pulses to PDR-l0 ar-

phones.

We have tried several kinds of microelectrodes and have settled on an etched

stainless-steel electrode. The etching and insulating procedure is essentially the same

as that described by Brown and Tasaki, but we also plate the tip of the electrode, first
with copper and then with platinum black.

An anesthetized (Dial) cat is in a soundproof, electrically shielded chamber. We

position the electrode on the ventral surface of the medulla, using the rack and pinion
controls of a stereotaxic instrument. The electrode is advanced by means of a hydraulic

micromanipulation system from outside the soundproof chamber. As the electrode is

advanced, we present the cat with a stimulus consisting of clicks at approximately -50 db

relative to 4 volts across the earphones (approximately 50 db relative to visual detection
level of the slow potential observed in the accessory nucleus) with an interaural time
interval of 25 msec and an over-all repetition periodQf approximately 300 msec. At

the same time, we monitor on an oscilloscope the electrical activity picked up by the

electrode.
The position of the electrode tip relative to the accessory nucleus is determined by

one or more of the following methods: (a) We measure the depth of penetration of the
electrode from the surface. (b) We measure the position of the electrode relative to
the depth at which the slow-wave potential reverses polarity (see below). (c) n some

cases we have marked the electrode position by passing a current through the electrode,

with subsequent histological control. As far as we have been able to determine, the
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nerve cells that exhibit binaural interaction are located in or near the accessory nucleus.
We have taken as a measure of unit activity the percetage of stimuus presetationS

to which the unit responds at least once. We determine this by presentiig a given num-

ber of stimuli (usually 50) and counting the number of stimulus presentations to which

the unit responds. In most of the cases this has been on-;line by means of a level dis-

criminator and electronic counter. In a few cases we have recorded the responses on

magnetic tape.

2. Results

As the electrode 1s advanced, we see two distinct kinds of electrical activity. One
4,

is what Gaiambos and his co-workers have termned the tsl0W-waveft potential I; the other

is spike responses fror individual nerve cells. The sl6w-wave potential follows the

pattern described by Galambos, and others, Ventromedial to the accessory nucleus,

stimulation of the contralateral ear evokes a negative-going slow wave, and stimulation

of the ipsilateral ear evokes a positive-going slow wave. Dorsolatera-l to the accessory

nUCleus, the polarities are reversed. While this Slow wave may, in some Sense, rep-

resent the excitat6ion for cells in the accessory nucleus, we have not attempted to study
in detail the interaction between Slow wave and unit activity. We have been interested

in the slow wave only insofar as it provides an indication of the position of the electrode

relative to the accessory nucleus.

We have observed firing patterns of cells showing many sorts of binaural interaction.

We shall mention briefly two kinds of interaction. Some cells show summation, in that

11.0 RIGHT L 7 b 10
ONLY R -77 d6

NL ONLY

.5,5 .0.5 -30'

LEFT

o I ONLYI . l

-80 -70 -60 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10
INTENSITY (0b), .RIGHT Tr L(MSEC )  LEFT

" " 1LEAD)ING ... LEADING

(a) (b)

Fig, XXIII- 1. Cell showing summation of stimuli to two ears. (a)Menaural

intensity series. (b) Effect of interaural time difference. P
is relative frequency of firing measured over 50 stimulus pres-

entations at a rate of -3 per second TLR is time difference

between clicks in left and right ears.
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if the stimiuli are presented silmultaieously to the two ears, the-y respond mhore than they
rspond to Istimpulation of either ear aionei This surnnmation may extend over se~veral

milliseconidg, as shown in Fig. XXIIIo, or over a few hundred midrdseconds, as in
Fig.. XXIII-Z. This pjroperty has been obser-ved in approximately ZO eis;

Other cells have the cyclic behavior shown in Fig. =11- -3. As the'interVal between
the clicks to the two ears is varied, the unit shows aemveral successive peaks of excit-
ablility. We have seen three such cells, all with ;a time between adjacent peaks of

approximately 1 mnsec.
'The group of cells -in which we are most interested Shows; the properties sumtmarlized

in Fig. 20C111-4. 'These cells respond to mronaural stimnulation of-the contralatedral ear,

LEFT-9d
ONLY R - 90 db

ONLY
40.510.

48- 1
LEFT

0 -80 a.0 60 -1000 -60 0 500 1000
INTENSITY,(db) RIGHT T L( 1jSEC) -LEFT

LEADING LRLEADING

Fig. =X1i. Cell showing summation-Qf stimuli to two ears.. (a) Monaural
intensity series. (b) Effedt of inttera ral time diffe rence.

1.0 1.0

ONLYL -90 d,

LEFT R - 9046

ONLY

00.5 0.5 -

42-3
A IGHT

-90 -80 -70 -15 -. '050 0.5 1.0 1.5
INTENSITY (d6) RIGHT L(M C)LEFT

(a)LEADING L(bSE) LEADING

Fig.XXII-3 e.1 showing cyclic interaction of stimuli to two ears. (a) Monaural
intensity sepries. (b) Effect of interaural time difference.
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1 -- 60 d6

L - 40 db

-150 -75 0 75 150

RIGHT 1**R (pSEC) LEFT
LEAWNG LEADING

Fig. XXIII-4. Effect of interaural' time difference,
interaural intensity difference. Cell
on left side.

but not to inOnaurai stimU'latiti of the 'ipsilateral ear. For all of these cells, the

percentage of stimulus presentations to which the ut it responds can be decreased either

by making the sti-nulus to the ipsilatetal ear .more intense While holding intergural time
differetide constant or by making the stimulu's to the ips Iateral ear arrie earlier

while holding ifite-aural intensity difference constant.
There is a striking parallel between the properties of ceps of the type shown in

Fig. XI=iI4 and results of psychophysial experimentation in hurnns. The respon-

siveness of these cells (we have recorded from approximately 50 of them) is & function

of interaural time difference, interaural intensity difference, and average intensity.
These parameters are also involved in determining the Apparent location of a sound
source with humans. This parallel of physiological and psychophysical data has led us

to suggest the following model for the process of binaural localization: Binaural stimuli

excite cells in the left and right accessory nuclei. If the stimulus at the left ear is
more intense or arrives earlier than that at the right, more cells will be excited in the
right accessory nucleus, and vice versa. Because of the sensitivity of these cells to

both interaural time and intensity difference, time and intensity differences can be made
to offset each other at the level of the individual cell The psycho hySica! judgmenlt of

sidedness comes about as a result of any imbalance of the number of cells excited at
the left and right accessory nuclei. This schema is similar to one proposed recently
by van Bergeijk, 3 and, as pointed out by van Bergeijk, it has a great deal in common
with a model proposed in 1930 by von B !k syI A simplified diagrammatic representation

of our model is shown in Fig. XXIH-5.
In o.ur model we .assume that each cell that we observe is representative of a popu-

lation of cells, and that the system is symmetrical.; that is, there are similar popula-

tions of cells in the left and right accessory nuclei, Although we are restricted to
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.HIGHER CENTEIRS"

I

I LEFT -RIG-HT
I

ACCESSORY ACCESSORYN U CEUS Q All N UCL~

LEFT EAR RIGHT EAR

-. i XXIII5 Cells in, both left and right accessory uclei are innervated by

excitatory inputs from the contralateral ear and inhibitory inputs
from the ipsilateral ear. Ascending fibers from both accessory
nuclei go to hypothetical "higher centers." The psychophysical
judgment of sidedness is related to the relative number ofcells
responding at the two sides. The two solid cells are intended to
indicate that the system is symmetrical, that is, in the model
each cell on one side has its counterpart on the other.

1.0 1.0

LEFTONLY L -60.db

ONLY
a. L-6 0.

50-4RIGHT
RIGHT
ONLY L 5_

INTENSITY (db) RIGHT TLR('SC) LEFT

(a) IEAD ING ()LEADING

jFig. XXIII-6. (a) Monaural intensity series. (b) Effect of
interaural time difference and interaural
intensity difference. Cell on right side.
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observing cells on oily one side at a tire, We can infer the behavior of corsresponding
cells on the opposite side by this assumption, A typical example is shown in

Fig. =111-6. This cell was situated on the right-hand side of the cat. We observed
the activity of the cell over a range of interaural time differences fr-om plus to iminus
500 #sec, Where positive numbets indicate that the stimulus to the left ear is leading,
and negative nulmbers indicate that the stimulus to the right ear is leadiig. Two inten-
sity conditions are illustrated: left -60 db, right 6S db; and left -6,5 db, right -60 db.
In order to infer the behavior of a hypothetical symmetrical cell on the left side, we

4 interchange ileft" and "ri-ght," both for time difference and for intensity difference, for
one of these two curves. The resulting plot for the condition left -60 dbj right -65 db
is :shown in Fig, XXiIII.7.

For purposes of the rmodel, we are interested in the relative number of cells firing
at the two sides. We have taken as a measure of this L PL/(PL+PR), where P is
the probability that the cell on the right will fire to a given stimulus pesentation, and

P is the probability that the hypothetical cell on the left will fire to a given stimulus
presentation, This measure is bounded between.0 (orresponding to activity on the tight

and no activity on the left) and 1 (correspondind to activity von the left and no Activity
L on the right), and is symmetrical about 0. 5. That is, since 1 - I ",R where

M # PR/(PL+PR), the Curve of is the curve of reflected about the 0. 5 level.

If we had a homogeneous p0pulation Of cel, s, we would be able to generalize directly
from the behavior of a single cell to the totaln ftuber of cellS responding. Although we

do not have a homogeneous population, it is still possible to set bounds on over-all activ-
ity from our data. As an example, .consider the situation in which the stimulus to the

left ear is ,more intense than the stimulus to the right ear, and the two stimuli are

L-60 Ad

RIGHT 
QLL0N LEFT

-500 -250 0 250 500
RIGHT TrLR(p SEC) LEFT

LEADING LEADING

Fig. XXIII-7. Same cell as in Fig. XXJII-6, with "left, and "right" interchanged
for original condition (left, -65 db; right, -60 db). Dashed line
shows PL/(PL+PR) - 'AL.
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presented simultaneously. While 6L is not necessarily the same for any two cells, 11L
is less than 0. 5 for all cells that We have dbserved. Therefore we are justified in saying

that, on the average, more cells respond to this particular stimulus configuration in

the right population than itn the left population.

Figure XXIII-8 sumfarizes the behavior of a typical cell. in this plot, 6 is shown

on the ordinate and interaurail time difference is shown on the abscissa. Interaural
intensity difference is held constant at 5 db, and average intensity is the parameter.
Keeping in mind that (a) the data are from cats and (b) the model is highly simplified,

we can compare predictions of the model and psychophysical resilts from humans. The
effects of interaural time and interaural intensity difference are in qualitative agree-

ment. With zero interautiai timne difference and the stimulus to the left ear in Ore intense,
we have 0 < 0, 5, corresponding to "image to the left." If interaural intensity dif-

ference and average intensity are held constant and the stimulus to the left eat is ,made

to arrive earlier, . decreases, corftesponding to movement of the image to the left.
Interaural time difference can offset the efh ct of interaural intensity difference for

individual cells in teirms of the model, just as it can in human centering experiments.

At point A in Fig. XXIII-8, for exam ple, the stimulus to the left ear is 5 db more intense

but lags the stimulus to the right ear by 120 RSec, and ML - 0. 5, corresponding to equal

firing probabilities at the two sides. In this sense an interaural intensity difference
can be said to be "equivalent" to an interaural time difference, and we can define a time-

intensity trading ratio in microseconds per decibel. The time-intensity trading ratio

for point A would be 120 Rsec per 5 db, or 24 Rsee per db.
In Fig. XXI I9, this timedintensity trading ratio is plotted as a function of average

intensity for 12 ce!j4S that we have observed. The dashed lines indicate the range of

time-intensity trading ratios obtained from human subjects presented with clicks with

L-50db 
50 -1.

SR-4- -db

-500 -250 0 +250 +.50

RIGHT LEFT
LEADING LR'(IP SEC) LEADING

Fig. XXI-8. Effect of interaural time difference and average intensity on
Interaural intensity difference, 5 db.
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Ii, RANGE FOR HUMANS-PSYCHOPHYSICAL

~~ ~ CATS - FROCELL AcTIVIY

80 S

-60 .

o ~V
40

2D

-90 -40 -70 =60 -50 -40 -W0 -20

AVERAGE INTEN4SITY (db)

Fig. XXIII-9. TimeL-intensity trading rattid for hum an beings co mpared. with that
comnputed on the basis of the mnodel. The dashed lintes indicate
the range of tithe -intehsity trading i-atios for humn-ps (see ti 1E.
D~vid et al. ). Solid points represent timne-wintensity tradin ratios
cornputed from~ sin~gle units on thie basis of the mt~odel. point from
the same cell at differe~nt intensities are joined b-y a solid line.
Not shown on this graph are two points com puted fromh a single,
low-athreshold tell: 9.5db, 430 .~asec/db -101.5 db, 330 iJLsec/db.
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a given inter aural intensity difference and asked to obtain a centered image by adjusting

the interaurl time difference (see David et al., Fig. 5, impulse)., The two sets of

results are in close ageeementj considering that they refer to two different species,

,ett., and they both show a trend downward with increasing intensity,

The 'ange of interaural time differences over hich a change in inteaural time dif-

ference produces a change in unit ativity is consistent With reasonable assumptions

about the cat's localization behavior. The sensitivity of a unit to chaiges in interaural

time difference as measured by the slope of the curves in Fig. OC.I-8 is grdeatest for

values of interaural ti me difference near zero, and it shows a sharp decrease for values
,of i nteraural1 time difference greater than 2 00-3.00 jksec. The slope d f the curves ini

Fig. 11ii-:8 ispfed as afunction of interaural time difference in Fig. XXIII- 16. The
sloaes are not syM-metricai about zero interaural time difference because of the pres-
ence of an interaural intensity difference.

These curves can be related to, a psychophysical parameter known as the HornbosteI-

Wertheimer constant. This parameter is defiied as the interau'ral time difference

beyond which chan~ge in interaurai time differene produces little-change in position of
the sound image. In humans this is approximately 500 .L-see. Since the distance between

the ears is 8maller for cats than it is for humans, and therefore the maximum interaural

time difference that could Occur in free-field stimtilation is smailer, it is perhaps not

unreasonable to assume that the lHornbostel-Wertheimer constant fo- cats, if such a

thing crould be measured, would also be smaller.

A particularly interesting feature of the model is that the minimum interaural time

difference that can be discriminated in terms of the model compares favorably with the

minimum interaural time difference that the cat is capable of discriminating behavior-
ally. We can obtain an estimate of the precision afforded by the model by making the

following assumptions: (a) There is in each accessory nucleus a homogeneous popula-

tion of n cells. (b) Each cell on the left fires to a given stimulus presentation with

probability PL and does not fire with probability QL- 1 - PL, Similarly, each cell on
the right fires with probability PR* '(c) Firings of individual cells are mutually inde-

pendent.

We define random variables XL and XR as, the number of cells on the left and right

sides, respectively, which. respond to, a given stimulus presentation. From our assump-

tions, the means and variances of these random variables are

E(XL) - mR _ nPL, :Z(XL) L = nPLQL ()

npR (XR) nPRQR

We define a third random variable, XD, as the difference between XL and XR
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XD XL -XR (3)

It follows that

E(XD) = rD = mL -mR = n(PLPR, (4)

and from the assumption of independence that

2, D.) '4 - + 'z nL (5)

We now ask the question, For a girven number of cells n, what is the smallest dif-

ference AP between PI and P which will result it XD being greater than zero with

probability at least 0. 75? (If the higher centers in our model made a "forced-choice"
decision of right or left of center based simply on whether XL was greater than or less
than XR, the choice of 0. 75 probability would mean that three out of four :stimulus pres-

entations would resuI't in the judgimefft "right of center." The choice of 0.75 is arbitrary.
it is chosen as a convenient level midway between 0. 5, correspondinig to pure chafnee,
and thfa asymptotic Value 1. 0. While it is chosen on uMth the same basis as the 0.75

level is chosen in psychophysical experiments, it should not be construed as corre-

sponding to a biehavioral just-noticeable differenice.) If n is large, we can use the nor-
Mal approximationt to the binomial, so that X can be approximated by a normal dis-

tribution, and from a tabulation of the normal distribution we find that

P(XD>o) > 0. 75 if m > 0. 7,- (6)
D D'

Setting mD = 0.7 and substituting from Eqs. 4 and 5, we have

n(PL-PR) 0.7V n(PLQL+RR (7)
PL P -AP= 0.7 (PLQLPRQR)/n, (8)

Since we are interested in small differences between PL and PR' we can set

PLQL + PRQR = Z(PLQL). Finally, we have
+ P-Q (PLQL)n+

(9)

Let us, for the moment, set n -5000. This estimate is based on the density of cells
in the accessory nucleus and the size of the accessory nucleus and on the assumption

that one-fourth to one-half of the cells in the accessory nueleus are of the type that can
be included in the model. It is probably conservative. Referring to Fig. XXIII-7, we

see for this particular cell and this .particular stimulus configuration that PL= 0. 7,
= 0. 3, when PL and PR are equal. Substituting these numbers in Eq. 9, we have
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P j x0o.7x 3)/5-ooo 0.O06,

In order to determine the change in interautral time difference to which this tore- /
spends, we observe from Fig. I 1-7 that a change in interaural time difference of
.50 sec results in A differende between Po and % Of 0.. 12, Therefore AP = 0. 0016
corresponds to a change in interaural tim, e difference of 0.006/0.12 X50 ,Lsec, or

2. "5 ,sec. This value is 'typical of the cells that we have observed and is of the same

order of magnitude as the miiriu m change in interaural time difference that the cat
is capable of discriminating behaviorally. 'z

While our assumpti:ons of homogeneity and independence are gross simpiificationis,

we have an indication that the model potentially may be capable of discriminations of
the right order of magnitude.

J. L. Hall 11, Cynthia M. Pyle
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B. POSTAURICULAR ELECTRIC RESPONSE TO ACOUSTIC STIMULI IN HUMANS

Many investigators have reported that acoustic stimuli alter the electric a tivity
recorded from the scalp of humans. Several of these reports describe evoked responses
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Fig. XXIII-s11. Averaged responses to clicks for two electrode locations behind
the left ear. The electrodes were stainless- steel needles. The
reference electrode was clipped to a saline-moistened cot-ton Pad
on the right earlobe. Negative polar-ity for the active electrodes

isloted pwad Rponses are show fr7 stimulus intensi-
ties. Clicks were produced by applying a 10-Isec rectangular
pulse to the terminals of an Altec 1-755A loud-speaker that was
located 4 feet in front of the subject seated in a soundproof
room. Clicks were presented at a I0/sec rate; reference level(0 db) = 13 volts into the speaker. With this stimulus arrange-
ment the psychophysical threshold was approximately -65 db for
this subject. (The beginning of each trace- in this and subsequent
figures marks the instant at which a monitoring microphone
placed near the ear detects the arrival of the click.) Number of
responses averaged for each trace, N = 1000. Recording ses-
sion 1 on this subject (N. Y-S. K., 1/12/62).
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With latencies of less than 70 msec., We have recently found a short laltency response

localized behind the external ear (auricle) which does not appear to have been tpreviously

reported. Some of the character stics .of this response are sufficiently unusual to war-

rant a brief report.

The postauiicular response "has been recorded both from needle electrodes thrust

into the skin posterior to the attachment of the ear (Fig., XXIH-1 1) and from wick elec-

trodes cui'led over the attachment of the ear.6 Since the responses are not Visually

detectable in single traces except at high stimtutlus intensities, it was necessary to com-

pute ? averaged responses on the ARC.

Figure =iII- 1I shows responses recorded from two electrOdes located behind the

ear. The distance between the electrodes was 1. 5 cm. The responses from electrode 1

show a peak approximately 11 msec after the acoustic stimulus arrives at the ear. This

* ELECTRODE I

o ILECTRODE 2

'IS

2

z

24

22

Is

_ 14

W12

10

26

4

2

-60 -0 -40 -30 -2Q -I0 0
CLICK INTENSITY IN DOB

Fig. XMII-!2. Latencies and amplitudes of the negative peaks in the traces of
Fig. XXII- 11 as functions of click intensity, Latencies are
measured from the beginning of each trace; amplitudes are
measured from base line to peak.
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negative peak is followed approximately 7 mmsec later by a Positive peak that is less

4,:) PrOminent in the r'ecdrdings from electrode Z. In general, the waveform of the
responses can vary- considerably with locatlon of the electrode, although the mtost prom-

inent deflections occur with, latencies in the 10-20 m:sec rafnge. For a specific location
on any one subject, the response waveform seems to be quite repeatable except as noted

below.
Figure XXIII- .2 shows that the latency of the negative peak decreases and its amtpli-

tude increases with increasing click intensity. There is a relatively constant difference

of approximately 2 msec between the latencies of the responSes, from the two electrodes.

Note also that the amplitude of responses is smaller for electrode 2. This is fconsistent

with our observation that the responses are largest in the region near the at-tachment of
'the external ear,

Er A 4+' -_7 "_ ,"

20 1

"* I I I I * I , * S *I

60 - -

Fig. XXII 1-3. Averaged postauricular responses for several click rates, The
marks under each trace denote the times of arrival of the clicks at
the ear. The electrode was placed in the same location as elec-
trode 1 of Fig. 3XIIIl1!. The reference electrode was on the
right earlobe. Clicks were produced by 10-,sec rectangular pulses
delivered to the loud-speaker terminals. Click intensity, -,10i b
re 7 volts into loud-speaker; N ' 1000, Recording session 2 on
this subject (N. Y-S. K., 1/24/62).
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Figure X XIII- 13 shows the postauricular response for si different click rates. 'The

responses at Z0 licks/sec and 500 clicks/sec are complicated by the overlap of

responses to successive clicks, H6wever, it is clear that Some responses are synchro-

nized with clicks, even at the zOO/sec rate.

These results might seem to suggest that the relationship of these responses to the

stimulus parameters can be easily described. However, this appears to be so only for

the first few recording sessions. One of the exasperating aspects Of working with this

* E ELECTRODE - M34UTEtS AFTER WICK ELECTOODE
yISTART OF REVG (IN

j' , L , 1[

4-5- 4- t:i

±4 S

: 4 8-9 M h 14

S-4

4

71T

Fig. XXIII 14. Averaged postauricular responses as a function of time after the
start of stimulation. Averages of responses recorded simulta-
neously from both a needle electrode and a wick electrode. Ref-
erence electrode on nose. Clicks were produced by l00- ±sec
rectangular pulses. Click intensity, -20 ,db re 17 volts; repe,-
tition rate, l0/sec; N = 500. Recording session 4 on this subject
(N. Y-s. K., 3z/20/2).
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BEFORE:SHOCK 4

AFTER, SHOCK;- 3AOT

Fig. XXIII- 15. Averaged postauricular responses from a sub~ect before and after the
delivery of electric shock to the bare feet. The responses of the sub-
ject to steady chcks had decreased steadily with time from the start
of the session. After the responses had declined to the level shown in
the trace marked "before shock," the shock was delivered The first
100 seconds of response activity were then processed to give the trace
labeled "afte r shock." Responses recorded between a wick electrode
and reference on nose. Stimulus conditions identical with those of
Fig. ~X11-14; N" 1000. Session 5 for this subject (E.C.T, 4/5/6-).

pattidulat response is illustrated in Fig. XXIII-14, On the fourth recording session

for this subject, tesponses, were recorded for 6 ore than 1Z .minutes during which time

click stimuli were delivered at the rate of 10/sec. Both needle and wick electrodes

were used for this run. The wick electrode was in contact with almmost the entire pos-

terior line of attachment of the external ear. The responses recorded by the needle

electrode are smaller than those in Fig. XI-I-- Il because the needle could not be placed,

in the same locations with the wick in place. The waveforms of the responses from. the

two electrodes are quite different, particularly in that the initial negative peak is absent

in the wick recordings, The later components in the responses recorded by the two

,electrodes seem to be comparable in latency, and they decline in amplitude in a similar

way Thi.s gradual decrease in response amplitude does not occur in initial repording

sessions and occurs more rapidly in later recording sessions. For some of our more

"experienced" subjects, responses that had been stable in the initial sessions decreased

rapidly in amplitude after the first few responses in later sessions, In sessions in which

the amplitude had become small, various instructions to the subjects, such as "count

the clicks," "Irelax,'! and !read, ' did not result in an increase in amplitude. Also,,

changes in room illumination or click intensity and repetition rate did not bring back

the response. One instance in which the responses did become large again momentarily

is shown in Fig. XXIII15. Electric shocks to several of our subjects resulted in a spec-

tacular increase in response amplitude with subsequent rapid decrease. After the

shocks were repeated several times they, too, ceased to have significant effects.,

The position of the head also seems to be a factor in the appearance of the
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.T....._- ... ....
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Fig. XXII- 16. Postauricular responses influenced by head position. The head was
first oriented in an upright position, Then the head was allowed to
fall back until it rested comfortably on a suppot Finally, the head
was brought forward in a bending position. Changes in head posi-

tion often had dramatic effects on the responses, but at other times
did not. Checks of the recording arrangement were always made
to ensure that no electrical connections were disturbed as a result
of head movements. Stimulus conditions are identical With those of
Fig. XXIII-14. N = 1000 for the top and bottom traces; N =. 500 for
the middle trace. A needle electrode behind the left ear was used
in these recordings with the reference electrode on the right earlobe,
Session 4 for this subject (E.C. T., 3/26/6Z).

postauricular response. For most of our subjects an upright position or forward bend of

the head resulted in larger responses than tilting the head back. The effect is not always

as dramatic as that illustrated in Fig. XXI!- 16, even for the same subject. A similar

phenomenon :has been previously reported for a longer latency response to auditory stim-

A few miscellaneous facts can also be noted. The postauricular responses are

obtainable with other transient stimuli, such as bursts of tone or bursts of noise. They

are obtainable bilaterally, even by using earphones to stimulate only one ear. Clear

responses were obtained from 8 of 10 subjects. Of these eight, four were male and four

female, All subjects were less than 40 years of age and healthy. No responses could

be detected in records obtained from two subjects with severe hearing losses.

The ease of recording postauricular responses invites further experimentation to

determine their origin. The lability of the response challenges the ingenuity of the

experimenter. This lability resembles the behavior of certain responses recorded from

the brains of unanesthetized cats. 9 In particular, a decrease in amplitude with prolonged
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stimulation is characteristic ,of some components of the cor6tical responses in cats. It

is difficult, however, to make direct comparisons between these two sets of data

recorded in different ways from different species.

Despite the synchrony of the postauricuiat responses with stimuli at high rates

(Fig. XI II- 13), it is possible that the response arises from activity of either ear or

neck muscles. The sensitivity of the response to changes in electrode location and the
effects of head position support such a View. The response is unlikely to be the result

of stapedius muscle activity in the middle ear, since a clear response was obtained in
a subject who had undergone stapes surgery With resultant seVering of the muscle.

N. Y-. Kiang, A, H , Crist, M. A. French, A. G. Edwards

(Dr. A. G. Edwards is a Resident at the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary.)
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5i T. Suzuki and i. Asawa, Evoked potential of waking human brain to acoustic
stimuli, Acta Oto-laryngol. 48, 508-515(1958).

6. H. L. Williams, D. I. Tepas, and H. C. Morlock, Jr., Evoked responses to
clicks and electroencephalographic stages of sleep in man, Science 138, 685-686 (1962).

7. W.A. Clark, R M. Brown, M.H. Goldstein, Jr., C. E. Molnar, D. F. O'Brien,
and H. E. Zieman, The average response computer (ARC): A digital' device for
computing averages and amplitude and time histograms of electrophysiological response,
Trans. IRE, Vol. BME-8, No. 1, pp. 465l, 1961,

8. C. D. Gesoler, Average Responses tO Clicks in Man Recorded by Scalp Electrodes
Technical Report 380, Research Laboratory of Electronics, M. I. T., November 4, 1960,
see p. 124.

9. D. C. Teas and N. Y-S. Kiang, Evoked cortical responses as a function of
'state variables,' Quarterly Progress Report No. 63, Research Laboratory of Elec-
tronics, M..T., October -15, 1961, pp. 171-176.

C. RESPONSES OF A NEURONLIKE NET TO PAIRED STIMULI

We have reported previously that the response to the second of a pair of stimuli to
a neuronlike net goes through damped "cycles" of alternate "enhancement" and "depres-

sion" as a function of the length of the interval between the two stimuli. Other work

on such "recovery curves" has confirmed and extended this result.
The variance of these recovery curves was found to be considerable, seldom being
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less thati 2t0b30 per cent Of the amplitude of the dyclic oscillationb, and sometimes

exceeding it. The explanation for thisA variability lies in the fact, that the gtimuius pair

never re-encounters identical conditions, since the net is spontanedusly active.

We found that the intervals between the peaks in the tecovery curves increase when,

the time constant that represents the refractory pr operty of the neuronlike elements

is increased. This effect was expected, since the periods for spontaieous oscillations

show a similar dependence.

Finally, we found that the "enhancement-depression" eyrle varie's in prominence

as a function of the intensity of the stimulii if the two stimuli are of equal intenirty,

there is one intensity level that produces the effect with greatest prominence. At high

intensities (for which a large piroportion of the elemeits is stimulated), the activity of

the net dies, or nearly dies, After the first stimulus, since most of the elements are

simultaneously refractory: the cycle vanishes under these conditions. At low stimuUls
intensities, "spontaneous ' firings ocui' so frequently that the responses are small com,

pared with the total activity; thus 'the effect vanishes into the noise level.

A detailed account of these results has been given in R. B. Keim's thesis.2

R. B. Keith, B. G. Farfley
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W. S. McCulioch, 'M, C. Goodall L, M, Mendell
M. A. A rbib W., L. Kilmer N. M., Onsito
F. S. Axelrod K. Kornacker W. H. Pitts
M. Blun T. Y., Lettvin J. A. Rojas
J. E. Brown Diane Major A., Taub
R. C. Gesteland Pi D.. Wall

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The aims of this group can be stated besgt under three mtan headings:

1. Basic Theory

Our purpose is to, develop the necessary logicAl and mathematical theory for an
understanding of computation such as, the, brain performs, and thus, Lay foundations for
aft'attack on the problem of' decision making: in the presence of. a redundancy of'potentlal
command such as that encountered in the, reticular formation..

M. A. Arbib, M. Blum, N. Mi Onesto,

W. L. Kilmer, W. S,. McCUAoch

Z. Project Plans

l(a) Oladtor Ph siolozy. We expect to go to, the second-order neurons now in an
attempt to u riveut ores : of the first order.

R. C . Glest~laid, W. H. Pitts, J.Y., Lettvin
(:b.) Electrodes. We shall prosecute the study of specs!iaIJy sensitive O,, pH, and

other sorts of electrodes partly for oceanographic application, partly for biological
application.

W. H. Pitts, R. C. Gesteland, J., Y. Lettvin

(c) Instrumentation. Various electron devices. will be built as the need arises..

J, Y. Lettvii, R. C. Gesteland

(d) Visual Processes. We are brancbing into, the study of form-function relatons
and coor vision, as well as into further oct6pus work.

H. R. Maturana, J. Y. Lettvin

(e) Visual Processes of the Rat., We plan to, study the organization of receptive
fields in rodents..

J. E. Brown, Jt A. Rojas

(f) Physiologcal Optics. We are working on schemes to track the position and focus
of an eye from a cstance.

B. H. Howland, R, C. Gesteland,, J. Y. Lettvin

# This work was supported in part by Bell Telephone. Laboratories, Inc.; The

Teagle Foundation, Inc.; the National Institutes of Health (Grant, NBA-0.1865-05 and
Grant MH-04737-02); and in part by the U S. Air Force (Aeronautical Systems Division);
under Contract AF33(616)-7783.
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3. Problems of Sensory Projection Pathways

During the past year, we have concentrated on two major lines of approach to the
problems of cutaneous sensory mechanisms. The first has dealt with the control system
situated about the first central synapse where nerve fibers from the skin converge on

cells in the dorsal part of the spinial cord. We have shown that the very small cells
scattered throughout the region of these synapses and which make up the substantia gelat-
inosa are involved in modulatirig the transnssion of impulses across this first jinction.
This censorship of arriving nerve impulses is affected by previous activity in the same
pathway, by activity in neighboring areas of skin, by intense activity in distant areas,
particularly in paws and face, and by stimulation of the cerebellum, mid-brain, pons,
and medulla. The censorship mechanism seems to be in continuous action, and we
believe that it is best studied by steady stimulij rather than by sudden brief changes in
the environment. The mechanisms that we have seen in the cat would predict inter-
actions between various types of skin stimuli, and We have carried out concomitant
experimerts on man to examine these hypotheses; These psychological experiments
have shown that there is a most interesting interaction in man between light-pressure
stimuli and electrical stulation. We have published some of this work in Brain and
in the Journal of Physidolty, and two other papers will appear, in 1963, in E erimental
Neurology. In the coming year, we shall pursue the study of the censorship mectanism
in an attempt to find something of its role in the normal functioning of the animal.

Our second line of approach is an atteipt to discover the language used by the skin
in telling the brain about the location of the Stimulus. We are studying two reflexes that
require the motor mechafnisms to know the exact location of the stimuus. The first is
the scratch or swipe reflex, and the second is the eye blink. We are studying the path-
ways over which the information is carried both in normalanimals and in frogs and sal-

amanders who have been operated on in their youth. If dorsal and ventral skin are
reversed in the tadpole, the scratch reflex of the adult frog is aimed at the embryolog-
ical position of the skin, and not at its actual position, so that it is evident that some

message is going from skin to central nervous syste-- which tells the nature of the skin
rather than its position. We hope to discover the nature of this message by microelec-
trode studies of the cord. Si'tar work is being done on am phibia in which an additional

eye is implanted on the head. The extra eye will generate a blink reflex in the normal
eye if it is touched, and so we know that nerves are somehow capable of telling the brain
that they are in cornea and not in ordinary skin, This problem has been studied in nor-

frogs, a paper will soon appear in Experimental Neur o lo, and this work will be
pushed vigorously during the next year.

A. Taub, K. Kornacker, Diane Major, P. D. Wall
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L. Stark A, A. Sandberg I. H. Thomae
F. H. Baker Susanne Shuman A. Troelstra

.R. W. Cortew Ji L. Simpson E. C. Van Horn, Jr.
H. T. Hermann Gabriella W. Smith P. A. Willis
J. C. Houk, Jr. I, Sobel S. Yasui
E. L. Mudama S, F. Stanten L. R. Young
F. Naves B. L. Zuber

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The ai im of our work is to apply the concept-of communication and control theory
to our analyses , neurological and biological mechanisms. The group is comnposed of
neurologists, mathematicians, and electrical engineers Our research endeavors to
Span a wide field that includes experiments on human control mechanisms, mathemat-
ical methods for analysis of nonlinear systems, including simulation, clinical studies
with on-line digital-computer techniques eployed, neurphsio gy of simple inverte-
brate receptors, and adaptive pattern-recognition tecnques wit the use of computers.

L, Stark

A. WORK COMPLETED

Short summaries follow of theses accepted by the departmentsi and in partial fulfill-

ment of the requ rements for the degrees, indicated.

1. A Sampled Data Model for Eye-Tracking Movements, Sct.D. Thesis, Department

of Aeronautics and Astronautics, M.I.T., May 1962.

A Sampled-data model has been developed based on the following principles: i) the
predictability of the target signal has a profound effect on the system's ability of track

continuous and discontinuous target motion; 2) the saccadic and pursuit systems function

separately; and 3) the eye-movement tracking characteristics are of a discrete nature.

L. R. Young

2. A Convenient Eye Position and Pupil Size Meter, S.M. Thesis, Department of

Electrical Engineering, M.I. T., June 1962.

A specialized television system, in which a technique of circular track scanning is

employed, takes continuous readings of eye pupil size and position. The ac components

of scanning deflection signals are proportional to the eye pupil diameter, and the dc

components are proportional to the coordinates of eye pupil position.of -yepuplipsiton. C. A. Finnila

This research is supported in part by the U.S,. Public Health Service (Bm3055,

B-3090), the Office of Naval Research (Nonr-1841 (70)), the Air Force (AF33(616)-7588,
AF49(638)- 1130, AFAFOSR- 155-63), and the Army Chemical Corps (DA- 8- 08-405-Cml.

942); and in part by the National Science Foundation (Grant G-16526).
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3. The Design and Construction of a Motor Coordination Testing Servomechanism,

Department of Electrical Engineering, M. I.T., June 1962.

An instrument :consisting of two electrically identical dc servomechanisms with con-
centric out p ut shafts was designed to test the dynamic behavior of human motor coordi-
nation in the lower arm and wrist.

G. L. Gottlieb

4. Effects of Alcohol and Barbiturates on Rotational Mechamncal Responses, S. B.

Thesis, Department of Electrical Engineering, M.IT., June 1962,

The effect of alcohol and barbiturates on the respOnse of su bjects following a light

spot with a pointer was found to depend on the frequency at which the input light moved

on the screen.
W. G. Henrikson

5. Head-Position Indicator, S.B. Thesis, Department of Electrical Engineering,

M,,T., Jiune 1962.

A gyroscope-demodular system was used to indicate head position, so that the place

where a subject looks in a given situation can be determined
H. R. Howland

6. Computer Analysis of Handwriting Applied to Cancer Detection, S. B. Thesis,
Department of Electrical Engineering, M.i.T., June 1962.

The Kaufer Neuromuscular Test was programmed on the TX- computer, the results

analyzed, and improvements suggested.
R. G. Kurkjian

7. A Semiconductor Regulated DC Power Supply, S. B. Thesis, Department of Elec-
trical Engineering, M.I.T., June 1962.

An efficient power supply for application to a servomechanism system is Obtained by

cascading a transistorized filter and a transistor dc regulator.
K. D. Labaugh

8. A Measuring Device for the Tremor of the Human Finger, S.B. Thesis, Depart-

ment of Electrical Engineering, M.I.T., June 1962.

With a transducer that employs the change in capacitance of two plates, caused by

varying the distance between them, a signal can be detected which indicates finger

tremor.

G. Segal
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9. The Pupil Light Reflex in the Owl, S.B.Thesis, Department of Biology, M.I.T.,

May 1962.

The pupil reflex of an owl to light Was found to contain nonlinearities that contribute

to the variability of the gain results.

G. H. Northrop

10. Linear Light Source for Eye Stimulation Department -of Electrical Engineering,
M.I.T., June 1962,

A television screen is used as a light source to stimulate the eye, and thus enable
one to observe the pupil under various stimulation conditions.

G. Sever

11. The Effects of Drugs on the Transfer Function of the Human Pupil Systemj

Department of Biology, M.I.T., May 1962.

Using physostignine and hy-droxyampheitaie hydrobromide together, We found

that the minimun phase lag was increased, and the gain of the transfer func-

tion decreased.

J. W. Stark

12. Effect of Operating Conditions on Noise in Human Pupil Servomechanism, S. B.

Thesis, Department of Electrical Engineering, M.I.T., June 1962.

The mean-square value of noise was found to be a monotonically increasing function
of light intensity: the noise has stationary components from 0.08 cps to 2 cps, and the
spectrum contained a relative maximum at 15 cycles per minute which corresponded to

the respiration rate.
B. P. Tunstall

1.3., Transient Adaptation in the Human Pupil Servomechanism, S, B. Thesis, Depart-

ment of Biology, M.I.T., June 1962.

The rapid rise in visual threshold is concomitant, but not simultaneous, with a

rapid rise in pupil response when the steady light input to the pupil is decreased..

W. M. Zapol
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j B. EYE CONVERGENCE
JIU. An apparatus similar to that described by Rashbass and Westheimer (ig. -XXV-)

has been used to present a convergence-divergence stimulus to human subjects.

GLASSES

0 MAXIMUM CIENTER
CONVERGENCE LN -.R.5OCM
1'CM FROM 0 FROM 0

SPLANE,

/. MRR:OR

I -FACE OF CAT HODE-
RAY TUBE

Fig. XXV-i. Eye-convergence apparatus.

The electrical apparatus used is shown in Fig. XXV-Z, Eye movements are

recorded from photocells mounted on eyeglass frames, The variable measured

EYE I 1BRIDGE VOLTAGE I [AM PLIFIER' RCDE

GLASSES CIRCUIT FORAcNG FOLLOWER X,1O

Fig. XXV -2. Electrical circuit for eye -cnvergence
apparatus.

thus far, the angle of convergence-divergence (ar), is defined as the angle between

,,the line of sight when the eye is focused at infinity and the line passing tlhrough
the target and the center of the eye. Calibration of eye movements (Fig. XXV-3)
is accomplished by having the subject focus on a light appearing at infinity and

then on a light that is a known distance from the first. Thus a known a is sub-

tended. Subjects have been presented with sinusoidal and step stimuli. Records

of stimuli and responses appear in Fig. XXV-3. Future investigations will include

closed-loop predictable and unpredictable frequency responses with single and
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(C)

Fig. XXV-3. (A) Step response, 1 1.-0 cp
(b ) Sinusoidal. response, f 0. 1 cps.-( c) Sinusoidal response,f 1 .0 cps,
(d) Typical calibration,. 4. = stimulus angle, ~r

response angle (average value shown)
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mixed computer-produced sinusoidal stimuli used. Finally, the dynamics of the

system when the feedback loop has been opened will be inVest gated.

B. Li Zuber, L. Stark

References

1. C; Rashbass and G. Westheimer, Disjunctive eye moveients, J. Physilr. 159,
339-360 1(1961).

2. G. P. Nelson. L. Stark, anid L. R. Young, Phototube glasses for measuring eye
movements, Quarterly Progress Report No. 67, Research Laboratory of Electronics,
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C. PUPILLARY NOISE

In an attempt to discover possible sources of pupillary unrest (noise), a crosscorre-

lation program has been written for the GE 225 computer. With the aid of this program

AREA

S I!NAL

RESPIRATION .:.I

Fig. XXV-4. Digitalized records of pupil area and respiration signal.
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II
v.153

.|~ + I: J- i F ,

VT

Fig. XXV-5. Ci 0Sscorreiation between pupil noise and respiration.

pupii noise can be comparted With Other biological signals to determine Whether" Or not

correlation exists,

As a first attemp t, the pupil noise was cros scorreiated With A respiration signal.

This r'espiration signal was obtained from a device that consisted of a thermistor (Fenwal

Type B3C32L1) placed inside a hollow plastic tube, whlich, in turn, Was inserted into

the nostril of the subject. As the subject inhaled and exhaled, the temperature it, the
environment of the therm-istor changed and thus the resistance Of the thermiStor changed,

The thermistor was used asoeamo rssac rde, and the signal obtained

indicated, in some sense, the respiration of the subject.
The rpitinws crosscorrelated With the pupil area ude cnttiluination

.onitio s. Three cases were t ried: (a) slow breathing, (b) regula~r breathing. and

(c) fast breathing

Figure XXV-4 shows a typical area and respiratio¢n signal for the s ow-breathingy

case after digital ization. and Fi~g, XXV-5 shows its pro-sscorrelation function. The

cropscOrrelation functi9n is

'y

bar denotes time average, x is te pupi area, y is th respiration signal,

and are the respective time-aderage values, and t- and to are the respective rm
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Values of the signali We see from Fig. XXV'5 that the correlation peak goes as high

as 15 per cent,. For regular breathing the correlation peak was approximately 1 I per
centj and for fast breathing a peak of approximately 2 per ent was obtained.

No definite conclusions will be drawn now, due to the fact that the experiment was

performed only once, and there is, the possibility of head movement during breathing,

which could add ,correlation.,
S. F. Stanten, L, Stark

D. EYE-MOVEMENT EXPERIMENTATION

V Equipment for our eye-movement experiment has been set up, at th Massachusetts

Eye and Ear infirmiary of the Massachusetts General Hospital. It is very similar to the

experimental arrangement used for the study of the effect of pharmacological agents on

TARGET
ANGLE 0

- -f- 14 ( 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1- 1- 1 f.I -f I I i i ,I f
-,.I SEC

SCM /SEC

... .. .. -- --

TARGET ,610

o

I i i+ I I l l , I i 1 1 I :I i l I I i lIl lI lI l l - I

--I -1SEC
5CM/SEC

(q)

Figt XXV,6. Response to step changes in target angle recorded from (a) normal
sub ect, and (0) young child wit _osbeban tmr
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control of eye movements we are studying patients with various eye-movement dis-

orders who sit with head fixed in a "catcher's" fra'ski They wear a pair of photocell
goggles that measure eye novement as a moving spot of light on an oscilloscope screen

is tracked.

The patient performs a varied set of tasks: (a) directed gaze in darkness - lateral

and forward; (b) compensatory moVeftentS to passive head rotationo (c) directed gaze

at fixation point; and (d) conjugate eye novements following moving targets of steps,

constant velocity, constant acceleration and sinusoids. These are designed to measure

certain types of eye Movements , saccades, pursuit, fixation, stability, and nystagmus.

!Figure XXV-6a shows the response of a normal subject to step changes in target

angle. Note the rapid response without mudh overshoot. Figure XXV-6b shows the

response of a young child with a possible brain tumor. His record shoWs considerable

oscilatoryovershoot that was not seen in ordinary clinical examination.

Gabriella W. Smith, D. G, Cogan, L. Stark

(Dr. D. G. Cogan is Chief of Ophthalmology, Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary.)

References
1. H. T. Hermann, G. P., Nelson, L. Stark, and L. R; Young, Effect of pharma-

cological agents on control of eye movements, Quarterly Progress Report No. 67,
Research Laboratory of Electronics, MI.T.,, October 15, 1962, pp. 231-232.

E. MODEL OF PUPIL REFLEX TO LIGHT

Work continues in an attempt to refine our model of the human pupillary response

to light. Extensive use has been made of the GE 225 computer as an integral part of a

hybrid analogmdigital pupil model, and to obtain reliable results by the use of on-line

averaging of experimental data.

From Fig. XXV-7, and from previous work 1 z it is apparent that some form of scale

compression is present early in the signal processing by the system. Figure XXV-8

illustrates the existence of a nonlinearity with memory. Note the small effect of the

pulsewidth on the height of the response.
The model presented previously is shown in Fig. XXV-9 The revised model shown

in Fig. XXV-10 differs from the previous model in the following respects.

(i) A logarithmic scale-compression factor has been added, the results of which are

shown in Fig. XXV-l!.
(i) An extra and faster time constant has been added to the transfer function of T.

This addition will aid in reducing the effect on response height of pulsewidths from

10 msec to 2 seconds. However, this addition decreases the dependence of time to peak

on the pulsewidth in contradiction with experimental results.
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Fig. XXV-7. Pupil respontse to ligyht pulses Of different heights3.
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Fig. XXV-8. Average response of pupil to light pulses of decreasing width.
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VFig. XXV-9. Oldpupimodel. ria1 ,i.5 sec; -r mO0,5 sec'; 0=O.l1

COMPUTER

P(t) =LboG [K.I(t-T) + 1] K 6, r1j 1.5SEC, r 2 0-2, T=6.2 SEC

d=O.O5M~.. T=O.2SEIC

Fig. XXV-lO. New pupil moddel.
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jig. XXV-1 1. Relsponseq (top) of pupil1 model to positive pulses .(bottom) of greatly
vrigamplitude. Note scatle compression of log function. (Over-

shoo ofthesimulated stimuli is, due to X"Y recorder inertia.)
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(iii) 'The lower diodes have been, introduced to make the recently introduced rapid
light adaptation ineffective during dark adaptation,

A. A. Sandberg, L. Stark
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F. HUMAN PREDICTION OF FILTERED RANDOM SEQUENCES

An experiment has been designed to investigate a huhnan subject!s strategy in pre-

dieting successive numbers in a nonindependent sequence of random numbers. The

experiment is implemented in the form of a digital-computer program that interacts
with the subject and the experimenter by means of typewriters. This program has

in progress.

The subject is presented With a sequence of positive and negative decimal integers,
which are formed by taking a weighted sum of (a) a number obtained by an independent

sampling of a uniform distribution of zero mean and (b) a linear combination of previous

numbers in the output sequence.

After each number is presented, the subject is asked to predict what the next number
in the sequence will be. It is apparent, and, indeed, can be proved, that he may mini-
mize his mean-square error by setting his prediction just equal to the quantity (b) above.

This is then his "optimum poliey.",

Figure XXV 12 gives a block diagram of the experimental configuration. The quan-

tities shown have the following meanings:

R Random-number generator

Fi Filter

D1  Delay of one discrete time unit

S Subject

E Experimenter

i Discrete time variable
X(i) Independent sample from a uniform distribution

Y(i) Constrained random number

Q(i) Subject's optimum prediction for Y(i)
Y(i-1) The number presented to the subjoect just before he gives P(i)
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Fig. 3MV 12. Extperimenttal cofiguration.

1;5 POLICYTO WASTOSE

151
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SMEP(i)=SMOQTHED MAGNITUDE OFSUBJECT'S
POICY ERROR WITH, S = 3

(NOE SCALE CHANGE ON ORDINATE)
'00 I I
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Fig. XXV- 13. Results of one human prediction experiment.
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P(i) Subject s prediction for Y(ii)

Eg(i) SUbject'S guess error

Ep(i) Subject s policy er ror (=P(i)(i))

Another quantity that is not shown in Fig. XXV-1.1 and is also calculated by the

computer is
S

smEPwi T ~ Epo i) I
j= 1

Here, SMEP stands for "snoothed magritude of policy error." We have found it con-

venient to set S = 3 for most of our experiments.

Figure XXV-i3 is a graph of P(%i) Y(i), and SMAEP(I) (with S=3) plotted against i

for a representative suft Of 50 predictions.

The hypothesis has been Set forth that the subject will gradually learn to behave well

with respect to the optimum policy, but that the random character of the Y' s will cause

him to evenatually bec6me dissatisfied with his performance. He will then tnhke a

drastic change in his policy, which, of coutrse, Will cause his polity error to increase

,in magnitude. He will then gradually return to the optimum policy, only to become

dissatisfied again later on.. Our experimenitation has not progressed far enough to en-

able us to confirm or deny this hypothesis.

E. C. Van Horn, Jr., L. Stark
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Prof. R. Meizack J. G. Hallett
P. D. Donahue G. R. .S. Bingham

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

There is considerable evidence that severe restriction of the early perceptual expe-
rience of animals produces profound disturbances of their perceptual, emotional and
intellectual de-velopment. The purpose of ourinvestigation is to carry ,out a series of
studies oni the physiological mechanisms that underlie the highly abnormal behavior
observed in animals reared in isOioation. The focus of individual studies Wiil be on three
s5lient characteristics of the behavior of animals reared in isolation: '(a) a frequent,
failure to perceive and respond to the appropriate environmental cues, including stimuli
that are painful to animals -hat are reared under normal conditions; ,(b) an extremely
high level of excited activity that pervades virtually all of the atimals' behavior; and
(C) a low capacity for learning new responses in problem-solving situations. The method

* of procedure for the first problem is to observe the behavior of restricted and nornally
* reared anials from the same litter in response to brief burns and, pinpricks and simul-

taneously to record responses evoked at the midbrain, thalamus,, and ,cortex.
R. Melzack

This research was supported in part by the National Institutes of Health(Grant MH-042.35,03).
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XXVII. SENSORY AIDS RESEARCH

Prof. S. J Mason J. Dupress D. G. Kocher
Prof. D. E, Troxel W. G. Kellner R. C. Levine
G. Cheadle M A. Pilla

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The basic objective of our research in sensory communickation is to provide a better
understanding of the fundamental problems underlying the developmhent of sensory aids
for people who are blind or blind and deaf. Current and projected work includes studies
of (a) tactile transmission of Braille-like codes; (b) tactile -kinesthetic transmission of
StentypeIke codes; (c) tactile-kinesthetic perception of planar shapesj including mod-
i-fied and enlarged letter and word shapes; (d) communication by means of the thermal
sense.; (e) communication by simultaneous stimulation of two or mor-e sensry modal-
ities; (f) picture processing for drastic reduction :of information content; (g) detection
Of skin potentials; and '(h) eye-movement measurements.

SJ.Mason

I.

V

This work was supported in part by the National Institutes of Health (Grant

MH-04737-02); in part by the National Science Foundation (Grant G-165Z6); and in part
by the U. S. Air Force (Electronic Systems Division) under Contract AF19(628),-258.
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XXV.II. CIRCUIT THEORY AND DESIGN*

Prof. P. Penfield, Jr. Prof. C. L. Searle
Pro6f. R. P. Rafuse Prof. R. Di Thornton

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Investigations of nonlinear, time-variant linear, and linear active circuits are aimed

at a better understandiig of the relations between theoretical models and physical
devices. 'Curreft research includes:

'(a) theoretical investigations, design, and experimertal behavior .of parame-tric
amplifiers and frequency multipliers

'(b.) determination of the invariant properties of active network components under
various kinds of embedding

(c) .studie:s -of transistor and tunnel-diode circuits
(d) interpretation of a general v • i conservation theorem.

P. Penfield, Jr., R. P. tafuse, C. L. Searle, R. D. Thornton

This work is supported in part by Purchase Order DDL B-00368 with Lincoln
Laboratory, a center for research operated by Massachusetts Institute of Technology
with the joint support of the. U. S. Army, Navy, and Air Force under Air Force Contract
AFl9(604)-7400.
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X -XIX. NETWORK SYNTHESIS

Prof. E. A. Guillernin V. K. Prabhu
S. G. Chamberlain W. C. Schwab

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

As expressed in last year' s research objectives (Quarterly Progress Repbrt No. 64,
ipage 337,), the further deVelopment of an approach to synthesis, which was Started during
the past two years, will ontinUe during this and faor several more years, inasmuch as
many Collateral problems a-re generated in the process of working out essential steps in
this new method ef network synthesis.

E. A. Guillemin
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xxC. COMPUTER RESEARCH

Prof. J. B. Dennis
N.- KerlIenevich
G. Y-C. Wang

RfESEARCH OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this group, which is operated jointly by the Research Laboratory
of Eletronics, the Electronic Systems Laboratory, and the Department of Electrical
Engineering, M. I. T., is threefold

i To provide a flexible and readily accessible computation facility oriented toward
the Laboratory's research goals.

2. To develop computation techniques, e specially in the sense of increasing the
convenience With which operating programs for particular tasks may be produced,and of allowing the scientist easy communication with the machine about tasks
that are being perforned for him.

3. TO provide an education facility where students may learn the principles of auto-
matic computation, and undergraduate and graduate theses and projects may be
carried out.

The computation facility consists of two general-purpose digital computers. The

TX-O computer, an experimental transistorized machinei was built by Lincoln Labora-
tOry, M, I. T. Since 1958, the TX-0 computer has been made available for academic
research. Its effectiveness has been increased through the expansion of its instruction

2code, the addition of a flexible in-out facility for communicating with the users' equip-
ment, anidthe installadon of a magnetic tape unit for auxiliary storage. In September
1961, the Digital Equipment Corporation generously donated one of its PDP-Ll machines
to the Department of Electrical Engineerin, M.I.T. This machine is a commercial
unit that is similar in many respects to the TXA- in its design and intended application.

Time Sharing

Our experience with TX-O has shown that on-line communication between the user
and machine allows the user to progress faster in his research with less effort on his
part than is possible with a closed-shop operation: If the user can interrogate the
machine at any time to observe the course of the computation and to change parameters
of the problem when it is necessary, he can make quicker progress with less computa-
tion. A closed-shop operation, of course, will allow much more efficient use of the
computer, since it need never stand idle while the user ponders his next step i ru ng
a computation experiment, or in test'ing a program.

The time sharing of one computer by a number of users operating from different

consoles would combine the advantages of both modes of computer operation, and is

viewed by many as the desirable goal for the future computation facility3 at the Massa-chusetts Institute of Technology. The hardware and programming for time-shared
operation of the PDP- 1 computer from up to seven typewriter consoles has been designedand installation is nearing completion. The system is built around a magnetic drum
that stores users' programs while they are waiting their turn to run. The drum permits

This facility will make the advantages of time-shared operation available to students
an hif betwee rogram in30sc:alwn 4 fs. epnsoues'dmnsand laboratory research projects, and help establish requirements for a future large-
scale facility.

J. B. Dennis
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XXXI. ADVANCED COMPUTATION RESEARCH*

Prof. H. M. Teget E.. L. Ivie R. L. Ward
N. E. Bolen U. Shimony DO U. Wilde

j,  RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

'Our objective is to develop devices, as-ystems, and languages for fruitful interaction
between scientists and computers, through the use of the computer as a powerful, on-
1ne aid to understanding. Taking cost and computer capacity into cotisideration, we
can provide this facility by time-sharing a :slightly modified computer with a normal-
sized memobry. The computer is equipped with random access files and many low-cost
remote consoles, each of which has low-data-rate graphical and chiaracter-producing
input-output devices. The consoles can be operated simultaneously.

Work in this field has been concerned with the following problems. We have tested
on-line programn and computation, utilizing a system of multiple independent type-
writers. An existing digital plotter has been connected to an IBM 709 computer, and
we are constructing a special-purpose computer to control multiple independent plotters.
A prototype of a high-resolution graphical input device for figures and sybols that Are
drawn by hand is being built. Design modifications for an IBM 7090 computer have been
proposed and imcorporated into the ComputatiOn Center machine. Scheduling systems
for time-sharing and memory allocation have been simulated and found satisfactory.
An irnfozation-retrieval system for programs and data is being designed. Programming
systemS for recognition of handwritten input are being checked out, and new graphical
languages for several major problem classes for input and output have been partially

specified. 1 3

In a wider sense, we are investigating theoretical problems, such as associate
memories, information-retrieval systems, pattern recognition, and machine organiza-
tion, With a view toward the development of a comprehensive theory of computation and
information processing.

H. M. Teager
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XXXIH. STROBOSCOPIC RESEARCH

Prof. H. E. Edgerton
J A. McMorris 1i

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The goal of our work with electronic flash is twofold. First, there is an intense
desire to know more about the fundamental proceSses that oc ur in flash lamps so that
faster, brighter, special lamps can be designed for all sorts of performance. Second,
there is an unending demand for electronic flash sources to help obtain data and radia-
tion for all sorts of research and production problems. To properly design the flash
equipment, the designer must go into the problem at 'hand so that he can obtain useful
important data in an efficient or accurate manner.

For several years there has been intense interest in the laser device. We are
furnishing flash lamps that are specially designed for good optical coupling to the ruby
crystal.

There is also interest in photographing Small, high-velocity particles such as those
that will be encountered by space ships. The duration required for this photography is

approximately 10 second. Some work has been accomplished With such a short flash,
and further work is under way.

For more than ten years we have worked on nany applications of electronic flash-
lighting equipment to underwater research with partial financial help from the National
Geographic Society and interested individuals. This work has been greatly stimulated by
the addition of a pressure-testing facility in Room 20D-009, M. I. T. We have assisted
With the photographic devices for both existifg bathyscaphes, and we have helped With
the design of new photographic gear for the French bathyscaphe that is being built for
Ultimate depths.

H. E. Edgerton
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